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ABSTRACT
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2,
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, And
Women Domestic Violence Survivors
John S. Morrell, M.Ed.
August 1998
Empirical evidence and diagnostic decision rules for
diagnosing Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) with
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2 were
originally developed with a narrow and heterogeneous sample
of trauma victims, Vietnam veterans. Relatively little
empirical study has been given to the use of the MMPI-2
among domestic violence survivors, especially as it
pertains to the issue of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.
The utility and validity of prior empirical findings, based
primarily on Vietnam veterans, cannot be extrapolated to
other trauma victims without further empirical evidence
supporting such application. In this study the MMPI-2 was
administered to 93 women domestic violence survivors from
domestic violence (a) shelters,

(b) support groups,

(c)

outreach centers, and (d) other social service agencies.

V

The Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (Foa, 1995) was
used to identify which of 93 women survivors met diagnostic
criteria for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Multivariate
analysis of variance, using nine MMPI-2 scales, found
significant differences between women domestic violence
survivors with and without PTSD on the F, K, l(Hs), 2(D),
6(Pa), 8(Sc), and PK-PTSD scales. Stepwise discriminant
function analysis produced one significant discriminant
function, including the K validity and the l(Hs) scales, a
78% correct classification rate, and a sensitivity and
specificity of 88% and 60%, respectively. The PK-PTSD scale
correctly classified 68% of all cases, and a sensitivity
and specificity of 81% and 45%, respectively, were found.
Canonical correlation of MMPI-2 scales with sub-scales from
Foa's (1995) Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale
revealed significant multiple correlations. Major findings
suggest the MMPI-2 is sensitive to PTSD symptomatology and
capable of discriminating between domestic violence
survivors with and without PTSD. The MMPI-2 is as
diagnostically efficient for assessing PTSD in domestic
violence survivors as it is been found to be for Vietnam
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veterans. Implications for theory, research, practice, and
limitations of this research are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Domestic violence against adult women, in the form of
woman abuse and wife battering, was not a matter of great
interest and concern until the 1970's. As a consequence of
a strengthening women's movement during the late 1960's and
1970's, domestic violence obtained a higher profile as a
problem of significant importance. During this period of
time and since, increased research attention has been given
to finding solutions for and understanding of domestic
abuse of adult women.
Domestic violence against adult women is a health problem
of monumental proportions in America. About four times a
minute a woman in America is beaten-up by her spouse or
partner. Approximately, one third of all women will
experience at least one physical assault in the context of
an intimate relationship during her lifetime (Koss,
Goodman, Browne, Fitzgerald, Keita, & Russo, 1994). In the
United States, the number of women battered by an intimate
is estimated to be between one million and as high as four
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million women annually (Bachman, 1994; Bachman

&

Saltzman,

1995; Koss et al., 1994).
The psychological and behavioral sequelae of domestic
violence is substantial and also presents a major health
problem for our society. A conceptual model that adequately
captures all the effects that domestic violence has on its
victims has yet to be formulated. Three models attempting
to describe and formulate a psychological theory of
domestic violence sequelae have been researched, discussed,
and/or debated during the last three decades:

(a) Battered

Woman's Syndrome (BWS; Walker, 1979, 1983, 1984); (b)
Stockholm Syndrome (Graham, Rawlings, & Rimini, 1988); and
(c) Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. Battered Woman's
Syndrome and Stockholm Syndrome together capture and
describe many aspects of the aftermath of domestic
violence. Battered Woman's Syndrome helps explain the
perplexing pattern by which survivors tend to remain in an
abusive environment, enduring abuse and battering for
extended periods of time before they seek help to escape
the violence.
Stockholm Syndrome ~ends itself to explaining the
emotional attachments that occur between the victim and
perpetrator. The emotional bonding that arises between a

3

male abuser and his female victim are believed to play a
significant role in the reason survivors find it extremely
difficult to end the relationship with the abuser and to
provide an explanation for why the victim, after having
left the batterer, frequently returns to the relationship
in spite of the danger this places her in.
Gondolf and Fisher (1988) reject the Battered Woman and
Stockholm Syndrome's appraisals of women of domestic
violence as victims and passive recipients of abuse. These
researchers found in fact that women who have encountered
domestic violence are survivors who actively intervene for
themselves to address the abuse they are experiencing. The
active steps they take are governed by a predictable
progression of meanings and attributions they give for the
occurrence of violence. As attributions of cause for the
violence change from internal, specific, and changeable to
external, global, and unchangeable, survivors take
different steps to stop the violence perpetrated against
them. The last steps taken are based on attributions that
place the responsibility for violence on the perpetrator
and that the violent behavior will not change. When
survivors reach this point of attribution they tend to look
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outside of themselves to community resources for protection
and help in ending the relationship.
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a third model
for understanding the psychological and behavioral effects
of domestic violence. Intrusive recollections, elevated
baseline anxiety, flashbacks of abuse, nightmares,
depression, heightened startle response, and a host of
other post-trauma symptoms are commonly experienced by
women survivors of domestic violence. Without denying that
Battered Woman's Syndrome, Stockholm Syndrome, and the work
of Gondolf and Fisher (1988) are important aspects of the
domestic violence literature, this paper is given over to
better understanding PTSD as a sequelae of domestic
violence. PTSD substantially and accurately reflects the
emotional and psychological experience of the domestic
violence survivor. PTSD among domestic violence survivors
occurs at a very high rate, equal to or greater than that
of Vietnam veterans (Saunders, 1994; Davidson, Hughes,
Blazer, & George, 1991; Housekamp & Foy, 1991). PTSD among
domestic violence survivors is a treatable disorder that
warrants better assessment and treatment attention. Were
survivors who experienced PTSD provided assistance with
managing their symptoms and treatment for the traumatic

5

aftermath of the domestic violence the ongoing morbidity
associated with domestic violence and PTSD would be
substantially diminished.
The assessment of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder using
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), and
its successor the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory 2 (MMPI-2), in its own right, is a murky and
mysterious domain. (Henceforth, general references to the
MMPI as an instrument, will be denoted by MMPI/MMPI-2, and
specific references to either the original version or the
2nd edition of the MMPI will be denoted MMPI and MMPI-2,
respectively) However, when domestic violence of adult
women, PTSD, and the MMPI/MMPI-2 intersect as a focus of
study, the issues become even more complex and mysterious.
In part, this is due to the fact that research on the
MMPI/MMPI-2's usefulness for the assessment of PTSD has
been largely confined to combat related Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder, especially among Vietnam veterans.
Relatively speaking, only a small amount of effort has been
given to studying the MMPI/:MMPI-2 and civilian trauma.
Prior research led the publishers of the MMPI/MMPI-2 to
include two PTSD supplementary scales (PK-PTSD & PS-PTSD),
purporting to measure Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. The
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implication of the inclusion of these two scales in the
published version of the MMPI/MMPI-2 is that they measure
PTSD generally, even though the scales were normed on a
very narrow population. However, whether these scales do
measure PTSD in the population-at-large has not been
substantively and empirically examined. This present study
endeavors to provide some empirical attention to the
question of whether assessing PTSD in domestic violence
survivors with the MMPI-2 is a valid procedure.
The MMPI/MMPI-2 is a singularly useful tool in clinical
situations for the purposes of assessment of personality
characteristics, symptomatic behavior, and treatment
planning. The development of the original MMPI dates back
to 1940 when Hathaway and McKinley wanted the use of an
instrument to help with the diagnosis of mental disorders
and psychiatric screening (Graham, 1990). The MMPI/MMPI-2
is

a "broad-band" test, meaning that it has been found

capable of appraising a variety of personality
characteristics and psychological symptoms through the
administration of one instrument. This type of test is in
contrast to "narrow-band" tests, which assess psychological
functioning in one specific and discreet personality
characteristic or one specific form of emotional disorder,

7

such as depression (e.g., The Beck Depression Inventory
[BDI; measures depressive symptoms only, Beck, Ward,
Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961]; Hathaway & McKinley,
1989).
The MMPI was, and the MMPI-2 continues to be, a widely
used and applied instrument for psychological assessment.
The popularity of this test is in part due to its item pool
being "empirically" derived. Empirical derivation refers to
the fact that the items included in the assessment tool
were selected because they were, statistically speaking,
the best predictors of the particular psychological
characteristic or trait under consideration. For instance,
The "Depression Scale" (Scale 2[D])

was developed by

starting with a large number of questions thought to be
useful in determining if a person was depressed. Groups of
clinically depressed

and "normal" people answered the

questions and then the responses of each group to the
questions were compared and analyzed. Questions that were
statistically the most accurate at classifying the
depressed and non-depressed people were kept as the
questions for the depression scale.
Empirical derivation is in contrast to "rationally"
derived psychological tests. Rationally devised tests
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include questions because the test developer thinks they
are logically or rationally connected or related to the
construct or characteristic being measured. For instance,
if one wanted to develop a test to measure whether a person
is anxious or not, one would write a set of questions to
which anxious people would answer yes or no. Then,

known

anxious and non-anxious people would take the test to
determine whether the test as a whole accurately
discriminated the two groups.
An empirically designed test includes questions because
they accurately predict, statistically, when a person has
anxiety problems and when they do not, regardless of
whether the question seems logically related or connected
to the construct one is attempting to assess. For instance,
if the true-false item, "Watching Bozo the Clown reruns is
fun," statistically assisted in accurately classifying
anxious and non-anxious people, it might be included in an
empirically derived test, even though it seems to have no
face validity, logical, or rational connection to disabling
anx~ety.
The heart of the MMPI-2 (and the MMPI, for that matter)
consists of 13 scales, 3 validity and 10 clinical. The
following scale descriptions are summarized from Butcher
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(1993). The MMPI-2 has three primary validity scales which
assess test taking attitude:

(a) the Lie (L) scale measures

whether individuals are using an unsophisticated or overly
virtuous attitude in answering test questions. High scores
suggest that persons are presenting themselves in an overly
positive light so as to be seen from a favorable viewpoint;
(b) the Infrequency scale (F)

is not usually elevated

unless persons identify many items not typically endorsed
by test-takers. A high elevation on the F scale suggests
persons are either experiencing very severe psychological
symptoms, or are not evaluating themselves accurately. Such
individuals may be confused, disorganized, or faking mental
illness; and (c) the Defensiveness scale (Kor Correction)
measures to what extent test-takers are willing to disclose
personal information and discuss problems. High scores
indicate an unwilling or reluctant attitude toward telling
about oneself and concerns. Lower scores indicate openness
and frankness. Overall, the validity scales provide
information about how individuals approach answering test
questions. These scales suggest whether individuals were
being frank, open, and honest about life problems or
guarded, non-disclosing, or perhaps even lying and/or
minimizing/exaggerating problems. These validity scales may
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also provide useful information as to whether individuals
might be exaggerating problems for the purpose of gaining
attention, compensation, or special services of some kind.
Test-takers' responses to the questions on the L,

F, and K

scales enable psychologists to draw conclusions as to what
extent the information generated by the :MMPI-2 profile is
an accurate and reliable picture of individuals in the real
world.
The ten basic clinical scales of the MMPI-2 provide
information about how test-takers view themselves and other
people, how they cope with outside pressures, how internal
experience are handled, what defense mechanisms individuals
use, and to what extent test-takers report a broad variety
of psychological problems and personality characteristics.
The following are brief synopses of the ten basic clinical
scales:

(a) the 1 or Hypochondriasis scale (Hs) measures

the extent to which persons report many vague and nonspecific physical problems. Responses to questions on this
scale also provide feedback as to how individuals may be
unconsciously using physical complaints and problems, as a
lifestyle, or to manage internal psychological conflicts;
(b) the 2 or Depression scale (D) assesses the extent to
which individuals report depressed mood, low self-esteem,
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and feelings of inadequacy;

(c) the 3 or Conversion

Hysteria scale (Hy) evaluates a person's tendency to use
neurotic defenses, such as denial and repression, to manage
life stresses. Individuals having elevated 3 scales tend to
be dependent, naive, outgoing, infantile, and narcissistic;
(d) the 4 or Psychopathic Deviant scale (Pd) measures
antisocial behavior in the form of rebelliousness,
disturbed family relationships, and impulsivity. High
scores suggest individuals may be having difficulties with
home life, school, work, or the legal system, and whether
alcohol and drug abuse may be a problem. High scores may
also be indicative of a personality disorder;

(e)

the 5 or

Masculinity-Femininity scale (Mf) measures the extent to
which, or lack thereof,

the test-takers endorse an

adherence to stereotypical patterns of masculine and
feminine interests that are either consistent or
inconsistent with their own gender;

(f) the 6 or Paranoia

scale (Pa) assesses the tendency to worry, to be
suspicious, aloof, shrewd, guarded, and overly sensitive;
(g) the 7 or Psychasthenia scale (Pt) measures the extent
to which tenseness, anxiety, rumination, preoccupations,
obsessions, phobias, and patterns of being rigid and
inflexible are a concern;

(h) the 8 or Schizophrenia (Sc)
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assesses the extent to which persons are unconventional
and/or maintains a lifestyle devoid of meaningful
interpersonal contacts. Individuals scoring high on this
scale are often withdrawn, shy, and moody. They may
experience high levels of tension, feelings of inadequacy,
and confused thinking. Very high scores on this scale
indicate poor reality testing, bizarre sensory experiences,
delusions and hallucinations;

(i) the 9 or Hypomania scale

(Ma) measures the extent to which persons are highly
energized, sociable, outgoing, prone to liberal moral
attitudes, flighty, and prone to drinking excessively. Very
high scores suggest the possibility of delusions, a mood
disorder and/or unpredictable moods, bizarre and/or
impulsive behavior;

and (j) the O or Social Introversion

scale (Si) is a measure of how individuals approach
interpersonal interaction. High scorers tend to be
introverted, interpersonally withdrawn, and socially
retiring. Low scorers are more extroverted and outgoing,
gregarious, and possibly insincere, aggressive, impulsive,
uninhibited, and manipulative (Butcher, 1993).
When test-takers complete the MMPI-2 questions, the
results can be hand scored, with a set of templates, or
computer scored. After the answers are scored, the results
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of the MMPI-2 are returned to test-administrators in the
form of numerical raw scores and statistically derived T
scores. Raw scores are the actual number of questions
answered for each of the MMPI-2 scales, as mentioned above,
in a direction that indicates that the person is endorsing
a certain characteristic in the domain assessed by that
scale. For instance, if test-takers generated raw scores of
17 on the Depression Scale, this indicates 17 Depression
Scale questions were answered in a way that indicates the
test-takers have certain depression symptoms.
Generally, raw scores are not useful for interpreting
MMPI-2 results. Through statistical procedures raw scores
are transformed into T scores. T Scores are based in a
normal curve distribution where, 50 is the average or mean,
~nd 10 T score points is the standard deviation from the
mean. A score of 60 is 10 points from the average score of
50 which means it is one standard deviation from the mean.
AT score of 60 means that the test-takers scored higher
than, approximately, 85% of people who took the test on any
particular scale. In the MMPI-2 interpretive system, the
general rule is for any particular scale elevation to be of
significant clinical importance the score must be at least
1.5 standard deviations above or below the mean;

a T score
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above 65 (or below 35) suggests clinical importance. This
rule means that approximately 93% of persons who have taken
the MMPI-2 score lower (or higher) than test-takers on any
given characteristic measured by the MMPI-2. Almost
exclusively, high scores, 65 or above in T score points,
are of interest to test-administrators and interpreters of
the MMPI-2. Occasionally, however, low scores, 35 T score
points or below, are also interpretively significant. From
an interpretative perspective, if an individual scores a
65, 66, 67, etc. on the MMPI-2 Depression Scale, this means
the person scored at least as high or higher than 93% of
other people who have taken the MMPI-2. The test developers
determined that test-takers who score at this level on the
Depression Scale are likely to have significantly more of
the various characteristics of depression measured by the
test than average or "normal" people. Thus, the
interpretive conclusion drawn from this scale elevation is
that these test-takers are depressed, or have a siqnificant
level of depression. The same procedure is used for
interpreting all the basic scales of the MMPI/MM:PI-2.
The typical approach to the interpretation of MMPI/MMPI-2
scores is to examine the highest scale score elevations
both singly, and also in combination. Clinicians and
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researchers who have studied the MMPI-2 have discovered
that certain scales combine to modify each other from an
interpretative perspective. Texts that assist MMPI-2 test
interpreters in the interpretation process provide
descriptions of various "code types" (combinations of 2 or
3 scales). These code interpretations are based on both
clinical and research/statistical analyses. For instance, a
6-8/8-6 code is a combination of the 6 or Paranoia Scale
and the 8 or Schizophrenia Scale. Together these scales
form a two point code. Based strictly on the information
gathered with the MMPI-2, without any outside information
or data, this two point code typically would suggest
(simplistically, for the sake of brevity) a personality and
behavior pattern consistent with paranoia and a thought
disorder or some similar variant. High point codes and
configurations come in both two point and three point
combinations, which means respectively that two scales and
three scales combine to provide a unique interpretative
profile of a given test-takers' responses to the MMPI-2.
Let the reader bear in mind, at this point, a hard and
fast principal of ethical psychological test
interpretation. Psychological tests may never be used
alone, as the sole source of information for an evaluation.
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Information from sources collateral to the test itself must
always be included

in the process of assessing and

evaluating a given individual. Ethical use of a
psychological tests always requires the testadministrator/interpreter to use multiple sources of
information when arriving at conclusions about a specific
individual's psychological and behavioral functioning.
Beyond the aforementioned "basic'' scales (the 3 validity
and 10 clinical scales), the MMPI and the MMPI-2 have been
the subject of an enormous amount of study and research,
the result of which is a veritable host of supplementary,
sub-scales, and content scales. Two supplementary scales
particularly relevant for this inquiry are the PK-PTSD and
PS-PTSD scales. The MMPI-2 maintains that these two scales
assess the presence of PTSD symptomatology. These scales
came by their names because two different sets of
researchers, both working with Vietnam era veterans,
empirically developed two unique sets cf MMPI-2 items that
were effective in assessing PTSD. The PK-PTSD scale was
developed by a group of researchers led by Terrence Keane
(Keane, Malloy & Fairbank, 1984). The research team that
developed the PS-PTSD scale was led by Schlenger (Schlenger
& Kulka, 1987). In the case of the current study, the focus
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will be exclusively on the PK-PTSD scale because as it has
been utilized in numerous PTSD investigations, and its
place in the literature is more prominent than the PS-PTSD
scale.
In the view of this author, the publication of the MMPI-2
PK-PTSD

supplementary scale is speculative and

questionable. Published materials written about these
supplementary scales present them as being "PTSD" scales
(PK-PTSD and PS-PTSD), implying they assess PTSD generally,
when in fact they were normed exclusively on Vietnam war
veterans. Written materials do document the nature of the
norming groups, however, in computerized reports and
profiles these scales are simply labeled PK-PTSD and PSPTSD supplementary scales.
Research examining the use of the MMPI/MMPI-2 for
assessing PTSD in populations other than Vietnam veterans
is needed because of the exclusive and homogenous nature of
the norm group used originally to identify the
configuration of scores on specific scales that indicate
the presence of Post-Traumatic stress disorder. There is
little substantive empirical evidence that the decision
rules for the validity, clinical, and MMPI-2 PTSD
supplemental scales are reliable and valid for use with
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other populations. This means that in published MMPI/MMPI-2
reports that include the results of a test-takers'
performance on the PTSD supplementary scales there is a
danger of misapplication, misinterpretation, and unethical
use of these scores. In this situation, there is a
potential for clinicians to harm clients who come from
populations other than Vietnam veterans, such as domestic
violence survivors, sexual abuse and rape survivors, and
individuals traumatized by other human and natural
disasters. To accurately use the PTSD decision rules for
MMPI/MMPI-2 scales and the PTSD supplementary scales,
research must be accomplished that validates or invalidates
these rules and supplementary scales for populations other
than Vietnam veterans. If invalidation is the result,

then

this important information needs to be known by other
researchers and clinicians so that appropriate use of these
rules and supplementary scales can proceed.
While substantial research has been done on the subject,
findings from this research have yet to produce hard and
fast conclusions as to the utility of the MMPI/MMPI-2 for
assessing and diagnosing combat related PTSD, regardless of
whether validity, clinical, or supplementary scales are
used. On the contrary, there is substantial confusion about
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whether research generated decision rules for validity and
clinical scales as well as PTSD supplementary scales are
valid and reliable for Vietnam veterans, let alone
survivors of other traumatic experiences. Research is
needed to shed light on problems that have arisen in
attempting to validate the use of the PK-PTSD and the
decision rules for the clinical and validity scales in the
combat veteran population. Just as important is the need to
clarify the utility of the scales and their usefulness in
alternative groups known to have PTSD. In addition, another
important reason for pursuing a focus on how PTSD is
assessed with the MMPI-2, is that the bulk of the extant
research on PTSD and the MMPI was accomplished prior to the
revision,

re-norming, and subsequent publishing of the

MMPI-2.
In this paper, an assumption is made based on empirical
research (Astin, Lawrence, & Foy, 1993; Gleason, 1993;
Kemp, Rawlings, & Green, 1991; Saunders, 1994; West,
Fernandez, Hillard, Schoof, & Parks, 1990) that domestic
violence is traumatic and produces psychological trauma; in
effect, domestic violence equals trauma, physical and
psychological. While the conceptual roots and origin of
PTSD and our nomenclature for the syndrome are inextricably
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linked to combat experiences, the literature is clear
(Housekamp & Foy, 1991; Woods & Campbell, 1993), and
talking directly with women survivors also confirms, that
domestic violence is highly traumatic psychologically,
emotionally, and physically. Furthermore, when
contemplating the nature and experience of women caught and
trapped in the grasp of domestic violence, these women
experience their lives as very similar to combat and war
circumstances (Graham, Rawlings, & Rimini, 1988). Because
of these factors, it is a small logical leap to accept
domestic violence as a psychological and physically
traumatizing experience on par with other traumatic
experiences, such as combat, car accidents, civil
terrorism, weather, and geological disasters (Browne,
1993).
While studies have focused on assessment, diagnosis, and
treatment of PTSD among combat survivors and to a lesser
extent the survivors of natural disasters, and human made
disasters

(Hillary & Schare, 1993), only recently has the

focus turned to the assessment and diagnosis of PTSD in
civilian victims of trauma such as domestic violence, rape,
and

incest

(Hillary & Schare, 1993), motor vehicle

accidents, sexual assault, and death of a significant
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other,

(Mccaffery, Hickling

Robinowitz,

&

Marrazo, 1989; Penk, Keane,

Fowler, Bell, & Finkelstein, 1988).

One can only speculate on the origins of this inattention
to civilian expressions of post-traumatic stress. One
explanation for this omission could certainly be due to
psychology's preoccupation with male psychology and male
psychological research as opposed to research on issues of
concern to women. Researchers studying the relationship of
PTSD and the MMPI/MMPI-2 have made their primary focus
combat veterans (though not unjustly, given the neglect and
estrangement Vietnam veterans themselves have received from
society for their participation in the war), while a
traditionally devalued and undervalued (Sampselle,
Bernhard, Kerr, Opie, Perley,

& Pitzer, 1992) group in our

society - women - and their concerns, have been ignored in
the literature. Civilian trauma victims have been understudied and/or overlooked because:
women;

(a) they are usually

(b) crimes committed against women are under-

reported statistically due to federal, state, and local
crime reporting policies that place inordinate emphasis on
reporting of stranger crime as opposed to acquaintance and
intimate crime; and (c) intimate crime is not perceived by
the general public as "true crime."

Such is the case in
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large part because these crimes occur in the home, as is
suggested by Stanko (1988) in her safe home myth.
Remarkably, this omission in the PTSD and MMPI/MMPI-2
literature has occurred in spite of our recent appreciation
for and knowledge that women are frequent suffers of PTSD
because of sexual abuse trauma in childhood, rape, and
battering (Penk, Keane, Rabinowitz, Fowler, Bell, &
Finkelstein, 1988). There is a substantial body of
literature (Davidson & Smith, 1990; West, Fernandez,
Hillard, Schoof, & Parks, 1990; Resnick, Kilpatrick, Best,

& Kramer, 1992; Dahl, 1989; Burge [1988] cited in Koss et
al., 1994; Rothbaum, Foa, Riggs, Murdock, & Walsh, 1992;
Kilpatrick, Saunders, Amick-McMullan, Best, Veronen,
Resnick, 1989; McCormack, Burgess,

&

&

Hartman, 1988;

Housekarnp & Foy, 1991; O'Neill, & Gupta, 1991; Greenwald &
Leitanberg, 1990) that corroborates the existence of PTSD
as a psychological disorder, not just in combat veterans or
victims of disasters, but also among crime related trauma
victims, and more particularly, in populations of women who
have been traumatized by rape, child sexual abuse, or
battering.
In all fairness, the profession's lack of research and
attention concerning women, the MMPI/MMPI-2, and PTSD are
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also a consequence of our field just considering and
accepting that many of women's psychological problems are
based in traumatic experiences, and only with the light of
this perspective have we seen the relevance of PTSD
nomenclature. What might be perceived as delay or
inattention may in fact simply be our field catching up
with its knowledge and information base. These factors
alone argue for an expansion of MMPI-2 and PTSD research
into areas that have concern for and application to issues
important to women.
Domestic violence survivors have been sorely
misunderstood and in all likelihood harmed by inflexible
interpretation of the MMPI/MMPI-2. Lack of study,
attention, and research concerning how domestic violence
survivors perform on the MMPI/MMPI-2 may have resulted in
interpretations and appraisals that are unnecessarily
pejorative, pathologized, and pessimistic. Without careful
attention to contextual and historical issues in the
process of examining MMPI profiles of women who have been
battered, interpretation of their profiles may result in an
unn~cessarily pathologized picture of their functioning
(Rosewater, 1988).
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Research of the nature proposed in this paper will refine
psychology's understanding of how domestically battered
women react to their experiences, how intimate violence
affects their thinking about themselves and their world,
and thus, how they respond to the stimuli provided in the
MMPI/MMPI-2. The research that this paper proposes can
potentially take the research of Rosewater (1988) onward.
This study will look at how domestically battered women in
general may differ from one another in significant ways.
This present study will attempt to refine and differentiate
how battered women with PTSD and without PTSD respond to
the MMPI/MMPI-2.
The next section of this paper, the Literature Review,
commences with a discussion of survivors of domestic
violence:

(a) domestic violence in America (b) a definition

of domestic violence, and (c) the effects of domestic
violence on women survivors. The focus then shifts to the
PTSD prevalence rate among (a) combat veterans,

(b)

domestic violence survivors, and (c) the general community.
A brief review of the PTSD symptom picture based on the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Diseases-IV
(DSM-IV) is considered. A discussion of assessment issues
surrounding the use of the MMPI/MMPI-2 among victims of
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non-combat and civilian trauma follows, and then an
extensive examination of how the MMPI/MMPI-2 performs in
the assessment and diagnosis of combat related PTSD. The
literature review comes to a close with a summary of the
primary issues elucidated in the literature review, a
conclusion, and a statement of this study's purpose.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review will begin with an examination of
domestic violence survivors and the impact and effects
domestic violence (battering) has on surviving women.
Initially, this review will focus on the demographics
around domestic violence in our society and defining
domestic violence. A more extensive examination of thP.
literature around how domestic violence actually effects
survivors will then be entertained. This review will
include a discussion of the Battered Woman Syndrome,
Stockholm Syndrome, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) as models for how domestic violence affects
survivors.
_While the original intent of this review was to focus on
the use of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(:MMPI) and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2
(MMPI-2) in assessing civilian Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder, the absence of substantive empirical research in
this domain requires the examination of the status of the
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MMPI/MMPI-2 in the assessment of combat related PTSD as a
precursor to studying civilian and crime related PTSD.
Combat related Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, especially
as it relates to Vietnam veterans, has been the focus of
serious research attention during the last two decades. As
was mentioned previously, many studies have focused on
assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of this disorder among
combat survivors and to some extent the survivors of
natural disasters as well (Hillary & Schare, 1993), but
only recently has the focus turned to the assessment and
diagnosis of PTSD in civilian victims of trauma such as
rape, incest, and catastrophic events (Mccaffery, Hickling,
& Marrazo, 1989; Penk, Keane, Robinowitz, Fowler, Bell, &

Finkelstein, 1988). Following the review of domestic
violence literature, the prevalence rates of PTSD in combat
and general community populations will be examined,
followed by a brief review of the PTSD symptom picture.
Then, a brief discussion of assessment issues surrounding
the use of the MMPI/MMPI-2 in civilian trauma and noncombat PTSD sufferer.swill be presented. A careful
examination of how the MMPI performs in the assessment and
diagnosis of combat related PTSD follows. A summary of the
issues elucidated in this review precedes concluding
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comments and suggestions for research on the relationship
of civilian PTSD and the MMPI.
Violence Against Women in America
Ninety-five percent (95%) of all battering victims are
women and one third of all women will experience at least
one physical assault in an intimate relationship during
adulthood (Koss, Goodman, Browne, Fitzgerald, Keita, &
Russo, 1994). Battering and domestic violence will touch
three of five women during their lifetime. Four times a
minute a woman in the United States is beaten by an
intimate. Battering cuts across all socioeconomic classes,
religious preference, racial and cultural grouping, and
level of education (Kosof, 1994). These are a few striking
facts regarding the realities of domestic violence in
America;

there are more.

The U.S. Department of Justice annually conducts the
National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). The NCVS study
defined women domestic violence survivors as women who have
experienced an attempted murder, rape, robbery, or assault
committed by a spouse, ex-spouse, boyfriend, or girlfriend.
Bachman (January, 1994)

and Bachman and Saltzman (August,

1995) wrote reports for the U.S. Department of Justice's,
Office of Justice Programs and Bureau of Justice Statistics
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based on the National Crime Victimization Survey. This
report suggested that achieving accurate, representative
measurement of actual violence between adult intimates is
difficult. Violence against women so often occurs in a
private setting and victims often are reluctant to report
their experiences because of shame or fear of retaliation.
For this reason, the NCVS disclaimed their conclusions in
these reports as being limited in scope. However, by virtue
of their exclusive focus on crime data, the NCVS data is
also limited because it does not consider a broader
definition of violence against women and their
victimization, as suggested by Walker (1979). The report
does not account for the victimization of women caused by
attacks that do not lead to scars, injuries, marks,
arrests, and convictions. The NCVS did not, perhaps cannot,
account for in its data and statistics the impact threats
of harm and death, humiliation, and intimidation have on
victims. This situation is to some extent understandable
because these psychologically abusive behaviors are
exceedingly difficult and probably impossible to measure,
count, and quantify. Abusive behaviors that produce injury
and ' law enforcement involvement are comparatively easier to
quantify. Nevertheless, the NCVS provided a window, albeit
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one window, into the immensity and magnitude of domestic
violence in our society. Analysis of the redesigned NCVS by
Ronet Bachman (1994, 1995) of the Bureau of Justice
Statistics

and Linda E. Saltzman (1995) of the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention provide insight and
perspective into the gravity of the domestic violence
tragedy. For the survey time period of

1992 and 1993, five

million violent victimizations occurred against women age
12 and older annually. Estimates after 17 years of
empirical study on this question, suggest that in the
United States the number is as high as four million women
who experience severe and life threatening assaults from a
male partner during a typical 12 month time period (Koss et
al., 1994). Nine women in 1,000, nearly 1,000,000
individuals, are victims of violence by a husband, exhusband, boyfriend, or ex-boyfriend on an annual basis
(~achman 1994, Bachman & Saltzman, 1995). The likelihood
that a woman would experience violence in the context of an
intimate relationship was six times greater than for men
(Bachman, 1994). Compared to males, females encounter 10
times more incidents of violence by an intimate (Bachman,
1994). Analysis of the NCVS showed that female violence
victims were more likely to be injured by an intimate
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partner than by a stranger perpetrator. In 75% of violent
occurrences against women, where the perpetrator acted
alone, the woman personally knew the perpetrator. In cases
where there were multiple perpetrators of violence against
women, 45% of

the perpetrators knew their victims

personally. Of all the NCVS survey respondents, 29% of all
violence against women by an individual perpetrator
occurred at the hands of a husband, ex-husband, boyfriend,
or ex-boyfriend (Bachman, 1994).
When homicides are considered, data from 1992 suggest 28%
of female homicide victims were known to have been killed
by a husband, ex-husband, or boyfriend. In stark contrast,
only 3% of male homicide victims were known to have had a
wife, ex-wife, or girlfriend assailant. Analysis shows the
perpetrators of homicide against women are significantly
more likely to be a husband, ex-husband, or boyfriend, than
the perpetrator of male homicide will be an a wife, exwife, or girlfriend (Bachman, 1994).
Interesting socioeconomic, racial, and cultural patterns
regarding violence against women in general, and domestic
violence particularly, also emerged from the NCVS. The
occurrence of domestic violence across racial and cultural
groups was not significantly different; Black, White,
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Hispanic and Non-Hispanic groups are equally likely to
encounter domestic violence. Likewise, women in urban,
suburban, and rural localities were not significantly
different in the occurrence of violence by intimates. Urban
women, on the other hand, were more likely to experience
stranger violence than women in suburban or rural
localities.
Age, economic status, and level education do make a
difference in the rate of domestic violence. Women with
lower education levels and lower family income levels are
at higher risk of victimization by intimates than are
college educated women with higher family incomes. Domestic
violence occurs more frequently for women age 19-29 and for
women with incomes below $10,000 than for women of all
other age and economic strata. Women with family incomes
below $10,000 are five times as likely to incur a violent
victimization by an intimate. Women over age 65 were the
least likely to report being a victim of violence. Clearly,
these statistics demonstrate that violence against women by
intimates in America is a formidable,

serious, and complex

health problem.
Toward a Definition of Domestic Violence
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Numerous definitions of domestic violence have been
offered (cited in Landes, Jacobs,
et al.

Siegel (1995) are Heise

&

[1994], The National Coalition Against Domestic

Violence's definition, and the Criminal Justice Center of
Sam Houston State University's definition,

(1983]).

However, this study uses Lenore Walker's (1979) definition
of domestic violence because its elements are both salient
and parsimonious. A battered women is,
... a

woman

who

is

repeatedly

subjected

to

any

forceful physical or psychological behavior by a
man

in

wants

her

rights.
any

order

to

to

coerce

do

her

without

to

do

any

something

concern

for

he
her

Battered women include wives or women in

form

of

Furthermore,

intimate
in

battered women,

order
the

relationships
to

couple

be

classified

must

battering cycle at least twice.

with

go

men.
as

through

a
the

(p. XV)

Walker (1994) further elaborated a definition of a
battered women which is also instructive. This definition
further stipulates that a battered woman is someone who has
had physical, sexual, or psychological abuse perpetrated by
a man. The victim and the abusive man have an intimate
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relationship that is characterized by a close, loving,
romantic, emotional, and sexual bond.
These definitions are apropos for this study because they
consider a broad spectrum of behaviors that cause trauma
and each avoids defining battering and domestic abuse
against women in physical trauma terms only. Preferably,
Walker's definition includes psychologically abusive
behaviors and intimidation as well as physical battering.
At this point it is appropriate to note a weakness in
Walker's definition. Psychologists now know that battering
is not simply a man abusing woman phenomena; it is also a
woman to woman, man to man abuse phenomena in some
homosexual relationships (Renzetti, 1997). Also, very
rarely it is a woma~ abusing a man phenomena. Thus,
domestic violence, battering, and wife abuse involves
violence of adult intimates. For the purposes of this paper
the batterer will be assumed to be male and victims will be
assumed to be female.
The salient elements that constitute an abusive behavior
(Walker, 1979, 1994) are coercion, psychological
humiliation and intimidation, bullying, verbal harassment,
threats of harm or death, and of course physical acts of
violence and torture. The goal of abusive behavior is to
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exert power and control over the victim and very often has
an obsessional quality to it. Reports by women survivors
frequently suggest that as painful as the physical beatings
are, it is the psychological battering, threats,
intimidation, and humiliation that are most devastating and
injurious to them (Kahn, Welch, & Zillmer, 1993). The
effect of the psychological battering hinges on the
frequency of the abusive behavior and

how long the abuse

goes on over time (Kahn et al., 1993). A batterer uses
violence to control, intimidate, and terrorize the woman.
However, just as traumatizing is the tense, anxious and
terrorizing environment fostered by the abuser in which
violence is expected, anticipated, and ultimately accepted.
Threats of physical violence against family members,
tantrums, maltreatment and killing of family and neighbors
pets, fights with strangers in public venues, reckless,
aggressive, and dangerous driving all serve to create a
tension filled ambiance that portends the occurrence of a
violent behavior and breeds tolerance of violence. One
cannot underestimate the toxic and pernicious effect this
ambiance has on psychological functioning.
Domestic Violence:
Explanatory Models for the Psychological
Seguelae of Domestic Violence
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This paper takes a relatively narrow focus for its
discussion of the effects domestic violence; its focus is
exclusively on adult women victims of battering. A narrow
focus however, should not be construed to suggest that
there are not other very important consequences of domestic
violence. Crowell and Burgess

(1996) appropriately note

that violence directed at women have consequences not just
for themselves, but also for their children, family
members, and friends. Multiple studies with varying levels
of reliability and validity (see Crowell & Burgess, 1996)
have identified many signs of psychological and behavioral
morbidity and sequelae for the children raised in a home
where battering occurs. These signs include elevated levels
of aggression, antisocalism, elevated baseline anxiety,
inhibition, depression, and delinquency. This morbidity
extends to friends and family members as well in the form
of increased levels of fear of violent crime. Crowell and
Burgess

(1996) also note the severe economic effects of

violence against women by citing Meyer (1992) and the
Bureau of National Affairs (1990) that the medical costs
and lost work productivity attributed to domestic violence
are between five billion and 10 billion dollars. Direct
costs to employers are between three billion and five
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billion dollars for health care and lost productivity.
These direct costs do not account for the indirect
influences of battering, such as the loss of jobs by women,
the harassment of women on the job, and costs of a
diminished quality of life.
Three primary, situation-centered theories have emerged
and been researched to some extent to explain the effects
that battering has on victims and the subsequent
characteristics battered women develop because of the
violence. First, the Battered Woman Syndrome will be
discussed. Second, the Stockholm Syndrome will be
presented. Then, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder will be
considered as a model for the psychological consequences of
domestic violence. Not only do these models explain the
effects of domestic violence and subsequent characteristics
victims develop, but just as importantly they provide an
explanatory model for why they stay in abusive
relationships, one of the most puzzling questions survivors
present.
The Characteristics of Domestic Violence Survivors
Substantial effort has been given to describing battered
women in hopes of identifying three aspects of the
battering phenomena:

(a) identifying the effects of
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domestic violence on the victim,

(b) differentiating these

effects from the actual forces at work that cause a women
to be battered, and (c)

identifying the reasons a woman

stays in a battering relationship once violence against her
has been used. Lenore Walker's (1979) seminal research on
battered women identified a set of common characteristics
of battered women that are comprehensive, parsimonious, and
non-pejoratively stated.
She reported that her sample of battered women was a
heterogeneous group representing women from age 17 to 76.
The sample was diverse in terms of the races,

religious

preferences, educational background, cultural
identifications, and socioeconomic classes represented. She
identified nine characteristics:
self-esteem;

(a) they often have low

(b) they often believe myths about battering

relationships;

(c) they strongly believe in keeping a

family together at all costs and in traditional stereotyped
sex roles;

(d)

they often take responsibility for their

abuser's behavior;

(e)

they consciously experience severe

guilt, but deny their own terror and rage;

(f)

they may

appear passive to outsiders, but they are often able to
avoid violence and possible death by manipulating
environmental variables;

(g)

they have a greater frequency
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of psychosomatic illness and troubling stress reactions
(psychosomatic illnesses are actual physical disorders
which are caused or associated with intense psychological
stressors; Campbell

(1992) confirmed this finding.);

(h)

they may frequently resort to sex as a means of
establishing emotional closeness and intimacy;

(i) they

often decide that they are the only one that can resolve
the situation. These characteristics were Walker's initial
attempts at formulating the effects of domestic violence.
What her continuing research on domestic violence survivors
found was that these characteristics were seminal to what
she later came to explicate as the Battered Woman Syndrome.
The Battered Woman Syndrome
Lenore Walker (1984) identified the Battered Woman
Syndrome (BWS) as a set of feelings, thoughts, and
behaviors that occur in reaction to an intimate man's
violence against a woman. The BWS comprises a pattern of
behavior (Gianakos & Wagner, 1987) that includes
helplessness, hopelessness,

feelings of powerlessness,

extreme passiveness, shame and guilt feelings,

low self-

esteem, acceptance of responsibility for the violence,
isolation from peers and external resources, and dependency
behaviors.
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Women fitting the symptom picture of the BWS experience a
fear driven immobilization because of the pervasive specter
that attacks can occur at anytime. Walker subsumes the
qualities of BWS under two primary elements:

(a)

learned

helplessness, and (b) the cyclical pattern of battering.
The application of learned helplessness to spouse abuse.
The theory of learned helplessness (Abramson, Seligman, &
Teasdale, 1978; Seligman & Maier [1967] cited in Walker,
1977-1978; Overmire

&

Seligman [1967] cited in Walker,

1977-1978) grew out of behavioral learning research on
dogs. The essential result of the research produced the
conclusion that dogs exposed to electrical shock learned
voluntary behavior that enabled them to avoid and escape
shocks, if provided stimuli that enabled them to predict
the imminent onset of the electrical current. However, when
dogs first were exposed to electrical shock to which they
could not avoid or escape, these dogs failed to develop a
response that allowed them to avoid or escape the current.
Once these dogs learned no voluntary action prevented the
electrical shock, they developed a passive response to
stimuli predicting the impending onset of the current. In
effect, the dogs were made helpless and the effect was they
thereafter failed to engage in any behavior whatsoever to
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avoid the shock, even when a stimulus predicting the shock
was reintroduced. Once established, learned helpless
behavior in the dogs was nearly impossible to extinguish,
Exceedingly intensive training was required to correct the
once established learned helpless behavior pattern.
Learned helplessness research and theory has since been
generalized and studied extensively on all manner of
organisms, including human beings. For the purposes of this
present study, learned helplessness refers to the
consequent powerlessness, helplessness, and nonresponsiveness of an individuals to protect themselves from
aversive stimuli after a learning experience in which they
could neither avoid or escape the aversive stimulus. The
onset of the aversive stimulus is uncontrollable by
voluntary action of individuals and non-contingent

(random)

with the individuals attempts to avoid or stop the aversive
stimulus. Stated plainly, learned helplessness is the
learning that voluntary responses do not make a difference
in what happens.
Learned helplessness originally had a relatively pure
behavioral focus; organisms (often dogs) were trained to be
helpless by the events occurring externally (in the
situation) in a straight forward manner in which a
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conditioned reaction occurs as a result of experiencing an
unpredictably aversive event. As it began to be applied to
humans, the learned helplessness model needed further
refining and development to account for the unique
attribute of human cognition.
Abrahamson, Seligman, and Teasdale (1978) critiqued and
reformulated the learned helplessness model by integrating
the cognitive functions of expectations and attributions as
mediating the development and occurrence of helpless
behavior. They stipulated that motivational, cognitive, and
emotional deficits arise when it is learned that outcomes
are uncontrollable. The authors further stipulated that
simply being exposed to uncontrollable outcomes is not
sufficient for helplessness behavior to occur. Necessary
for helpless behavior is the cognitive appraisal that
outcomes are not controllable. Motivational deficits of
learned helplessness consist of slower initiation of
voluntary responses because there is a belief that
responses will not affect the outcome. The cognitive
deficits associated with learned helplessness relate to the
great difficulty the helpless victim has in relearning that
responses,

in fact, do influence outcomes. The emotional

deficits associated with learned helplessness are depressed
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affect and mood. Abramson, Seligman, and Teasdale further
refined the attributional viewpoint on learned helplessness
by specifying the types of attributions needed to foster
helpless behavior. They concluded, in addition to a belief
that outcomes are uncontrollable, there must also be
beliefs about whether the cause of the uncontrollable
outcomes are personal (caused by something personal} to the
subject or universal (caused by external/environmental
events}, general (the cause is global, covering many or all
situations) versus specific (the cause is due to a narrow
range of situations}, chronic (long-lived or recurrent
causes) or transient (the cause is due to something
temporary or non-recurring). How these sets of attributions
combine to explain, in the subject's mind, why his or her
acts do not control important outcomes will determine
whether the three components of learned helplessness,
motivational effects, cognitive effects, and emotional
effects occur.

The authors note that the development of a

full compliment of learned helpless behaviors requires that
outcomes be aversive and negative. If the uncontrollable
outcomes are positive and pleasant, then all the necessary
characteristics of helplessness will not occur. To briefly
summarize, helpless behavior is more likely to occur when
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the individual concludes negative outcomes are
uncontrollable because of global, chronic, and personal
causes. As applied to a battered woman, she will tend to
develop helpless behavior if she attributes the cause of
the violence to be her own

fault (e.g., perhaps her own

stupidity, which involves personal, global, and chronic
attributions). The reformulated view of learned
helplessness was formally applied by Janoff-Bulman and
Frieze (1983) to battered women. These scholars assert that
helpless behavior, rather than a function of learning from
the situation, is a function of an individual's perceptions
of the circumstances and environment associated with the
violence.
The paradigm of learned helplessness is thought to
explain why domestic violence survivors respond as they do
to their battering situation. The emotional, cognitive, and
behavior deficits of battered women are accounted for by
learned helplessness, and it explains why abused women stay
with their abuser.
The most puzzling and much discussed characteristic of
domestic violence survivors is their propensity to stay in
relationships which are highly destructive to them and
their families physically and psychologically. Walker's
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theory of battering learned helplessness and cycle of
battering (Walker, 1979, 1983; Kosof, 1994) supported by
her work (1984) on the Battered Woman Syndrome is a key
explanatory factor in why women stay in abusive
relationships. Learned helplessness as a part of the BWS
keeps women glued to destructive relationships because of
the low self-esteem, powerlessness, hopelessness, and the
dependency that grows from their inability to prevent the
violence from occurring. Once the violence has begun and
the cycle of violence commenced, the helplessness these
women experience serves to maintain the continued contact
with the abuser. This process is fueled through the salient
reinforcing qualities of the Loving Contrition (see the
description of the Loving Contrition phase of the Cycle of
Violence, p. 50) phase of the sequence. What a victim needs
to hear most after being battered is that it will not
happen again. From the promise of the Loving Contrition
phase, hope arises that the violence will not happen again.
Walker asserts that learned helplessness is in part a
consequence of the sex-role socialization of women

(Walker,

1977-1978). Societal pressures and socialization
experiences in childhood move women toward extremes of
femininity, passivity, acceptance of male superiority and
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dominance. These socialization experiences predispose women
to tolerate violent behavior, and it is a small step for
the woman to accept battering and abuse. In Walker's view,
socialization influences appear to be especially salient in
the childhood development of women who eventually become
battered. Another influence also suspected of fostering
learned helplessness is the common experience of physical
and sexual assault and molestation of female children.
As applied to battering, Walker (1977-1978, 1979, 1983,
1984) states that women acquire learned helplessness from
early psychosocial life experiences and also the actual
battering experiences of adulthood. These experiences lead
to a powerlessness to take any voluntary action to gain
control over one's life. Learned helplessness is fostered,
whether in childhood or in adulthood, when a women
experiences uncontrollability or non-contingency between
her response and the outcome of violence. Learned
helplessness is thought to be operative in controlling a
woman's actions in the adult battering relationship,
because in this context a woman cannot predict whether her
response to the batter will result in an increase or
decrease in the violence. The women studied indicated that
in the advanced stages of the battering their ability to
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minimize the severity of the violence through their own
behavior became less and less effective. However, earlier
in the history of violence they indicated they could gain a
limited, yet significant, amount of effect on the violent
behavior of their partner/husband by appropriating a set of
stereotyped behaviors.
Walker (1983) found that battered women tended to engage
in a set of somewhat stereotyped

behaviors early in the

development of violence; these behaviors minimized the
frequency and severity of the violence against them. They
included:

(a) allowing the man to initiate sex most often,

(b) accepting unpleasant sex,
him must be pleasant,

(c) accepting that sex for

(d) performing unusual sex,

accepting being forced to have sex,
assault,

(e)

(f) accepting sexual

(g) allowing his extramarital affairs,

(h)

accepting that he must know where she was all the time,
always knowing where he was,

(j) accepting that the places

she wanted to go did not matter,
wanted to do,
met,

(i)

(k) always doing what he

(1) using emotional withdrawal to get needs

(m) never restricting his freedom,

physical force,

(n) never using

(o) using her own threats (sometimes),

(p)

saying or doing something nice to get what she wanted, and
(q) allo~ing him to win all major disagreements. The
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implication from these findings is that learned
helplessness develops progressively in the battering
relationship. While the above listed behaviors are helpful
in minimizing assaults and their severity earlier in the
violent relationship, they gradually became less and less
effective, and by inference, utilized less and less to
influence the outcome of the violent interaction. Women,
therefore, become less and less active in attempting to
influence the violence and more and more passive and
accepting its inevitability.
Walker (1983) completed a path analysis to determine
which form of learned helplessness was more influential in
the current psychological state for the battered women in
her study:
or (b)

(a) learned helplessness acquired in childhood,

learned helplessness acquired in the adult

battering relationship. Her findings suggested that
childhood learned helplessness was somewhat more
influential in the psychological condition of the women at
the time of the study. However, she found there was no
relationship between the presence of childhood developed
learned helplessness and learned helplessness acquired in
the adult battering relationship. She concluded that a
woman with childhood experiences leading to learned
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helplessness was neither more nor less vulnerable to
developing learned helplessness in a battering
relationship. Learned helplessness had an equal chance of
occurring at either time in a battered woman's life.
Walker's study also found that there is little difference
between women currently in a battering relationship and
women out of a battering relationship for one year in
levels of childhood learned helplessness and adult
developed learned helplessness. This finding suggests that
the effects of both forms of learned helplessness linger in
a battered woman's life. Finally, Walker discovered that
women currently in a battering relationship reported higher
levels of distress from childhood learned helplessness,
than women no longer in a battering relationship
experienced from adult developed learned helplessness.
The cycle of violence. The cycle of battering as a second
feature of the BWS was identified by Walker (1979) and also
provides a basis for understanding what keeps women in
abusive relationships and the continuing victimization that
battered women experience. The theory of the cycle of
battering states that, even though to the victim episodes
of violence seem unpredictable initially, violence in fact
does not occur randomly and unpredictably in abusive
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relationships. Instead, it operates cyclically, in a more
or less predictable three phase sequence of:

(a) Tension

Building, during which "insignificant" conflicts between
batterer and victim result in "minor" battering events;

(b)

Acute Battering, during which an explosive episode of
severe and brutal beating occurs; and (c) Loving
Contrition, during which the couple reconciles, the
batterer shows remorse and repentance for the outburst of
violence, and the couple experiences emotional closeness.
In addition, Walker (1994) notes that the violence and
psychological manipulation perpetrated by the abuser grows
more intense, vicious, and frequent as time goes on.
Walker found substantial support for the cycle of
violence (1983, 1984). Sixty-five percent (65%) of all
cases had evidence to support a Tension Building phase
prior to the Acute Battering. In 58% of the sample, a
period of Loving Contrition followed the episode of Acute
Battering. In a few cases, the Loving Contrition phase did
not occur. Walker theorized in those cases the
reinforcement value of Loving Contrition was supplanted by
the relief and tension reduction that occurs after the
Acute Battering episode ends. Findings from this study also
indicated over the course of the abusive relationship that
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the Tension Building phase grows longer and the Loving
contrition phase shorter. Walker noticed that women tended
to identify the Tension Building phase in the early periord
of the abusive relationship less frequently than they did
in the later stages of the relationship; only about 58% of
the sample noticed this phase early in the abusive
relationship. Women documented the presence of Loving
Contrition at a higher rate early in the relationship,
about 69% did so, than they did in the later stages of the
abusive relationship. In later stages of the battering
relationship 71% of the women identified Tension Building
as a part of the battering sequence, and 42% indicated the
presence of Loving Contrition.
Walker concluded that there was general support for BWS,
the cycle of battering, and learned helplessness as
operative factors in the psychological functioning of
battered women. Her findings indicated that women from all
demographic groups develop the psychological sequelae of
Battered Women's Syndrome.

Rather than being aspects of a

dysfunctional personality formation, BWS is the adoption of
survival tactics for weathering the violence. A battered
woman's tension and anxiety are an appropriate and reality
based response to her situation. The seeming lack of effort
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to reach out for help and stop the violence is a function
of learned helplessness and from the reality based fear
that reporting the abuse and taking action will not obviate
or stop future violence, but, in fact,
severity of future violence.

tend to increase the

Experiences in childhood and

during the relationship itself can result in a current
psychological state that is consistent with the phenomena
of learned helplessness.

Learned helplessness conflicts

with and inhibits the woman's ability to respond to the
batterer's violence after he initiates it (Walker, 1983).
Malloy (1987) also concluded that learned helpless best
explains

the data available on the behavior and

psychological functioning of

battered women. Malloy (1987)

studied the factors that predict a woman returning or not
returning to a battering relationship once she goes to a
shelter. Malloy found that women who did not return to the
battering relationship:

(a) were more able not to blame

themselves for the violence,

(b) were more able to

function effectively without a partner and stay busy,

(c)

believed they could be financially self-sufficient with a
partner,

(d) had a history of more attempts to leave the

relationship and go to a shelter, and (e) believed they had
poorer marriages. These women also were found to use
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cognitive restructuring to deal with the most recent
episode of violence that led to their shelter visit. Malloy
concluded that an attributional model of learned
helplessness was the best explanatory theory for the data.
Counter-arguments to the learned helpless model for
spouse abuse. Learned helplessness as a model for
conceptualizing the sequelae of battering has not enjoyed
complete endorsement by researchers and theorists. Some
aspects of the learned helplessness model fit well with the
effects of domestic violence, other aspects have been
criticized.

Koss et al.

(1994) stated that a learned

helplessness model fails to account for the social and
economic forces that mitigate against a women leaving an
abusive relationship. This perspective suggests that the
helplessness observed in battered women is illusory; the
perception by outsiders that a woman is helplessness is not
learned helplessness operating, but rather a function of
the lack of resources available to her to leave the
relationship.

Poor police intervention, deficits in

employability and education opportunities, the consequent
dearth of financial resources, and responsibilities for
their children interfere with a woman's active, proactive
response to the violence.
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Another important dynamic that counters a helplessness
model is that the choice not to leave often made by
battered women may actually be a common sense evaluation of
the risks to the woman and her children.

Battered women do

not leave and press charges against the batterer because
the risks of harm and retribution by the batterer are too
great. Escaping the relationship activates strong affect
around abandonment and rejection in the abuser which, in
turn, can lead to an escalating series of threats and
assaults. Battered women accurately assess the safety and
protection, or lack thereof, afforded to victims by police
and law enforcement agencies to be inadequate for imminent
danger they face. Thus the choice to not leave is made, and
appropriately so, given their circumstances {Koss et al.,

19 94) .
Gondolf and Fisher (1988)

take an even stronger stand

against the battered woman syndrome and learned
helplessness, but similar to Koss et al.

(1994). As was

alluded to previously, the popularity of social forces as
an explanation for domestic violence and battered women's
behavior {especially the issue of why women stay with
batterers) has waxed and waned over the last 25 years.
These researchers unequivocally state their research
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supports a necessary return to the social analysis of the
battering question.

In their view, the problem of domestic

violence has been "psychologized" and not in a profitable
way. Initially, attempts to help battered women,
spearheaded largely by the shelter movement and its
feminist analysis of battering, viewed the problem as
having social and political origins.

However, clinical

services began to be offered to victims more and more as an
adjunct to the shelter movement's primary mission, and in
so doing a shift occurred in conceptualizing the problem.
Psychotherapy began to be implemented as a treatment which
assumes there is a problem in the victim that needs
treating.

This assumption caused a shift away from paying

attention to the sociopolitical underpinnings of the
problem. Gondolf and Fisher call for a return to a social
remedy to domestic violence. Gondolf and Fisher (1988)
based these opinions on findings from their Texas research
study. These writers take no middle ground on whether
learned helplessness is an adequate model for battered
women's behavior; they argue that it is an ill-fitting
conceptualization. Battered women are survivors and far
from helpless in dealing with the abuse.

The sample for

this study included over 6,000 Texas women whose abuse was
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judged as comparatively more serious than victims studied
in other research. The women in this study were
disproportionately from poorly educated, underemployed,
minority backgrounds, lower socioeconomic class, and larger
families. The authors opine that, theoretically, these
factors should predispose this sample to experience greater
learned helplessness; in fact, this was not supported in
the data.
Gondolf and Fisher (1988) characterized battered women,
not as helpless, but as active survivors.

They take pains

to stipulate their agreement that women survivors do
evidence significant psychological sequelae; low selfesteem, guilt, self-blame, depression, and psychological,
emotional, and physical vulnerability are exceedingly
common. However, these symptoms are conceptualized as:

(a)

part of the adjustment process to becoming help seekers,
(b) a temporary part of the traumatic shock following the
violence,

(c) possible efforts to save their relationship,

and (d) separation anxiety that accompanies leaving the
batterer.

Nevertheless, their rather provocative position

is that a woman's failure to leave an abusive situation is
not a function of their own psychology, attributions,
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personality characteristics, learned helplessness, or the
cycle of battering.
According to Gondolf and Fisher (1988), women stay in
abusive situations because society has failed to help, or
has made it exceedingly difficult, for women caught in
battering relationships to access the resources they need
to leave.

Social institutions, government, justice

systems, law enforcement procedure and policy, social
service agencies have all failed, as help givers, to
provide the means for them to leave.

Gondolf and Fisher

(1988) assert that battered women are active help seekers
who want to remedy their situation, and actively work to
change it.
Supporting an attributional conceptualization of battered
women's behavior, but arguing against learned helplessness,
Gondolf and Fisher (1988) noted a developmental progression
of attributions among many survivors as battering occurs
repeatedly.

A battered woman's explanations for first

episodes of battering are personal/internal, specific, and
transient.

In other words, "I caused the battering, and it

will not happen again because I can prevent it from
happening again by changing my behavior."

When the abuse

reaches the stage where the battering is recurrent, the
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victim makes a shift to external, specific, and transient
attribution. In effect, "No, the battering is his fault,
but I can change him."

As severity and frequency of the

abuse escalates, the battered woman's attributions and
expectations shift again.

The attributions remain

external, but now they are global and chronic, effectively
unchangeable. Theoretically, this set of attributions
should lead to helpless behavior, after all the ingredients
for helplessness are all present. Negative and aversive
outcomes are perceived as uncontrollable and caused by
external, global (e.g., the abuser is evil, or bad), and
chronic attributions. In other words, "the abuser is the
cause of the abuse, and I cannot change him." However,
according to this argument women do not, at any of these
stages, act helpless. Gondolf and Fisher suggest the
behavior of the battered woman is usually congruent with
the attributions associated with each of these stages, and
their behavior shifts accordingly as the battering
situation evolves:

(a) because the attributions are

personal, specific, and transient, initially, the woman
works on changing her behavior so as not to cause the
abuse;

(b) when the attribution shifts to external,

specific, and transient, she then moves on to attempting to
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change his behavior to avoid the abuse;

(c) when she

realizes she cannot change the abuser, her attributions
shift to become external, global, and chronic and she looks
outside the relationship for legal and shelter assistance.
She views the problem as his fault, but unchangeable on her
part and thus she must leave.

This progression of

attribution and behavioral activity flies in the face of a
learned helplessness model to explain the behavior of
battered women.
Further evidence that battered women do not function in a
helpless way comes from Campbell (1992) who found that
battered women had attempted and thought of significantly
more solutions to their relationship problems when compared
to other women with marital distress who had not been
battered.

Campbell (1992) also reports that two groups of

women, battered and non-battered women in distressed
marriages, were not different on average levels of
depression or self-esteem. Walker (1984) found similar
results as relates to levels of externalized control, selfesteem, and depression. Campbell (1992) found, however,
there were significantly more battered women in the
severely depressed category proportionally. The two groups
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were also similarly below average on the Tennessee Selfconcept scale.
Empirical research aimed at studying learned helplessness
as an explanation for the behavior of battered women is
mixed in its conclusions.

Walker (1984) indicated there is

a progression toward greater activity, and an increase in
help seeking behavior that is similar to how Gondolf and
Fisher (1988) view the behavior of domestic violence
survivors. She found that as the severity and frequency of
beatings increase more help seeking behaviors emerged.
After the first incident of battering, only 14% of women
looked for assistance.

As the events of battering mounted,

higher and higher percentages of women went help seeking,
31% after the a worst incident, and 49% after t~e last
episode of battering.
Walker (1994) has embraced the position that individuals
who experience domestic violence should, perhaps must, be
viewed as survivors, not victims. She stipulates that no
longer can the goal for helping a battering victim simply
be helping her leave the perpetrator.

Dealing with women

undergoing domestic violence means the goal must be to help
her live in a violence free environment. Stopping the
violence must be pursued because leaving the perpetrator is
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no guarantee that violence will end. On the contrary, when
a separation occurs, violence often escalates, and the
abuse and threats to the woman's safety become more severe.
Stockholm Syndrome
The Stockholm Syndrome is a second theoretical model used
to explain the observed characteristics of domestic
violence survivors. Graham et al.

(1988) suggest that even

though terrorist hostage taking and battering are different
experiences, the psychological consequences of the
experiences parallel in striking ways. The Stockholm
Syndrome theory is theoretically preferable model over many
domestic violence survivor theories because it avoids
victim blame. The Stockholm Syndrome is a situationcentered explanation for women's reactions to battering
rather than a person-centered causal approach. The
Stockholm Syndrome effectively equates the psychological
characteristics observed in battered women with those of
hostages and illustrates how the extreme power
disadvantage/advantage in both situations produces the
psychological consequences and emotional bonding to their
perpetrators observed in battered women.

This bond

explains the propensity to stay with the batterer.
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The origins of the Stockholm Syndrome.

Graham et al.

(1988) link the development of Stockholm Syndrome to four
circumstances:
(1) a person threatens to kill another and is
perceived as having the capability to do so;
(2) the other cannot escape, so her or his life
depends on the threatening person;
(3) the threatened person is isolated from
outsiders so that the only other perspective
available to her or him is that of the
threatening person; and
(4) the threatening person is perceived as
showing some degree of kindness to the one being
threatened.

(p. 219)

According to Graham et al.

(1988), the psychological

processes which operate to produce the Stockholm Syndrome
are not clearly understood.

However, part of the answer

lies in the fact that in both battering and hostages taking
situations victims and terrorist/perpetrator spend
substantial amounts of time together which allows for the
activation of four developmental stages of victimization:
(a) Stage 1

disbelief and denial of what is occurring,

(b) Stage 2 - the development of the defense mechanisms of
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traumatic psychological infantilism and pathological
transference,

(c) Stage 3 - the emergence of the trauma

engendered depression and PTSD after escape from the
perpetrators is achieved,

(d) Stage 4 - resolution and

integration of the trauma and experiences are achieved.
Defense mechanisms appear to play a key role in the
Stockholm Syndrome's explanation of survivor behavior. In
Stage 1, the mechanisms are comparatively simple; disbelief
and denial are operative.

Stage 2 of the victimization

process activates the following defense mechanisms:
hysterical,
aggressor,

(b) dissociative,

(a)

(c) identification with the

(d) pathological transference, and (e) traumatic

bonding. While panic has abated prior to this stage and is
not common, numbness and emotional immobilization are
frequent.

Survivors of abuse function behaviorally and

intellectually, but become walled off from their own
emotional world.

The survivor's focus is simply on

survival. Her primary cognitive focus is the perpetrator,
thus ensuring that she follows orders, if only in a
superficial way.
Pathological transference, actually a conversion
reaction, develops as denial of the continuous threat upon
her life occurs, and as the survivor comes to view her
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perpetrator/terrorist as a "good guy." Because he who holds
the power of life and death over her and has spared her
life numerous times, he must be a "good guy." From a
psychological perspective, the victim's viewpoint and
orientation are completely relative to her own
circumstances, because she is cut off from the real world.
The reasoning process is something like this, "Being spared
by this person must be a sign that the perpetrator really
is a "good guy" at heart. A clinging dependency,
"psychological infantilism," grows toward to the person who
has endangered her on many occasions, and has the power to
mete out a life or death sentence at a whim or will. In
order to survive, victims must deny their own rage and
anguish over the traumatic and

abusive nature of their

experience, which is juxtaposed with the sense of relief of
being spared. These processes produce a conversion reaction
in the form of an attitude shift toward the perpetrator to
one of gratitude and admiration.
this stage,

When the process reaches

"identification with aggressor" has occurred.

Traumatic bonding is the final mechanism of the Stage two
process that results in Stockholm Syndrome.

The power

differential inherent in both terrorism hostage taking and
domestic violence is the seed bed of traumatic bonding.
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The perpetrator and victim bond under traumatic
circumstances and become dependent on one another.

The

immense power advantage a perpetrator/terrorist holds over
the victim engenders fear, helplessness, and powerless
which, in turn, causes severe low self-esteem, anxiety, and
depression. As periods of fluctuating violence and then
kindly warmth ensue, the victim bonds to the kindly side of
her abuser, in part because she is isolated and is without
alternative social outlets, but also because the kindly
behaviors of the abuser/terrorist end the traumatic arousal
state the episodes of violence produce. Furthermore,
knowing she has had her life spared once more creates an
affective state of gratitude towards the perpetrator that
fuels attachment and bonding.
For the perpetrator, the power differential in favor of
the perpetrator fuels his own bonding to the victim and
dependency on her.

While the victim is riddled with low

self-esteem, helplessness, and powerlessness, the abuser
has an exaggerated and overblown e~perience of power over
the victim.

Reciprocal bonding occurs because the batterer

incurs dependency on the victim, he needs her weakness and
subservience to feel powerful. His domination of her and
the attending adrenaline bursts that accompany his angry
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outbursts and physical abuse are pleasurable and
gratifying, and the source of an inflated sense of
powerfulness and self-esteem. Thus, her powerlessness and
helplessness are the source or supply for his sense of
power, mastery, and inflated self-esteem. He comes to
depend on these features to prop up his own sense of self.
Without this reciprocity, the batterer's house of cards
crumbles;

his dependency, underlying powerlessness and low

self-esteem are exposed if the victim manages to escape or
leave the abusive relationship.
Similarities and differences of terrorist hostage taking
and domestic violence. The similarities between terroristic
hostage taking and battering relationships have been
identified in six areas (Graham et al., 1988):

(a) The

individuals who victimize in both cases are typically male;
(b) In both cases victimizers isolate victims from
outsiders and the social milieu to control their behavior
and to hide the acts of abuse, violence, and torture they
use to exact obedience;

(c) For both abuser and hostage

taker, their victims are symbolic representations of a
larger group of targets with whom the abuser/terrorist is
at odds. Individuals from this larger group are targeted
because this class of people are the cause or blame for
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some personal/sociopolitical problem that causes the
perpetrator frustration,
circumstances.

suffering, and/or difficult life

Instances of these sociopolitical problems

from episodes of terrorism are well known. For batterer's,
women are the symbolic targets of men's blame for the
problems in their lives.

Women are not being nurturing

enough, not faithful enough, not devoted enough, not good
enough homemakers or mothers, they are too dominating, too
cold, too sexual, not sexual enough, etc.;

(d) In the case

of terroristic hostage taking and battering, both types of
victims adopt similar personality characteristics in order
to survive under the storms of violence. Submissiveness,
passivity, docility, dependency,

lack of initiative,

inability to act, to decide, and to think are typical
qualities in both battering and hostage taking.

Victims

acquire a set of behavior that enables them to adapt to
their circumstances.

The strategies they use to deal with

the perpetrator, such as denial of dangerousness and their
own rage, attentiveness to the victimizers wants,
for the abuser,

fondness

fear of authority intervention, taking on

the viewpoint of the perpetrator, are similar and have been
observed in both categories of victims;

(e) Victims in both

types of trauma groups have similar self-defeating
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behaviors, including denial of their terror, anger, viewing
the perpetrator as all powerful, psychophysical stress
responses, and elevated baseline anxiety that limits
solution finding;

(f) Hostages and battering victims are

both considered successes if they survive and escape their
situations.
Graham et al.

(1988) also note some differences between

terroristic hostage taking and battering situations.
Graham et al. note one of the most critical differences is
that a patriarchal system sanctions men's violence against
women, where as terrorism and hostage-taking are an assault
on that system. Usually hostages are men, and battered
spouses are almost exclusively women.

The relationships of

the perpetrators to victims have numerous differences:

(a)

for battering victims, entry into the relationship was
voluntary and in hostage taking it is involuntary;

(b)

battering victims endure abuse from an intimate and
hostages do so from strangers;

(c)

the victimization of

battering survivors can last for years and

decades and for

hostages it is usually significantly shorter;

(d) hostages

are usually maintained in a group and less often singly,
but battering victims are held almost exclusively in
isolation or with their children;

(e)

the general public
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is often highly invested and interested in the plight of
the hostage and are negotiated for, but battered women
negotiate for themselves and their plight is unpublicized
and anonymous;

(f) even though hostages and battering

survivors both feel attached to their perpetrators, this
attachment is expressed differently.

Hostages refuse to

participate in the perpetrators prosecution and they will
visit him in prison.

Battered women often drop legal

charges against their perpetrator and return to live with
the batterer because they fear being killed by the man if
they stay away and also because they believe he has
reformed.
Integration of Battered Woman Syndrome and Stockholm
Syndrome
I believe Battered Woman Syndrome and Stockholm Syndrome
when integrated, explain the effects of battering on
survivors. The learned helplessness model of Battered Woman
Syndrome explains why women do not take more protective
action to help themselves in the Acute Battering phase of
the cycle of violence. The Stockholm Syndrome accounts for
the woman's propensity to stay because of the traumatic
bonding and allegiance to the batterer that develop through
stages of the battering sequence.

The Loving Contrition
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phase of the cycle of violence equates with the showing of
kindnesses amidst a hostile and threatening situation and
is the reinforcement for staying with the batterer. Gondolf
and Fisher's (1988) approach accurately accounts for the
escalation of help seeking in which battered women engage
as the cycles of violence escalate, becoming shorter, more
frequent, and more severe.
The Effects of Domestic Violence and PTSD
A third model for conceptualizing the effects of
domestic violence on victims is traumatic emotional and
psychological reaction. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder has
been widely studied and more recently applied to survivors
of domestic violence.
Janoff-Bulman and Frieze (1983) state that the scholarly
literature centered around studying victimization tends to
be parochial. Distinct areas or categories of victimization
have emerged (e.g., rape victims, incest victims) with
little integration of findings across these various types
of trauma and victimization. A comprehensive view of the
effects of violence on human functioning has thus remaineo
unexplored. However, review of the literature, in fact,
suggests there are commonalties in the psychological
reactions of victims regardless of specific trauma type and
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victim category. Regardless of the type of victimization,
victim's consistently react immediately with intense
feelings of shock, confusion, helplessness, anxiety, fear,
and depression (see also Hooks, 1997). Overall, JanoffBulman and Frieze (1983) opine that Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder is a superior model for the effects of
victimization that captures the all consuming and severe
psychological reactions.
Koss et al.

(1994) also consider that a woman's response

to battering parallels all human responses to trauma. These
authors cite Alexandra Symonds (1979) who also asserts the
emotions and behavior of battered women are best modeled by
a "psychology of catastrophic events"

(p. 76). For

battered women, their partners' violence is indeed a
catastrophic event. The union of marriage connotes and
carries with it a myriad of warm expectations, including
love, concern,

kindness, support, care, and nurturing.

Being battered given this context and set of expectations
is catastrophic.
When catastrophic events and trauma of any type occur,
self-protection and survival of loved ones is of utmost
priority. Feelings of shock, denial, disbelief, fear,
withdrawal from social contacts, and confusion are typical
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sequelae. Initial reactions are frequently of intense
anxiety, feelings of loss, feeling out of

control and

vulnerable, and there is tendency toward self-blame for the
perpetrators actions (Hooks, 1997; Koss et al., 1994).
In battering, where assaults are person to person and
occur over an extended period of time, the victim's
response to the violence will likely be a function of how a
victim assesses the perpetrators actions and what options
the victim perceives are available to her. The initial
reactions give way to considerations of

how best to

respond to the violence and whether a particular course of
actions will lead to further harm.

Often, no action is

taken because the woman's appraisal of the situation is
that any action designed to stop or prevent the future
battering will engender further and more severe battering
(Koss et al., 1994).
Escalation of violence in reaction to attempts by the
victim to stop or prevent further violence is so common in
domestic violence that it invokes internal defense
mechanisms as a means of coping with the threats.

These

protective or defensive actions commonly include a
reduction in activity level and the development of apathy.
Although anger responses often occur initi3lly, they tend
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to diminish over time because they are not adaptive to
warding off further violence.

Often suggestibility,

dependency, and inability to make decisions develop in
response to the violence and these too seem to function as
defensive maneuvers to buffer the individual from the
threat and reality of the violence (Koss et al., 1994).
When threats continue for extended and long periods of
time, fear, anger, guilt, shame, powerlessness,
helplessness,

feelings of failure, a self-identity of being

damaged goods develop.

Koss et al. note, additionally, a

loss of trust is paramount and problems in interpersonal
relationships are also frequent sequelae.

In addition,

Koss et al. cite a high rate of phobias, manifestations of
depression and hostility, and physical disturbances.

These

reactions are consistent across categories of traumatic
events, particularly those that are extended over time.
They have been confirmed in a variety of research studies
and samples of survivors (Koss et al., 1994).
Koss et al.

(1994)

found that repeated abuse and the

level of seriousness of threats and assaults are important
variables impacting the psychological functioning of abuse
survivors. Feelings of fear and anxiety are common sequelae
in abuse, but as the severity of violence increases
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(including death threats, sexual violence, and physical
injuries) the frequency of extreme levels of distress
escalate too. These extremely distressed emotions include
overwhelming feelings of being in danger, suicidal
thinking, intrusions of memories of abuse, and flashbacks.
Especially noteworthy are studies (Browne [1987] cited in
Koss et al., 1994; Frieze et al.

[1980] cited in Yllo &

Bograd, 1988; Pagelow [1984] cited in Koss et al., 1994;
Walker, 1984; Shields & Hanneke [1983] cited in Koss et
al., 1994;

Crowell · & Burgess, 1996)

that suggest that

when physical and sexual aggression by male intimates occur
together the severity of psychological effects is greatest.
Walker (1994) makes an important observation about the
psychological terror induced by intimate violence.
Interpersonal violence has carry a over and cumulative
effect that influences a victim's reaction on any give
occasion of battering.

The terror induced by a particular

occurrence of domestic violence is not always equivalent to
the particular abuse inflicted at a specific time.

Once

violence has occurred, there will be times when a highly
terrified reactions will emerge from a seemingly less
serious event than at some other point.

This reaction is
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because repetitions of abuse and violence amplify current
abuse through memories of previous abuse.
The long-term ramifications of interpersonal violence
include fear,

anxiety, sleeping and eating disturbance,

intense startle reactions, nightmares, and physical
complaints.

These sequelae transcend all types of

interpersonal violence and are common in psychological
traumas in general.

What compounds the trauma and adds to

the sense of vulnerability, loss, betrayal, and hopeless so
common among survivors of any type of interpersonal
violence, but uniquely for

the battering victim, is that

the perpetrator is someone she was supposed to trust and
depend on for love, physical, and emotional support
(Crowell & Burgess, 1996; Koss et al., 1994).
Numerous authors

(Barnett & Laviolette, 1993; Crowell &

Burgess, 1996; Harway, 1993; Janoff-Bulman & Frieze,
Koss et al., 1994; Woods & Campbell, 1993)

1983;

have linked the

psychological and behavioral consequences of battering to a
diagnosis of

PTSD. Substantial empirical support is

available to connect PTSD with domestic violence survivors.
West, Fernandez, Hillard, Schoof, and Parks (1990)

randomly

selected 30 physically abused women from a women's shelter
and found 47% of the sample met criteria for PTSD. Kemp,
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Rawlings, and Green collected a sample of data on 77
shelter residents and found 84% met criteria for PTSD.
Astin, Lawrence, and Foy (1993) sampled 53 battered women
and found a 55% rate of PTSD. Gleascn (1993) found among a
sample of 64 women, 32 from a shelter, 32 being served by
the same shelter but living at home, a lifetime rate of
PTSD of 40% and 31%, respectively. Saunders (1994) studied
battering survivors from shelters and other community
service agencies to ascertain the rate of PTSD among these
women. Of the 159 women being helped by shelters, 60% met
PTSD criteria.

Among the 33 women being served by other

agencies, the rate of PTSD was 63%. Clearly, PTSD is a
significant sequelae of battering.

The question remains,

does it account well for the observed survivor behavior?
Two studies, Astin et al.

(1993) and Kemp et al.

(1991),

found evidence for a relationship between abuse
characteristics and PTSD symptomatology. Kemp et al.

(1991)

determined that levels of psychological distress were
positively correlated with a diagnosis of PTSD and the
severity of the PTSD symptoms, including levels of
intrusion, depression, anxiety, and general
psychopathology.

In addition, these scholars found that

the severity of abuse was likewise related to the being
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diagnosed with PTSD, the severity of the PTSD symptoms,
levels of depression, anxiety, and the individuals general
symptom distress.
et al.

(1993)

Via multiple regression analysis Astin

found that 43% of PTSD symptom variability

could be accounted for by positive correlations with how
severe the violence was and how recently the abuse had
occurred, contemporaneous negative life events, and
developmental family stressors. In addition, negative
correlations

were noted for levels of social support,

positive contemporaneous life events, and intrinsic
religiosity in contributing to the 43% of PTSD symptom
variability.

Curiously, the measure of intrinsic

religiosity was negatively correlated to PTSD
symptomatology on one measure of PTSD, and positively
correlated to PTSD symptoms on another measure of PTSD.
In arguing for a PTSD conceptualization for the behavior
of domestic violence survivors, Koss et al.

(1994) note

that the home can, in fact, be the site of "extreme
traumatic stressors" as defined in the DSM-IV diagnostic
description of PTSD.

The relationships of battered women

with their violent partners do have the qualities and
characteristics of extreme trauma. First, these authors
note that human caused traumas are especially conducive to
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the production of PTSD symptoms and that domestic violence
has all the earmarks of trauma because the perception of
life threat and physical violence occur, as well as
physical injury, extreme fear and terror, and a sense of
helplessness.

Koss et al. state that women who have been

held captive by their abusive partner, by virtue of the
severity of the abuse they are experiencing

meet criteria

for the "extreme" category of psychosocial stressors used
in the DSM-III-R diagnostic system. Finally, battering
should be qualified for the necessary extreme traumatic
event criteria in a DSM-IV diagnosis of PTSD, because
episodes of violence are especially traumatizing when they
occur by surprise in settings previously thought to be
safe.
Koss et al.

(1994) go on to stipulate that the after

effects of battering are consistent with PTSD. Extended
periods of fear and terror, flashbacks, denial, avoidance,
constricted affect,

loss of memory for parts of the

violence have all been documented in survivors of domestic
violence. One of the comely features of viewing the
sequelae of battering from a PTSD framework is that it
conceptualizes the reactions of battered women as caused by
something external to themselves, which,

in turn, gives
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credence to these women's emotional responses to the
violence. In fact, this view is consistent with Walker
(1994) who states that many battered women show no
significant psychological problems prior to experiencing
domestic violence and require only a minimum of mental
health assistance to recover.
Even Walker (1994), in her more recent treatment of
domestic violence and survivor therapy, suggests that the
cognitive and mental disturbances associated with the BWS
are quite similar and relevant to PTSD symptoms.

In BWS, a

pattern of disturbed time sequencing or chronologies was
observed. Walker suggest this may be due to re-experiencing
of traumatic events. A familiar circumstance, a spike of
fear, a nightmare, or the anticipation of meeting the
batterer, may cue a flashback from past abuse, which can
interfere with proper time sequences. Mental confusion so
commonly observed among domestic abuse survivors, and just
as often blindly attributed to an underlying thought
disorder, is a function of the trauma and serves a
protective function. The psyche is protected by the
confusion by shielding the survivor from the constant and
pervasive threat of anticipating the next attack. Also,
battered women experience problems in their ability to
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maintain attention and concentration. Lack of attention to
aspects of their physical and social environment and to
their own needs is common. Intense and involuntary shifts
in the focus of attention occur toward external and
internal events. Dissociative states and mild hypnotic
states which have also been observed in trauma survivors,
serve to guard and protect when there is a recognition of
impending danger and against the pain of the psychological
and physical abuse. Walker (1994) cites van der Kolk as
having identified certain biochemical changes in the brain
when dissociative events occur.

Van der kolk opines that

the hyperarousal of PTSD is consistent with the symptoms
that develop during opiate withdrawal.

His perspective is

that dissociation is driven by an imbalance in
neurotransmitters in cortical andrenergic and opiate
systems.

Thus, hyperarousal occurs as levels of opiate

neurotransmitters fall and withdrawal symptoms ensue.
Walker further notes that avoidance and isolative behavior
of women with BWS are likewise consistent with social
isolation that is part of the

PTSD conceptualization.

Avoidance is associated with depression and serves as a
strategy for avoiding further abuse and to minimize pain.
Furthermore, survivors isolate in order tc lessen the
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possibilities that something in their social interaction
will trigger an episode of violence. BWS is also associated
with anxiety symptoms, phobias, sleep, eating, sexual
disorders all of which are associated sequelae of PTSD
(Walker, 1994).
Like other models attempting to explain the effects of
domestic violence, Koss et al.

(1994) suggest that a PTSD

conceptualization has similar flaws in its application to
battering. First, PTSD as a model for human response to
trauma is, at its best, steeped in a gender-neutral and at
worst a male biased framework (war and combat) for
conceptualizing the problem; because of this, PTSD may not
accurately grasp a woman's experience of battering trauma.
Second, PTSD conceptualizations are geared to situations
where the traumatic event is past and no longer present.
In the case of battering, very often survivors continue to
live in a dangerous and threatening situation, sometimes
actually with the offender, sometimes away from him but
with access to the survivor at will. Obviously, this aspect
of the traumatic context may not be adequately reflected in
the PTSD conceptualization.
The Battered Women's Syndrome and the Stockholm Syndrome
are adequate models for conceptualizing the effects of
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domestic violence. However, while both models have
substantial theoretical and/or research support, the
effects of domestic violence on women survivors is best
conceptualized from a psychological perspective as a human
reaction to (i.e., acute traumatic or post traumatic
stress) violence.

The most adequate explanation for the

fact that women survivors tend not to leave their battering
partner is found in the socio-political realities that fail
to provide adequate resources for women to escape the
abusing situation (Gondolf & Fisher, 1988).

The next topic

in this review of literature is the prevalence rates of
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Prevalence
Historically, PTSD has been associated primarily with
military and combat experience. The use of the PTSD
terminology came into vogue as a consequence of the Vietnam
war, although the same or similar symptom picture has been
referred to by a variety of designations.

An evolution or

metamorphosis has occurred in the names used to describe
the symptom picture that results from exposure to the
traumas of combat since the time of the Revolutionary and
Civil Wars (e.g., soldier's heart, shell shock, combat
fatigue). The National Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Study
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(NVVRS) found a prevalence rate of PTSD in Vietnam veterans
of 15.2% for men and 8.5% for women.

These rates are

significantly higher than non-Vietnam veterans of the same
era (Range from .3% to 2.5%.) and civilians (Range from .3%
to 1. 2%)

(Schlenger, Kulka, Fairbank, Hough, Jordan,

Marmar, & Weiss, 1992).

Weiss, Marmar, Schlenger,

Fairbank, Jordan, Hough, & Kulka (1992) note that lifetime
prevalence rates, based on findings in the NVVRS, are 30.9%
for male and 26% for female Vietnam theater veterans.

In

the NWRS study, many Vietnam theater veterans had
significant levels of PTSD symptoms, but did not fully meet
the diagnostic criteria and so were not included in the
above noted statistics.

These "partial" PTSD or

"subthreshold" cases add 22.5% more men and 21.2% more
women to lifetime prevalence rates of PTSD.

This finding

suggests that over half of male Vietnam veterans and
slightly less than half of female Vietnam veterans will
have substantial PTSD symptoms during their lifetime.

One

may conclude that approximately 1,700,000 survivors of the
Vietnam war during their life have had serious PTSD
symptoms and that 840,000 currently have some level of
distress or disability from PTSD.
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In recent years, greater attention and recognition have
been given to the possibility that PTSD significantly and
severely afflicts individuals from civilian populations
without combat experiences.
George (1991)

Davidson, Hughes, Blazer, and

found a lifetime prevalence rate of 1.3% for

PTSD and a six month prevalence rate of .44%.

The lifetime

prevalence rate jumps to 7.9% when "sub-threshold" cases of
PTSD (cases similar to "partial" cases in the NVVRS) are
included.

Davidson et al.

(1991) also notes that 46% of

these cases were chronic PTSD.

Davidson and cohorts (1991)

found that chronic PTSD cases were associated with
significant co-morbidity in the form of attempted suicide,
psychiatric and chronic medical problems like: somatization
disorder, schizophrenia/schizophreniform disorder,
conversion or dissociation symptoms or disorders, drug
and/or alcohol dependency, hypertension and possibly
asthma, and peptic ulcer.
Davidson et al.

(1991) found:

(a) the distribution of

PTSD cases across genders to be 31% males and 69% women,
(b) a significant proportion of cases fall into the ages of
18-44, and (c) a substantially higher proportion of cases
occur in married individuals as opposed to people from
other marital status categories.

In the civilian
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population sampled by Davidson and cohorts (1991), the most
significant initiating traumas, in order of significance,
were seeing someone hurt or killed, physical attack, combat
or other traumas that fell into a "something else"
category. The "something else" category included such
events as seeing one's father after his death, and a
mother's illness and her subsequent death.
Davidson et al's.

(1991) study lacks specificity in

delineating the particular types of trauma sampled.

This

lack of specificity may in part be due to difficulties in
obtaining adequate sample sizes in certain classifications
of trauma such that appropriate statistical analysis could
be conducted.

Notably not specified, but of significant

concern to women's quality of life, are physical attacks
specified as battering, and sexual attacks like stranger
rape, marital rape, and women sexually abused as children.
Anecdotal and clinical impressions suggest that survivors
of these types of traumas also experience significant
symptoms of post-traumatic stress, however, less attention
has been paid to this population of PTSD sufferers.

The

literature is decidedly weighted toward veteran's concerns
and not women's issues (Mccaffery, Hickling, & Marrazo,
1989).
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Specifically relevant to this discussion are the findings
of Housekamp and Foy (1991).

In their study of a group of

women having experienced a physically violent relationship,
45% were diagnosed as meeting full DSM-III criteria for
PTSD. A significant and positive correlation was found in
this sample between a woman's experiencing relationship
violence and PTSD symptomatology.

Furthermore, dividing

the sample into groups in which women had high exposure to
violence versus low exposure to violence resulted in the
high exposure group having an even higher, 60%, prevalence
rate for PTSD. One further relevant finding,

Kemp,

Rawlings, and Green (1991) found 84.4% of the 77 women in
domestic violence shelter sample met DSM-III-R PTSD
diagnostic cri~eria.
The prevalence of PTSD in civilian, combat, male, female,
and domestic violence populations comes to bear on the
premise of this paper because prevalence rates impact the
utility - specificity and sensitivity - of an instrument
used for the diagnosis of psychological disorders. The
utility of an assessment instrument is directly affected 1
increasing or decreasing the tool's specificity and
sensitivity, depending on the prevalence rate of the
disorder in the population being studied.

Thus, knowledge
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of the prevalence rates for PTSD in civilian and combat
populations is useful information in the development of
assessment techniques for the diagnosis of this disorder.
This issue will be discussed in more detail later in this
paper.
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Symptom Picture
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder
- Fourth Edition (DSM-IV; APA, 1994) states that PostTraumatic Stress Disorder, DSM-IV diagnosis 309.81, is a
syndrome that:
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(p. 427-728)

A diagnosis of PTSD necessarily includes the experiences
noted above and a symptom profile that includes persistent
re-experiencing or reliving of the traumatic event,
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persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the
traumatic event(s), emotional and psychological numbing,
and increased arousal (i.e., hyperarousal, exaggerated
startle response, difficulty falling or staying asleep).
Re-experiencing the trauma occurs through dreams or night
terrors that are reminiscent or actual reproductions of the
traumatic events.

Individuals typically cycle through

periods when the traumatic memories break through into
consciousness which results in psychological distress and
then subsequent periods of psychic numbing when the events
are shut out of consciousness (Herman, 1992).

Individuals

suffering from PTSD typically avoid situations or
activities that are reminiscent of the events around the
trauma in order to prevent the activation of recollections.
This avoidance in turn tends to produce emotional deadening
and feelings of detachment from others.

Individuals

experience a loss of ability to enjoy a lifestyle
previously satisfactory to them; they are unable to
experience the broad spectrum of human emotion, especially
intimacy, sexual pleasure, or tenderness. The diagnosis of
PTSD may be characterized as acute (when the duration of
symptoms are less than three months), chronic (when the
duration of symptoms are more than three months), and with
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Delayed Onset

(when the onset of symptoms is at least six

months after the stressor.)

(American Psychiatric

Association [APA], 1994).
Vanderploeg, Sison, and Hickling (1987) note that the
differential diagnosis of PTSD is tricky for at least three
reasons:

(a) PTSD has symptoms that overlap with other

major psychiatric problems,

(b) the PTSD symptom picture

for a particular individual may be different at different
times of their life, and (c) the disorder itself expresses
itself idiopathically among people.
Complex PTSD. There are a variety of complicating factors
that impinge on accurate PTSD diagnoses.

Herman (1992) has

highlighted the negative sexist bias against women in the
DSM-III-R by the inclusion of diagnoses such as Masochistic
Personality and Self-defeating Personality Disorders (which
no longer appear in the DSM-IV), particularly when they are
frequently applied to women who have been chronically
traumatized and terrorized.

Herman notes that current

nosology provides few if any diagnostic divisions for
people who have experienced extreme forms of trauma.

To

remedy this deficit, Herman has described Complex PTSD.
Traditional diagnostic criteria for PTSD relate to acutely
traumatic events.

Not included in this traditional
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criteria are the symptomatology associated with the chronic
or terrorized trauma victims.

An overview of Herman's

(1992) diagnosis for individuals with this type of history
includes:
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Another diagnostic consideration is the differentiation
of chronic versus acute PTSD.

Individuals whose traumas

were recent and whose symptoms closely followed the
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traumatic event show different symptom profiles than do
individuals whose PTSD symptoms were delayed, or in people
whose trauma occurred a long time ago and they endured
their symptoms without treatment.

For this later group,

the trauma and the PTSD sequelae have a greater impact on
functioning and personality development because of the
ingrained adaptation of behaviors needed to control and
manage their symptoms.

Frequently, the connection between

triggering of reminiscent events and the breaking through
of traumatic memories becomes paired and associated with
more and more distantly related stimuli to the actual
traumatic event

(Herman, 1992).

This paired association

process is not unlike a second order conditioning paradigm.
The result of this conditioning effect is that sometimes
the connection between the emotional symptoms and distress,
and the memories and events that trigger them are difficult
to connect. The result is that the traumatic roots of the
emotional distress and symptoms may be masked, at best
difficult to ferret out, perhaps even lost.

This masking

process results in another diagnosis being made when in
fact chronic PTSD is the more likely cause of the symptoms.
Assessment of PTSD and the MMPI/MMPI-2
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A bulk of the research on assessing PTSD and the
MMPI/MMPI-2 was conducted with the original MMPI. The study
proposed in this paper exami11ed the performance of decision
rules and PK-PTSD supplementary scale using the :tvlMPI-2, but
these rules and supplementary scale were developed on the
MMPI.

The issue of comparability of these two versions,

thus, becomes was a concern.
Substantial debate as to the overall comparability of the
MMPI and MMP-2 has been entertained since the publication
of the new version, MMPI-2 (see Ben-Porath & Butcher (1989]
cited in Albrecht, Talbert, Albrecht, Boudewyns, Hyer,
Touze', and Lemmon,
et al.,

1994; Greene,

[1990] cited in Albrecht

1994; Munley [1991] cited in Albrecht et al.,

1994). The question of comparability of the MMPI and MMPI-2
in the assessment of PTSD has likewise been raised.
Penk, Walsh,

Litze,

Hyer, Blake, Marx, Keane, and Bitman (1991)

addressed this issue and found that discriminant function
analyses for PTSD, Normal, and Psychiatric groupings for
the MMPI and MMPI-2 produced the same MMPI/MMPI-2 scales as
predictors and comparable correct classification rates,
sensitivities, and specificities. Albrecht, Talbert,
Albrecht, Boudewyns, Hyer, Touze',

& Lemmon (1994) also did

a direct study of the issue of PTSD assessment and the
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comparability of the two versions by examining 47 male
Vietnam veterans with PTSD and their performance on the
MMPI and MMPI-2. These researchers made pairwise, two
tailed t test comparisons (with the Bonferroni adjustment
procedure for the alpha error rate) of the MMPI and the
MMPI-2 clinical, validity, and Harris-Lingoes scale scores
to ascertain the level of congruence between the two MMPI
versions.
The findings show the MMPI had significantly higher T
scores than the MMPI-2 for scales l(Hs), 2(D), 4(Pd),
5(Mf), 8(Sc) and 9(Ma).

The MMPI-2 had a higher T score

for the O(Si) scale. No significant differences were found
for the 6(Pa) and 7(Pt).

Regarding the validity scales,

the F scale was significantly higher for the MMPI-2 than
the MMPI, the K was significantly higher for the MMPI
versus the MMPI-2, and the L scale differences were
insignificant.
Tests of significance, using a Bonferroni-adjusted
critical value, of the correlations between the clinical
and validity scales of both versions found that all the
scales were significantly correlated, with the exception of
the 7(Pt) scale. The correlation of the 7(Pt) scale between
the two version was notably low,

.202, and not significant.
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The PK-PTSD scale of the two versions correlated .638,
which was significant at the p <.01 level. However, the
MMPI-2 PK-PTSD scale did generate significantly higher T
scores on average (99.9) than the MMPI PK-PTSD scale
(78.8).

Finally, the congruence of the high-point codes of the
MMPI and MMPI-2 for the 47 PTSD veterans were compared for
congruence. Thirty-two percent (32%) congruence occurred
for the two versions, if a two scale high-point code is
considered.

If a single score from the two scale high-

point was considered, the congruence rate was 72%. These
rates of congruence are consistent with previous findings
(see Litze et al.
percent (11%)

(1991); Talbert et al., 1994). Eleven

of the cases had no agreement in high-point

code for the MMPI and MMPI-2. The 2-8/8-2 high point code
was the most highly elevated high-point code for both
versions of the MMPI.
Albrect et al.

(1994) conclude that the MMPI-2 and MMPI

do measure PTSD similarly. They note the F scale and 2-8/82 high point code may be prototypical high point elevations
for combat PTSD. The authors also cite their own and
previous findings that suggest the MMPI-2 produces
significantly lower scores on some scales than the older
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version of the MMPI, and that this attenuation of scores is
greater at higher T scores on the MMPI-2. The authors note
that both in previous research and in their own two scale
high-point codes involving the 2(D), 6(Pa), 7(Pt), and
8(Sc) were not retained as congruent between the two
versions of the MMPI.

These are the very scales that have

been the focus of previous findings for the assessment of
PTSD with the MMPI and MMPI-2. The authors confirm that the
relationship of the MMPI-2 and MMPI is a complex one, and
not completely understood.

With the above noted caveats

the authors still maintain the comparability and congruence
of the two tests overall, and that the MMPI-2 is a valid
and reliable instrument in place of the older version of
the MMPI.
Lyons and Keane (1992) also discussed the changes that
have occurred in the PK-PTSD scale, since the MMPI-2
version was published. They noted that the MMPI-2 PK-PTSD
scale contains only 46 items. The original MMPI version
contained 49. Three items were deleted from the MMPI-2 PKPTSD scale that were originally on the MMPI. The three
items deleted from the MMPI-2 PK-PTSD were items 314, 323,
and 326. Item numbers 15, 22, 33 (MMPI Form R version)
were, repeated,

in the MMPI, as items 314, 323, 326. These
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repetitions were also included in the MMPI version of the
PK-PTSD scale. During revision, MMPI items 15, 22, 33
became 16, 38, and 32 in the MMPI-2,

the repetitions of

items 15,22, and 33 (in the MMPI) were deleted from the
MMPI-2 version, thus the PK-PTSD scale contains only 46
items, instead of the original 49.

One item (57) has been

reworded to reflect more contemporary language. These
changes raise further questions about:
and validity of the MMPI-2 version,

(a) the reliability

(b) which cut off

scores to use for making a PTSD diagnosis, and (c) how
interpretation of scores has been altered by the reduction
in items.

Lyons and Keane provide a reasonable rationale

for a raw score cut off of 28 as opposed to a raw score cut
off of 30 on the MMPI version for trauma victims (A raw cut
off score is in contrast to a T score cut off. PK-PTSD
scores have traditionally been reported as raw scores and
not transformed into T scores. A raw score refers to the
actual number of questions answered in the direction of
loading for the scale before transformation into a T score.
Thus, a raw score cut off refers to the number of questions
needed to be answered in the direction of loading in order
to be considered diagnostic of the disorder, as opposed to
a T transformation score). They recommend two interpretive
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strategies depending on the question being answered. If the
comparisons of interest are between individuals and the
general population of the United States, use of the !'.-1MPI-2
clinical cut off of T score 65 is most appropriate.

If the

question pertains to a traumatized and help seeking
population with the intent of aiding a differential
diagnosis between PTSD and another diagnosis, the a raw
score cut off of 28 is more appropriate.

They opine that

the MMPI-2 version is largely intact and roughly comparable
to the MMPI version, however, research with the MMPI-2 PKPTSD is encouraged so that a fund of research findings is
developed for the scale.
There are two deficits in the psychological literature
surrounding PTSD. First, is the lack of attention paid to
civilian PTSD in general, especially victims of sexual and
physical assault or abuse (Mccaffery, Hickling, & Marrazo,
1989).

Supporting this assertion is Wise (1996) who did a

computerized literature search with key words "MMPI
profile," "code-type," and "PTSD." He found 21 published
research articles. Of these 21 articles, he found a paltry
three studies focused on civilian trauma populations.
Further support for this assertion comes from Penk, Keane,
Robinowitz, Fowler, Bell and Finkelstein who in 1988 note
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that MMPI studies of PTSD focused exclusively on Vietnam
combat veterans.

Evidently, little has changed since then,

as Wise (1996) similarly notes a continuing trend for using
veterans for studying PTSD, trauma, and the MMPI.

Of the

21 articles noted above, 14 or 67% were done with male
veterans. Wise (1996) also found 48% of the 21 studies
focused on inpatients, 52% on outpatients. Thirty percent
(30%) of research done with inpatients focused on Alcohol
and Other Drug Abuse (AODA) individuals, and 27%

were from

prisoner of war experiences.
The second deficit is the need for more sophisticated
approaches to both conceptualizing and assessing PTSD as a
disorder.

Penk, Keane, Rabinowitz, Fowler, Bell, and

Finkelstein (1988) view the MMPI as having an important,
perhaps singular, position as most favored instrument for
use in both clinical evaluation of people assessed with
PTSD and in research studies on PTSD, because it is the
only instrument used in the assessment of PTSD that has
sound psychometric grounding for determining reliability
and validity for the report of symptoms.

In addition, the

MMPI has a critical feature that most narrow band
assessment tools do not include, the ability to assess the
test taking attitude of the subject.

The MMPI's validity
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scale indicators provided substantial information that may
be used to assess whether the information provide by the
test-takers is valid. Nevertheless, although the MMPI's
performance is mixed as an assessment tool for identifying
individuals suffering from PTSD, in fact, other instruments
assessing PTSD do have adequate reliability and validity
(Foa, 1995). The value of the MMPI is that it assesses
psychological disturbance broadly, including PTSD symptoms,
and therefore, it has unique value as an assessment tool.
The MMPI's deficiencies in assessing PTSD appear to be the
result of complexity of the disorder and difficulties of
research methodology, not an inherent inability of the MMPI
to be sensitive to PTSD symptoms.

Wise (1996) affirms this

position.
The MMPI's wide acceptance as a general assessment tool
in mental health settings raises the value of exploring how
traumatized people perform on the instrument depending on
the type, duration, intensity, and number of actual
traumatic events.

With a clearer idea of how different

populations of traumatized individuals respond to the MMPI,
its utilization in general assessment will increase the
probability that mental health clinicians will become more
able to identify and confirm PTSD sufferers and commence
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appropriate treatment.

At the least, knowing how

individuals with varying degrees of trauma, co-morbidity,
and personality development perform on the MMPI will
provide useful information for use in screening for PTSD.
Such screening can then inform the decision making process
for choosing an even more discriminating assessment
strategy or instrument designed to further assist in the
diagnosis of PTSD.
The MMPI's status as an empirically designed instrument
has both limitations and advantages.

The primary

limitation is that, even though there are many items in the
MMPI that can tap the somatic or psychophysiological
arousal and reactivity domain of PTSD symptomatology, it
has minimal coverage of other aspects of the PTSD
diagnostic criteria (Penk et al., 1988; Watson, Juba,
Anderson, & Manifold, 1990).

Especially absent in the MMPI

are items that sample experiences or memories of living
through life threatening events or avoidance of traumatic
recollections.

Whether the MMPI can overcome this

"handicap" has been questioned.

Although rationally

developed instruments can build such items into its pool of
questions, their disadvantage is that it often does not
provide the breadth and depth of information about the
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individual's overall functioning that an MMPI profile
provides, nor an assessment of test taking attitude and
profile validity.
If the typical mental health practice exclusively used a
narrow band assessment approach to assessing personality
and psychological problems exclusively, numerous assessment
devices would be required. These additional devices
required to cover the spectrum of personality and
psychopathology variables would involve extra time, energy,
human resources, and money, to buy, administer, and
interpret. This practice would be without the additional
benefit and advantage of being able to evaluate the test
taking attitudes of the subject (Silver & SalamoneGenovese, 1991). The advantages of empirically derived
assessment scales, like the MMPI,

is that it may sample a

broad domain of behavior, it does not require the item
content be logically and rationally focused on the
construct one is studying, and for this reason, questions
that assess test taking attitudes may be included in a
subtle way.

In the case of the MMPI, one instrument can be

used across clinical situations for a variety of purposes,
including assessment, treatment planning, and evaluation,
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because it is not limited in the possible personality or
psychopathological constructs it may assess.
MMPI/MMPI-2 and Domestic Violence
One significant step toward understanding and clarifying
the use of the MMPI with women who have survived domestic
violence was accomplished by Rosewater (1988).

The focus

of this study was 118 women, 58 Anglo-American, 54 AfricanAmerican, and four Hispanic, drawn as a sample from four
domestic violence agencies.

Group I

battered women's shelter, Group II

(N=50) was from a

(N=29) was from a family

violence program aimed at early intervention,

Group III

(N=27) was from a battered women's Witness Victim Service
Center whose aim was advocacy for battered women, and Group
IV (N=12) was formerly battered women who had been clients
in the agencies noted above. These women ranged in age from
17-53 years of age.

Of the 118 women, only 12 were not in

abusive situations at the time the data was collected
(Group IV).

The mean composite profile for this women's

domestic violence sample was 4 (Pd) -8 (Sc)-6 (Pa)

(T score of

73 on 4(PD) scale, 70 on 8(SC) scale, and 70 on 6(PA)
scale)

(Rosewater, 1988).

Rosewater noted the biases and presumptions prevalent
among behavioral scientists concerning battered women, and
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their performance on personality tests, the MMPI in
specific. A frequently maintained preconceived notion and
bias is that battered women tave disordered personalities
which provoke and precipitate the violence they experience,
and that they have masochistic tendencies or needs that
figure into the battering dynamic. Rosewater argues that
instead of assuming violence creates personality and
behavioral disturbance, behavioral scientists tend to
assume the opposite, that the personality problems predate
and precipitate the violence.

When psychologists begin

with such assumptions, they unwittingly participate in the
process of victim blaming. MMPI interpreters typically look
at a battered women's profile and conclude "Oh, no wonder
she gets beat up, she's crazy, schizophrenic, borderline,
and unstable." Instead, Rosewater argues that the
contextual factors,

the abusive relationship, and traumatic

experiences should inform the interpretation. In contrast,
Rosewater

recommends a psychologist take the position "Oh,

this is the way battered women score on the MMPI."
Psychologists should not simply assume a character disorder
and psychopathology causes violence or the deviant MMPI
profile, and it is expected that this research will support
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a view that traumatic experience drives MMPI profile
elevations to a significant extent.
Rosewater also found that age, violent action ratings,
violent hurt ratings, the amount of time battered, and the
number of times battered were correlated with clinical
scale and sub-scale elevations.

The number of times an

individual was battered had the most impact on clinical and
sub-scale score elevations. As the number of battering
episodes increased, elevations on the somatization,
repression, depression, paranoia, anxiety, confusion, and
withdrawal scales also increased.

She found all but one

sub-scale on each of the 2(D) and 8(Sc) scales was
positively correlated with the how often the woman had been
battered.

This finding suggests that battered women feel

depressed and overwhelmed and that under these conditions
they develop somatic symptoms.

She also found scale 6(Pa)

significantly correlated with the number of beatings (.01
level), and the "Ideas of External Influence" (Pal) subscale at the .001 level.

This connection between

elevations of these scales and the number of battering
episodes suggests that battered women are very fearful, and
that their fear levels to some extent increase
commensurably with the amount of abuse they endure. The
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empirically based relationship that Rosewater found between
the 6(Pa) scale and the number of batterings also suggests
a strong relationship between domestic violence and
paranoid thinking. Logic and anecdotal experience suggests
this connection may be more than just a correlation, but
actually causal in nature. The high Pd5 sub-scale (Selfalienation), which is

common to the profiles of battered

women, indicates their anger is not usually directed
outward, but rather is directed inside themselves, which
leads to alienation from self.
Finally, Rosewater notes that a chronic Schizophrenia (48-6) MMPI profile may be indistinguishable from a profile
of a battered woman.

Thus, she recommends that clinicians

will do well to inquire further of a woman, when such a
profile occurs, as to what is causing her fearfulness and
confusion, and whether they have to do with domestic
violence.

Rosewater asserts that the MMPI measures

reactive states in women who are currently being battered,
not character traits, as is so often assumed from a 4-8-6
profile.

The anger observed in a 4-8-6 profile

(interpretation of the 4 scale),

is a reaction to being

abused. As a group, battered women feel overwhelmed, as
such a profile suggests. The violence affects their ability
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to think clearly, drains their energy, and leads to
confusion.

These are the consequence of, not the precursor

to, violence.

The reactivity and fearfulness demonstrated

in the MMPI's of women in this population are consistent
and reflective of their experience.

Rosewater's research

is ground breaking because it examines important issues
relating to understanding how domestic violence survivors'
respond to the MMPI and that MMPI results can be mistakenly
interpreted as disordered personality functioning and
mental illness.
Additional research on the use of the MMPI and domestic
violence survivors has been accomplished.

Charboneau

(1986) examined the mean MMPI profiles of 36 women who
were:

(a) currently in a battering relationship,

formerly battered, and (c) non-battered.

(b)

Current and

formerly battered women both had high point elevations on
scale 4 (Pd). Currently battered women showed high point
elevations on scales 2 and 6 also, compared to the formerly
and non-battered groups.

Women 15 years past a battering

relationship still maintained a profile peak on scale 4.
This finding

suggests that women with battering experience

have lingering after effects of feelings of anger,
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rebellion, and non-conformist attitudes that resulted from
the abuse.
Khan, Welch, and Zillmer (1993)

found that among 31

women, ages 19-44, who were residents of a shelter produced
a mean MMPI-2 profile very similar to Roswater's (1988)
MMPI findings, with elevations on F, 4, 6, and 8 scales.
This sample of women had code types most frequently
involving clinical scales 4, 6, 8, and 9. Scale K had
significantly low scores and the F scale was consistently
elevated. The most frequent code types in this sample were
4-6/6-4

(20%),

Spike 9 ( 9%),

4-8/8-4
4-9/9-4

(16%),

6-8/8-6 (13%), 2-4/4-2

( 7%), Spike 1 ( 3%)

(13%),

( six profiles were

not included as coded profiles because they produced
invalid scores). Scales 2 and 7, typically associated with
high levels of subjective distress and anxiety, did not
show any pattern of consistent elevation. Only 32% and 39%
of the sample, respectively, had 2 or 7 scores above a T
score of 65. Elevations were also common on the MAC-R (a
scale that measures risk for alcohol dependence and abuse),
Mt

(College Maladjustment Scale),

PK, and PS (PTSD Scales)

among the MMPI-2 supplementary scales. The PK scale mean
for the sample was a T score of 72.3.

About 68% of the

sample had elevated PTSD supplementary scale scores.
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Discriminant function analysis found that the level of
psychological distress, as measured by the F scale of the
MMPI-2, was best predicted 0y how severe the psychological
abuse was and how long the psychological abuse had been
occurring. These two variables together accounted for 37%
of the total variance for the F scale. The average clinical
scale T score elevation (another measure of psychological
disturbance) was best predicted only by the level of
psychological abuse, which accounted for about 20% of the
variance in the average clinical scales T score. These
findings also suggest that the MMPI tends to measure the
reactive psychological sequelae of the violence rather than
character traits
Khan et al.

(Khan et al.,

1993).

(1993) concluded that elevations on the 4-6-

8-9, a high F score and a low K score suggest these women
experience significant coping deficits,

feelings of

inadequacy and anger, as well as impulsiveness and
possible poor judgment.

The authors also note that these

women's average scores on the Mf, Si, and the Si sub-scales
for shyness and social avoidance contradict well in
trenched myths that battered women identify with a
traditional female role of dependence,
passivity.

inactivity and

Alcohol abuse has consistently been linked with
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battered women and this study confirms this impression.
Almost one third of the sample scored at-risk for
alcohol/substance on the MAC-R.

This research suggests

that a preconceived homogenous battered woman personality
profile is not an empirically valid concept.
Rhodes

(1992) compared the Pd (4) scale elevations of two

groups of 46 women from two separate, but similar, clinical
settings that serve the same community. One group was
battered women (aged 21-45 years) from an outpatient
domestic violence clinic and the other group was nonbattered women (aged 19-61 years) participating in
psychotherapy at a community counseling clinic located in
the same building.

Rhodes discovered the 4(Pd) scale was

significantly higher for battered women than the nonbattered women. Additionally, 4 scale sub-scales, Pdl Family Discord, Pd2 - Authority Problems, Pd 3 - Social
Imperturbability, and Pd 4a - Social Alienation, were also
significantly higher for the battered group than the nonbattered group. Only the Pdl - Family Discord sub-scale was
clinically elevated for the Battered women which is
reflective of a home and family situation that is
quarrelsome, unpleasant, lacking in love and understanding.
The other four sub-scales were not clinically elevated
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above the average profile, but were higher on average than
the non-battered group.

These findings suggest a

consistent elevation in the MMPI-2 4 (Pd) scale among
domestic violence survivors, a pattern previously noted in
other studies. However, based on this study, the Pdl subscale is the only one clinically elevated, which suggests
the primary factor driving the elevation of the Pd scale
overall is the family discord variable.
Rhodes provided an interesting hypothesis concerning the
Pd (4) scale and its relevance to victimization. She noted
the 4(Pd) scale was originally normed on a group of young
people (17-22 years old) court ordered to treatment in a
psychiatric setting. The gender differential in this
criterion group was weighted toward females. According to
Rhodes (citing Dahlstrom, 1972), the delinquency associated
with this group was stealing, lying, truancy, sexual
promiscuity, alcohol abuse, and forgery. Rhodes noted that,
these delinquent behaviors are consistent with the
behavioral manifestations of sexual and physical abuse and
physical neglect in both males and females. Rhodes
speculated that because the behaviors exhibited by the
criterion group of scale 4(Pd) was similar to the behavior
of young adults who were been victimized, this may indicate
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the criterion group may have had numerous members who were
victims of sexual abuse, physical abuse, or neglect.
Should this be the case it would explain to some extent why
victims, in particular women (since females predominated
the criterion group) domestic violence survivors, tend to
elevate the 4 (Pd) scale.
Sinnett, Holen, and Albott (1995) completed an archival
study examining the MMPI profiles of 42 women from two
private practice clinics,

(one from an urban setting, the

other a rural setting) who had been victims of abuse or
violence, or manifested symptoms of PTSD.
to specify the type of abuse involved.

The study failed

Of note is the fact

that clinical scale elevations in descending order were
4(Pd), 2(D), 6(Pa), 8(Sc), and 3(Hy). The F scale was not
clinically elevated nor the K scale clinically low. Poor
study design and statistical analysis makes further use of
results of this study of dubious validity, however, it does
lend support to a previously noted pattern in which
clinical scales 4-6-8 are consistently elevated in women
who have been victimized.
Non-combat Trauma, PTSD, and the MMPI/MMPI-2
Berk, Black, Locastro, Wickis, Simpson, Keane, and Penk
(1989) noted two weaknesses in the research literature
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around PTSD. One weakness is that combat, as a life
threatening event has been researched nearly to the
exclusion of other types of human trauma.

The second

weakness is that the :MMPI has not been used to focus on
non-combat trauma to any substantial extent (Rhodes, 1992;
Sinnett, Holen,

& Albott, 1995).

Mccaffrey, Hickling, and Marrazo (1989) studied the :MMPI
and civilian PTSD. Based on their results, they strongly
suggested restraint when applying :MMPI diagnostic decision
rules developed with Vietnam veterans with PTSD.

They drew

this conclusion because they found no statistical
differences on any of the :MMPI clinical scales between a
civilian traumatized group with PTSD and one without PTSD.
Curiously, the average two point :MMPI profile codes for
people in this study was 8-2, a configuration frequently
observed in the MMPI profiles of combat veterans. The
authors did note this profile reflects symptoms consistent
with PTSD including:
agitation,

(a) anxiety,

(d) sleep disturbance,

fear of loss of control,

(b) depression,

(c)

(e) somatic symptoms,

(f)

(g) guilt, and (h) avoidance of

close interpersonal contact. However, while these promising
similarities did exist, the two-point configuration was not
statistically different for the PTSD and non-PTSD groups
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and thus could not be considered useful in discriminating
between the two groups. The findings of this study did show
that civilian trauma PTSD sufferers have, on average,
higher T scores across the clinical scales of the MMPI than
do non-PTSD groups (A finding also observed in Vietnam
veterans with PTSD), but the differences in elevations
between the groups were not statistically large enough to
discriminate between the two groups.
Mccaffrey, Hickling, and Marrazo (1989) did find,
however, that the validity F scale was significantly higher
in the PTSD group, than the non-PTSD group.

This F scale

elevation has been observed consistently among Vietnam
combat veterans with PTSD and will explored further later
in this paper.
Mccaffrey, Hickling, and Marrazo (1989) also studied the
performance of the Fairbank-Keane MMPI PTSD (PK-PTSD)

scale

in this civilian sample. They found no significant
difference in means for the PTSD and non-PTSD groups on the
PK-PTSD supplementary scale.
(Fairbank, Mccaffrey, & Keane,

While other studies
1985; Keane et al., 1984)

found the PK-PTSD scale correctly classified from 82% to
95% of their combat related PTSD samples, this study found
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it was not useful for differentiating PTSD sufferers from
non-PTSD sufferers in a civilian context.
Berk et al.

(1989) studied the impact of non-combat

trauma on Vietnam veterans, but they controlled for
variable levels of non-combat trauma so as to determine the
effect this variable might have on MMPI scores.

Results

showed that non-combat trauma was detectable with the MMPI,
it did influence MMPI scores, and in a non-combat setting
the MMPI generated statistically significant
discriminations between the two groups.

This study clearly

indicated that non-combat trauma does engender PTSD
symptomatology and that the MMPI was sensitive to the
effects this type of trauma has in causing emotional and
psychological distress.

This study also attempted to

ferret out the differential effects that combat and noncombat trauma had on veterans.

Interestingly, combat

veterans who also experienced non-combat trauma showed
increased withdrawal and alienation patterns on the MMPI.
Non-combat veterans who had high levels of non-combat
trauma in life demonstrated an anxiety pattern
characterized by general arousal and they also had more
PTSD symptoms than non-combat veterans who experienced low
levels of non-combat trauma.
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The two studies reviewed thus far provide conflicting
evidence as to the value of using the MMPI in the
assessment of civilian type trauma PTSD.

The civilian

trauma study suggested the MMPI does not differentiate PTSD
from non-PTSD, and that the PK PTSD supplementary scale
also does not differentiate.

The non-combat study

suggested that the MMPI is sensitive to civilian type
trauma and is, in fact, useful in differentiating survivors
of non-combat trauma with PTSD from those without PTSD.
Such conflicting findings are also consistent with the
results of studies done exclusively on combat related PTSD.
Miller, Goldberg, and Streiner (1995) asserted that the
mixed results of the PK-PTSD scale indicated these
supplementary scale measure something other than PTSD.

The

authors studied the performance of the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale among patients at an anxiety disorder
clinic (n = 96) and individuals being treated at a traffic
accident injury treatment program (n = 97) for management
of pain, anxiety, and depression. These authors asserted
that the PK-PTSD scale measure first factor variance and
general psychological distress, not PTSD. The authors
criticized the presence of having two PTSD (the PK and the
PS) supplementary scales in the MMPI system because they
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correlate with one another at a level of .96 and thus
effectively measure the same construct. For the anxiety
disorder treatment clinic putients and the auto injury
treatment program patients studied, these PTSD
supplementary scales added little additional power to
discriminant function equations. The authors determined
that the same level of predictive power was achieved when
the PTSD supplementary scales were substituted for the 8
(Sc) scale (this is the clinical scale with which the PTSD
supplementary scales are most highly correlated)

in

discriminant function equations. Thus, S(Sc) the clinical
scale can be used in place of the PTSD scales. Further
evidence for the lack of utility of these scales was that,
when the PK-PTSD scale was used to replace the two highest
correlating scales in the discriminant function equation,
the ability of the equation to discriminate the two groups
dropped significantly, again suggesting the clinical scales
themselves are more accurate predictors of the presence of
PTSD than the PK-PTSD scale.

The authors' approach to

elevations of the PK-PTSD scale in any given profile is
that PTSD may be considered as one of many possibilities
for the source of the individuals distress.

PK-PTSD scale

elevations should not be considered diagnostic of PTSD.
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Moody and Kish (1989) drew similar conclusions to Miller
et al.

(1995).

These researchers found in a sample of

subjects with alcohol problems, moderate to high positive
correlations occurred between PK-PTSD and the F, 2, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8,and 9

scales of the MMPI, as well as the Welch A,

and McAndrew Alcoholism scales

(the positive average

correlation was .50). Moody and Kish (1989) found the best
predictors of scores on the PK-PTSD scale were the Welch A,
the Existential Depression supplementary scale, the F
scale, and the McAndrews Scale. These scales accounted for
83.5% of the variance for predicting PTSD.

The correlation

of the PK-PTSD scale and the Welch A was .82, accounting
for about 65% of its variance.

Among anxiety disordered

subjects, these two scales were measuring the same factor
even though they only share a few of the same items.

Moody

and Kish suggested the PK-PTSD is not a measure of PTSD,
but is rather a measure of general psychopathology and
dysphoria.

The PK-PTSD scale taps a broad range of

psychopathology, including symptoms of depression,
sociopathy, anxiety, paranoia, obsessive-compulsive
behavior, schizophrenia, and more. Moody and Kish (1989)
asserted further that the PK-PTSD scale offers no
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significant increase in diagnostic power over the MMPI as a
whole and the Welch A supplementary scale.
In the view of this author, both the Moody and Gish
(1989) and Miller, Goldberg, and Streiner (1995) studies
are hardly comparable to many of the other studies
examining the MMPI and PTSD.

These studies sampled from

substantially different populations (alcohol
dependence/abuse and a heterogenous group of anxiety
disorders) than were sampled for the development and
subsequent study of the PK-PTSD scale.
Watson, Kucala, and Manifold (1986) examined the
performance of the PK-PTSD scale for discriminating between
PTSD patients, psychiatric inpatients without PTSD and a
group of "normal" individuals. While the Keane et al. study
stated a discrimination rate from normals of 80.5%, this
study found a rate a lower correct classification rate of
64% rate for the PTSD group versus the non-PTSD group.
This study found that the mean PK-PTSD scores for the three
groups were all significantly different from each other.
The PTSD group had a raw score average of 21.3, the
Psychiatric inpatients without PTSD had a 14.8 average raw
score, and the normal group scored a 7.9 raw score on the
PK-PTSD. This mean score (21.3) for the PTSD group was
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substantially less that Keane et al. 's (1984) findings and
results in optimal cut off points being substantially less
than a cut off of 30 as Keane et al. recommended. Watson et
al.

(1986) concluded that the PK-PTSD scale does

differentiate patients with PTSD from normal individuals
well, however, its

discriminative power for psychiatric

patients with PTSD and without PTSD was only modest.
Furthermore, the authors stipulated this should be expected
because of the overlap between PTSD and other psychiatric
disorders.

Watson et al. opined that the reasons for the

differences in results has to do with variability in the
subject pool. The Keane et al. sample was defined by more
strict procedures for obtaining a PTSD diagnosis and the
subjects were all being treated for PTSD.

Keane et al.

subject pool was, therefore, probably more homogeneous and
more seriously disturbed. Another possible factor was that
the Watson et al. sample was largely Caucasian, while the
Keane et al. sample was from the deep South and had a
higher percentage of minorities.
Koretzky and Peck (1990) validated and cross-validated
the MMPI version of the PK-PTSD scale (Keane et al., 1984)
with 69 male and female victims of civilian trauma,
including victims of violent criminal action, industrial
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accident victims, and train or car accident victims.

The

sample of 69 participants were drawn from a private
psychiatric practice that sub-specializes in the treatment
of non-military trauma victims. The validation PTSD group
consisted of 18 individuals who met DSM-III criteria for
PTSD, and the validation control [sic] group consisted of
27 individuals, some of whom had, and others who had not
been, exposed to life-threatening events and were diagnosed
with major depressive, personality, anxiety, psychogenic
pain, alcohol abuse, and psychotic disorders. The crossvalidation segment consisted of 15 PTSD subjects and nine
non-PTSD subjects. The cross-validation control [sic] group
included individuals diagnosed with a major depressive,
personality, or anxiety disorder.

Like the validation

group, the non-PTSD cross-validation sample contained
individuals with and without a trauma history.
similar to the Keane et al.

Results

(1984) study emerged from the

-validation segment of this study as the two groups
generated similar profiles, but the PTSD group elevations
were higher on all clinical scales. The PTSD group had
significantly higher scores than the non-PTSD group on the
F,

l(Hs), 2(D),

4(Pd), 7(Pt), and 8(Sc) scales. The K scale

was significantly lower than the non-PTSD group. Mean
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scores on the PK-PTSD

scale for the PTSD group (26.56)

were also significantly higher than the non-PTSD group
(12.30). Eighty-nine percent (89%)

of the validation PTSD

group and 85% of the comparison group were correctly
classified by the PK-PTSD scale, resulting in a hit rate of
87%. The decision rules developed by Keane et al.

(1984)

(F

greater than or equal to 66, 2(D) greater than or equal to
78, and 8(Sc) greater than or equal to 79 T score points)
accurately classified 39% of the PTSD group, and 93% of the
non-PTSD group, for a hit rate of 71% for all the subjects.
The cross-validation segment found the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale correctly classified 87% of the PTSD
group and 89% of the non-PTSD group. This classification
resulted in an overall hit rate of 88%. The Keane et al.
(1984) decision rules correctly classified 53% of the of
the PTSD group and 100% of the cross-validation comparison
group, resulting in a decision rule it rate of 71%.
Koretsky and Peck suggest that these findings provide
strong support for the PK-PTSD scale for use with a
civilian trauma population, but weak support for the Keane
et al. decision rules.
Finally, one curious study, by Sinnett, Holen, and Heil
(1996) approached the PK-PTSD scale from a different
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vantage point.

The authors retrospectively examined the

MMPI profiles of 102 police candidates screened
psychologically during the years from 1981 and 1992.

The

authors cited previous studies with Vietnam veterans
indicating mean scores on the PK-PTSD may be as high as 37
for veterans with PTSD and for the comparison group the
average was 20 (Keane et al., 1984). Sinnet et al.

(1995)

noted a mean raw score for a sample of female outpatient
trauma victims of 21.4. For the sample of male police
officers the average PK-PTSD score was three. The authors
speculated that such a low PK-PTSD score may reflect a test
taking set of trying to create a favorable impression given
the occupational and hiring purposes of the evaluation.
However, the authors discarded this interpretation of the
data because the validity markers were within normal
limits; the L (Lie) Scale was not elevated, and the
K(Defensiveness) scale was likewise not inordinately high
(T=60). Given that this sample had also historically
evidenced low utilization of mental health services, the
authors speculated that low PK-PTSD scores may be a sign of
psychological robustness.
A review articles that address the utility and usefulness
of diagnostic decision rules for PTSD on the MMPI basic
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scales and the PK-PTSD scales in cases of non-combat PTSD
is equivocal. Studies are available that conclude the PKPTSD scale and Keane et al. 's decision rules effectively
assess PTSD symptomatology, and others that seriously
question the validity and viability of either approach to
assessing PTSD with the MMPI. Moody and Kish (1985) and
Miller et al.

(1995) both conclude the PK-PTSD scale

measures general emotional distress not PTSD symptoms.
This claim is supported by the reasonably high correlations
found between the PK-PTSD scale and the F, and 8 scales,
and also that discriminant equations substituting the 8
scale for the PK-PTSD scale are equivalent. Nevertheless,
Berk, et al.

(1989), Watson et al.

Peck (1990), and Sinnett et al.,

(1986), Koretsky and

(1996) all found evidence

to support the PK-PTSD scales utility and likewise similar
findings concerning the validity and clinical scales
decision rules.
Combat Trauma, PTSD, and the MMPI/MMPI-2
Even though the studies cited above examined issues
around domestic violence and civilian trauma and the MMPI,
the primary focus of most research on the relationship oi
PTSD and the MMPI has been among male Vietnam veterans
(Wise, 1995).

Therefore to understand how PTSD and the
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MMPI relate, we turn to studies that focus on combat
related PTSD.
The MMPI/MMPI-2 validity, clinical scales, and decision
rules. Substantial research effort has been given to
identifying a consistent pattern of MMPI scale elevations,
a trauma profile that reliably identifies the presence of
PTSD. The first group of researchers to attempt to
capitalize on the empirical design characteristics of the
MMPI for the purposes of diagnosing PTSD were Keane,
Malloy, and Fairbank (1984).

These researchers empirically

examined the average profiles of veterans diagnosed with
and without PTSD. They developed cut off points and
decision rules for a PTSD diagnosis for the MMPI basic
scales by identifying the T score associated with one
standard deviation below the mean of the PTSD group. This
rule provided the following cut off scores for the Keane et
al. sample: F = 66T, 2(0) = 78T, 8(Sc) = 79T. Subjects were
given a diagnosis of PTSD if they scored above these cut
off points.
The subject pool in the Keane, Malloy, and Fairbank
(1984) study consisted of 200 male veterans referred for
diagnostic evaluation as part of a treatment program for
combat related PTSD.

One hundred of the 200 veterans were
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assessed and screened on various behavioral measures and
found to meet criteria for PTSD, 40% of these veterans were
being treated as inpatient, the remaining 60% were treated
as outpatients.

The remainder (those who did not meet PTSD

criteria) of the sample was placed in the non-PTSD
condition and diagnosed with various other disorders.
Fifty-eight percent (58%) of this group of veterans were
inpatient and 37% were outpatient. These researchers report
that both groups produced similar profiles on the MMPI.
However, an important finding, one also supported by
Fairbank, Keane, and Malloy (1983), is that the PTSD group
produced significantly higher elevations on each of the
clinical scales in comparison to the control group, with
the exception of scale 4 (Pd).

This noticeable similarity

of MMPI profiles, with higher scale elevations among
veterans with PTSD than those veterans without PTSD, has
also been found in other studies (Penk et al., 1988), where
the F, 8(Sc) and 2(D) scales formed a three point
configuration suggestive of PTSD. In the Keane et al.
study, the K (Defensiveness) scale was also statistically
lower than the non-PTSD comparison group as well. In this
study, the F (Infrequency) scale averaged a T score of 85,
the 8(Sc) scale was between 95 and 100 T score points, and
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the 2(D) scale was between 90 and 95.

The K score was well

below 50.
Schlenger and Kulka (1987) reported to the 95th annual
convention of the American Psychological Association on the
performance of the MMPI and the Fairbank-Keane MMPI
PTSD) scale with PTSD cases.

(PK-

Overall, they viewed

favorably both assessment tools for diagnosis of PTSD and
included their use in the National Vietnam Veterans
Readjustment Study.

Their presentation reported a study

that examined the efficacy of these tools for
differentiating PTSD non-PTSD cases. This study used a two
way factorial design that included the presence or absence
of PTSD as one factor and the presence or absence of
another psychiatric disorder the other.

These results

demonstrated some variation in the performance of the
validity and the clinical scales of the MMPI.

The PTSD

group with a comorbid Axis I disorder had the highest
overall MMPI scores of the three groups and showed
elevations above a T score of 80 for F, 2, and 7;
elevations above 70 were also found on 1, 3, 4, and 6.

The

PTSD only group had the next highest overall MMPI scores
with spikes on F and 2.
had peaks on 2 and 4.

The Axis I disorder non-PTSD group
The fourth group comprised of
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veterans with no diagnosis showed the expected profile, no
mean scores above 70.
et al.

These findings were similar to Keane

(1984) in that the F and 2 scale predicted PTSD.

However, Schlenger and Kulka's work adds some puzzlement
because the 7(Pt) scale (rather than the 8(Sc) scale had
diagnostic implications above 80, as did the 1, 3, 4, and 6
when they are between 70 and 80. The authors noted that
other studies more or less consistently point to the F, 8,
and 2 scales as predictive of PTSD, though all clinical
scales are elevated to some extent usually.
Kulka asserted that the scale

Schlenger and

7(Pt) elevation and the

elevations of other scales also were probably due to the
co-morbidity of the alternative Axis I disorders with the
PTSD diagnosis.
Schlenger and Kulka's (1987) research is important
because it identified significant difference
discriminations between the PTSD and non-PTSD groups on
high scale elevations of numerous clinical scales, not just
the F, 2, and 8 as other studies have. Butler, Foy,
Snodgrass, Hurwicz, and Goldfarb (1988) studied 40 Vietnam
veterans who did not at that time nor previously had
histories of help seeking for psychological or psychiatric
problems.

The individuals were accessed as in-patients in
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a medical center. Twenty (20) veterans met DSM-III criteria
for PTSD and the remainder of the sample was used as a
comparison group. Multivariate analysis indicated the two
groups differed significantly on MMPI scale elevations.
Peak elevations for the PTSD group were MMPI scales F,
2(D), 8(Sc), and 7(Pt). The comparison group of veterans
did not have any MMPI scales elevated over 70.
Blanchard, Wittrock, Kolb, and Gerardi (1988) crossvalidated the PTSD basic scale decision rules in a sample
of veterans with PTSD.

The 80 male subjects with combat

history in Southeast Asia were diagnosed as having PTSD.
Another group of 19 veterans comprised a comparison group
who were found to not have PTSD but had comparable
histories and level of combat experience.

Once again, the

PTSD group subjects averaged above the Keane et al.

(1984)

decision rule cut off on MMPI F, 8 and 2 scales. These were
the same scales found in previous studies to effectively
classify cases of PTSD. The PTSD group averaged above the
previously determined decision rule cut off scores for 69%
of these subjects.

This finding compared with Keane et al.

(1984), noted above, who found such decision rules
correctly classified 74% of subjects.

The differences
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between the two groups in the Blanchard et al. study on
these three scales were significant at the .0001 level.
Questions emerge from these works that are consistent
with the comments made by Orr, Claiborn, Altman, Forgue, de
Jong, Pitman, and Herz (1990) who also found a confirming
evidence for the F-2-8 pattern (consistent with the
previous studies cited, excepting the Schlenger and Kulka
study which found the F-2-7 pattern) and successfully
differentiated groups with the anxiety disorders from the
PTSD group. Orr et al. comment that elevations have been
found on almost all the clinical scales in studies using
the MMPI in PTSD populations.

The variability of findings

across studies and samples raises questions about the
MMPI's utility in diagnosing PTSD cases.
Vanderploeg, Sison, and Hickling (1987) found the task of
using the .MMPI for classification of PTSD diagnoses at best
very difficult.

They stated that PTSD is a diagnostic

challenge because of the array of symptoms involved and the
overlap these symptoms have with other psychological
disorders.

Each of four groups (PTSD, psychotic,

depression, and chronic pain groups) were compared and had
unique mean profiles. The PTSD group profile was nearly
identical to profiles obtained by Keane et al.

(1984).

The
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decision rules devised by Keane et al.

(1984) produced a

superior overall classification rate of 81% in the
Vanderploeg et al. sample.

The sensitivity of these rules

was not as strong as other studies have found, because only
57% true PTSD cases were correctly discriminated. On the
other hand, the Keane et al. decision rules specificity
(true non-PTSD cases) rate was shown to be impressive
accurately classifying as non-PTSD 76%,

95%, and 95% of the

psychotic, depressed, and pain groups, respectively.
Interestingly, and as might be expected with this
particular array of comparison groups, the mean profile for
the entire combined sample was a 2-7-8 pattern, typical of
MMPI profiles found in a mixed psychiatric population.

The

fact that separately these groups produced unique mean
profiles and when combined produced a typical mixed
population profile supports the strategic use of more
refined and focused comparison groups, as was used by
Vanderploeg et al. This strategy may produce more useful
comparisons and greater ability to differentiate diagnostic
groups from each other using psychological tests.
Vanderploeg et al. concluded that their sample and the
Keane et al.
variables.

(1984)

sample were nearly identical on MMPI
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However, Vanderploeg et al. also noted that significant
differences in scores for the 14 scales utilized and
numerous pairwise differences between the four groups.
Interestingly, the PTSD group was not distinctively
different from the other homogeneously defined comparison
groups (depression, pain, and psychotic) on the MMPI. For
those validity and clinical scales usually associated with
PTSD, the F, 2(D), 8(Sc), and 7(Pt), the PTSD group was not
statistically different from all of the groups.

On the

2(D) scale, the PTSD and Depression group means were
statistically equivalent. For the F, 8(Sc), and 7(Pt)
scales, the PTSD and psychotic group means were
statistically equivalent.

In fact, there were no

statistical differences between the PTSD and psychotic
comparison groups on 11 of the 14 standard MMPI scales.
Obviously, the PTSD group scored in a highly similar
fashion to the psychotic group, although the PTSD group
means were significantly different for 2(D) scale
psychotic and pain group. The PTSD

from the

group means for the F,

B(Sc), and 7(Pt) were significantly different from the
Depression and Pain groups. The only significant
differences between the psychotic group and the PTSD group
on the MMPI clinical scales were on the "neurotic triad"
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(scales 1, 2 and 3). The PTSD group had higher T scores on
the 1, 2, and 3 scales (approximately 18 T score points
difference on all three neurc~ic triad scales) than the
psychotic group.

(The differences on the "neurotic triad"

scale elevations should not be taken lightly from an
interpretive stand point. The elevations of these scales
suggested something more than just the break down of ego
functioning and the emergence of psychotic processes is
operating for individuals with PTSD).

The many high scale

scores, in excess of the clinical cut off point, on the
MMPI validity and clinical scales of this study, coincided
with the commonly observed pattern of numerous scale
elevations among PTSD sufferers found in other studies. The
above mentioned differences not withstanding, if the noted
overall similarity of profiles of the psychotic and PTSD
groups bears up under further investigative scrutiny, one
might conclude combat related PTSD sufferers score
similarly to individuals with schizophrenia (see Rosewater,
1988), and it may be extremely difficult to differentiate
schizophrenia and other psychoses from PTSD when using only
the MMPI

(which obviously should never be done in a

clinical situation anyway). On the other hand, such a
similarity in profiles is striking, and not necessarily
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surprising. Burke and Meyer (1985) note the substantial
similarities in psychological experience and functioning of
PTSD sufferers and individuals suffering with
psychosis/schizophrenia. Their study found that while
scales 2(0) and 8(Sc) defined the PTSD group, the average
profiles were remarkably similar to the profiles of
individuals with schizophrenia (see Rosewater, 1988).
One of the telling conclusions offered by Vanderploeg,
Sison, and Hickling (1987) is that use of the decision
rules and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale provided no
improved diagnostic accuracy rate when compared with
classification done by licensed clinical psychologists.
Licensed psychologists achieved a correct classification
rate of 65%, while the decision rules and the PK-PTSD scale
combined, only a 52% correct classification rate for PTSD
profiles. However, one must also consider this study was
more rigorous in its expectations for these decision rules
than other studies; because it required the MMPI and PKPTSD supplementary scale to not just differentiate non-PTSD
from PTSD, it expected the differentiation of more
homogeneous and closely related diagnostic classifications
also.

Furthermore, Vanderploeg et al. did find very

acceptable hit rates when both sensitivity and specificity
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are considered.

The Keane et al. decision rules reported

earlier did effectively differentiate general differences;
the rules were also highly effective at identifying nonPTSD cases, but were not as effective for identifying PTSD.
Munley, Bains, Bloem, and Busby (1995) studied the
performance of the MMPI-2 with 27 Vietnam veterans treated
in an inpatient PTSD treatment program. The MMPI-2
performance of these veterans was compared with 27 Vietnam
veterans without PTSD who were treated at the same
facility, during the same time period, and as inpatients
with a broad spectrum of other psychiatric diagnoses.
Multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to evaluate
whether group differences occurred on the 3 validity, 10
basic scales, 12 supplemental scales, and 15 content
scales. While there were no significant differences in
average scores between the PTSD and non-PTSD groups on the
validity, the new validity scales (TRIN, VRIN, and FB), and
the basic clinical scales, the mean profile of the PTSD
group produced highest peak elevations on the F, 2(D}, and
B(Sc) scales (72.59, 79.85, and 79.33), respectively.
7(Pt),

The

6(Pa), 4(Pd), 3(Hy), and l(Hs) were also elevated

above the critical value of T score 65. Peak elevations for
the non-PTSD group were F, 2(D), and 7(Pt) with mean T
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scores of 68.85, 72.63, and 69.96, respectively. Also,
elevated scales for the non-PTSD group were the 8(Sc),
6(Pa), 4(Pd), and 3(Hy). The authors noted, similar to
other study findings, that the 2 and 8 scales were the most
frequently elevated scales among PTSD veterans, but that
numerous other clinically significant scale elevations
occurred, including the l(Hs), the 3(Hy), 4(Pd),

6(Pa),

7(Pt), 9(Ma), and the O(Si) scales. This study provided
further supportive evidence that while the average scale
elevation of PTSD groups is 2-8/8-2, the sample's MMPI
profiles were also comprised of a variety of other two
point configurations that did and did not include the 2(D)
and 8(Sc)

scales.

Wilson and Walker (1990) concluded an MMPI trauma profile
does exist. A forensic sample of seven civilian trauma and
nine Vietnam combat trauma victims were studied.

The

civilians had been traumatized by rape or severe life
threatening injuries and were seeking legal recourse for
compensation and medical benefits.

The nine veterans all

were facing criminal action for serious felonies, e.g.
first degree murder. The performance of the MMPI validity,
clinical,

Harris-Lingoes/Serkownek sub-scales, and research

supplementary scales were compared between these two groups
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with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The report
failed to comment on the statistical procedures used to
control for inflation of the alpha error rate where many
comparisons are made. Nevertheless, the findings were
interesting, if only, for the high point elevations of the
MMPI basic scales for the entire sample, the civilian, and
veteran group.
Bear in mind all participants in this study were victims
of some form of trauma. Statistically, the ANOVA showed
significant differences between the two groups on the 2(D),
8(Sc), 7(Pt), 6(Pa), and validity F scale. For the entire
study sample, nine of 13 MMPI basic scales were elevated
above the critical level T score of 70. The two point code
for the whole sample was 2-8 and the F scale was 76.94.
Scales 2(D), 8(Sc), 7(Pt), 6(Pa), and 4(Pd)

(in descending

order) were all elevated above a T score of 80.
The Wilson and Walker (1990) veterans group had 11 of 13
scales elevated above the critical T score of 70. The two
point code was 2-8 and the F scale was 84.89. Scales 2(D),
8(Sc), 7(Pt), 6(Pa), 4(Pd), and l(Hs)

(in descending order)

were elevated above a T score of 80. The civilian group had
seven of 13 scales elevated above the critical T score of
70. The two point code was 2-8/8-2 and the F scale was
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66.71. Scales 2(D) and 8(Sc) were elevated above a T score
of 80 (both were 80.14). Scales 7(Pt), 4(Pd), and 6(Pa),
(in descending order) were all elevated above a T score of
70.
In sum, in both the Wilson and Walker (1990) sample as a
whole, and among the comparison groups, significantly
elevated profiles were present. Scales 2(D), 8(Sc), and the
validity F scale were consistently elevated in similar
configurations as with previous studies reviewed. Also,
consistent with other studies was that numerous other
scales are likewise clinically elevated. The authors
accurately observe a correspondence between both the
profile levels of the two groups and the nature of the life
stressors and traumatic experiences.

However, the veterans

group had a substantially higher profile elevation which
seems to reflect that:

(a) they experienced multiple

traumatic events over an extended period of time while in
Vietnam;

(b) they had endured their PTSD symptoms in an

untreated state for an extended period of time; and (c)
they were currently experiencing the severe stressors of
incarceration, the possibility of a death or life
incarceration sentence.

Interestingly, the civilian group,

also showed an elevated profile, but less elevated than the
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veterans group. For the civilian trauma group the 2, 8, and
validity F peak elevations also seems to reflect their
trauma experience. Their scores on these scales were lower,
though still above the critical level. This lower overall
profile elevation may have occurred because their trauma
history was less severe, which generated less intense
symptoms, and in turn reflected in a less elevated profile.
Just examining the difference between groups on the F
scale, which measures psychic distress, provides a
corollary for the upwards gradient of trauma between the
two groups, civilian and combat trauma, experienced
respectively.
Wilson and Walker (1990) also went to great lengths to
review the psychological symptom domains that the above
scales assess and compared these domains with the symptom
domains of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. In doing so,
they concluded as many as 23 scales of those used in the
study sample assess symptomatology consistent with the
primary indices of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. These
scale sample the symptoms of emotional numbing, detachment,
hyperarousal, re-experiencing, avoidance, and
hypervigilence. Among the many scales that were found to be
correlated with PTSD, they drew special attention to the
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scales 2(D), 4(Pd), 6(Pa), 7(Pt), and 8(Sc). These scales
were elevated because they sample numbing, detachment, and
hyperarousal (scale 2(D) ), re-experiencing (scales 4(Pd),
8(Sc)), re-experiencing and hypervigilence (scales 6(Pa)),
and re-experiencing and hyperarousal (scales 7(Sc)).
The PK-PTSD and other MMPI/MMPI-2 supplementary scales.
In addition to the development of their basic scale
decision rules for diagnosing PTSD, Keane, Malloy, and
Fairbank (1984) also empirically devised an MMPI
supplementary scale for the purpose of assessing PTSD
(Keane, Malloy, & Fairbank, 1984).

This scale has become

the center piece of a substantial research effort focused
on devising a valid and reliable supplementary scale to the
MMPI designed to diagnose PTSD. Through chi-squares
analysis the authors identified a set of items that were
endorsed differentially by the PTSD and control groups.
This set of items came to be what the researchers now call
the PK-PTSD supplementary scale (it has also been referred
to as the Fairbank-Keane PTSD scale and the MMPI PTSD
scale; see Appendix A).

These researchers found that the

PTSD group had higher average raw scores on the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale (n=37) than did the comparison subjects
(n=20).

The PTSD supplementary scale had a classification
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accuracy rate of 82% for both samples.

This study

suggested that a PTSD supplementary scale raw score of 3539 resulted in an 87% chance the individual had PTSD.

If

subjects scored 40 or more on the PK-PTSD scale the
probability was .90 of having PTSD.

These findings

suggested that the MMPI and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale
will be useful in the differential diagnosis of PTSD among
combat veterans. The authors did note that its use should
be one component of a broader assessment strategy.
At the 95th annual convention of the American
Psychological Association, Schlenger and Kulka

(1987) also

reported on the performance of Fairbank-Keane PTSD (PKPTSD) scale in regards to its performance in the NVVRS.
Schlenger and Kulka found the PK-PTSD scale to effectively
discriminate PTSD and non PTSD cases on 45 of the 49 scale
items. Schlenger and Kulka state that this effort
represents a successful cross-validation of the instrument
with a separate Vietnam veteran sample.
Orr et al.

(1990) examined the issues around PTSD

assessment with the MMPI.

Several PTSD diagnosing

instruments were tested for their discriminative ability in
samples with PTSD's closest family members, other anxiety
disorders.

Two groups of subjects were measured on several
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psychometric tools and psychophysiologic assessments. The
findings showed the PK-PTSD scale correlated moderately
with the characteristic reactive physiological responsivity
of combat veterans to combat imagery. Specifically, the
PTSD supplementary scale correlated .50 with these
physiological measures, which is significant at the .0014
level. Thus, the PK-PTSD scale accounted for a significant
amount of the variability in physiological scores for this
population. This finding suggested the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale taps an underlying PTSD construct. Orr
et al.

(1990) found

the raw score cut off of 30 for the

PK-PTSD scale by Fairbank and Keane was not a useful marker
for PTSD. Most of the PTSD subjects fell below this cut off
point. Thus, a cut off of 30 negatively effected the
sensitivity and specificity of the scale. This result
suggested the scale's discriminative ability was not up to
what Keane et al. reported in their findings. However, Orr
et al.

(1990) are quick to note that sampling differences

can account for the observed differences between the two
studies. Keane's ~tudy used a substantial number of
inpatient subjects, whose PTSD symptoms and co-morbid
psychological problems may have been more severe.

The Orr

et al. subject pool was a less severely symptomatic group
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and may simply have had less severe PTSD, and therefore,
did not reach the cut off for this reason.

This finding

may in fact be suggestive that the PK-PTSD scale is
sensitive to some extent in gradations of traumatic
experience and sensitivity to intensity of symptomatology.
The development of local norms, therefore, may be important
for defining specific cut off points for the scale.
Previously noted were statements by Vanderploeg et al.
(1987) that the PK-PTSD supplementary scale decision rules
offered by Keane et al.

(1984) only slightly improved over

chance the differentiation of

PTSD groups from the more

homogeneous groups in this study. Hyer, O'Leary, Saucer,
Blount, Harrison, and Boudewyns (1986) also found that,
even though the PK-PTSD supplementary scale showed higher
scores for veteran inpatients with PTSD than other groups,
its correct classification rate was still not as high as
Keane et al.

(1984) reported. Vanderploeg, Sison, and

Hickling (1987) also studied the Keane et al. decision
rules for the PK-PTSD scale in Vietnam combat veterans. As
regards the PK-PTSD scale, they found the Keane et al. raw
cut off score of 30 correctly classified 77% of the sample.
This is comparable to the Keane et al. results. The scale
sensitivity, correct classification of true PTSD cases, was
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only 57%, but its specificity was excellent, with a 94%
correct classification rate of true non-PTSD cases. The
authors did state that the PK-PTSD supplementary scale
provided no improved diagnostic accuracy rate over chance
and less than that which was achieved by licensed clinical
psychologists.

However, this study was more rigorous in

its expectations for the decision rules than other studies,
because it required the MMPI scales and PK-PTSD
supplementary scale to not just differentiate non-PTSD from
PTSD, it expected the differentiation of more homogeneous
and closely related diagnostic classifications also.

The

groups that were used to test the PK-PTSD scale's
discriminative powers, the depression, pain, and psychotic
groups, have prominent psychological symptomatology that
overlaps with PTSD. PTSD sufferers are known to have high
rates of co-morbid depression, somatization, and
difficulties with confused thinking, intrusive memories and
thoughts,

similar to psychotic individuals.

Watson, Juba, Anderson, and Manifold (1990) studied 57
patients and employees of the St. Cloud Minnesota Veteran
Affairs Medical Center who served in Vietnam, 27 of whom
were diagnosed with PTSD
procedures.

through well documented

The sample's scores on the PK-PTSD scale were
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correlated with the five factors

(intrusive thoughts,

increased arousal, impoverished relationships, guilt, and
cognitive interference) and the 16 symptoms (intrusive
memories, nightmares, flashbacks, diminished interests,
detachment, constricted affect, numbed to intimacy,
hyperalertness, exaggerated startle response, sleep
difficulties, survivor guilt, guilt over behaviors, memory
problems, concentration problems, avoiding trauma-like
stimuli, trauma-like stimuli worsen symptoms) of the PTSD
Interview instrument (PTSD-I; Watson, Juba, Manifold,
Kucala, & Anderson, 1991) The sizes of the correlations
between the PK-PTSD scale and the PTSD-I factors and
symptoms consistently fell between .46 and .67.

Tests to

determine if the correlations differed in size were
negative and the authors concluded that the PTSD scale
correlated significantly with PTSD-I symptoms based on the
DSM-III. The study also examined whether the PK-PTSD scale
correlated with the sections of the DSM-III PTSD diagnostic
criteria (section A History of trauma, section B Trauma reexperiencing, section C Numbed responsiveness, section D
Miscellaneous).

The biserial correlations between the PK-

PTSD and the DSM-III PTSD diagnosis sections were:
section A History of trauma;

(b)

(a)

.40,

.61, section B Trauma re-
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experiencing;

(c)

.65, section C Numbed responsiveness;

(d)

.69, section D Miscellaneous; all were significant at p
<.05. The authors observed the correlations of the scale
and sections B, C, and Dare consistent and similar, and
therefore,
evenly.

reflect the symptoms of the three sections

The lower correlation for Trauma history, section

A, suggests it does not reflect this diagnostic component
of PTSD very well and that the PK-PTSD scale may assess
symptoms rather than exposure to trauma per se. Further
analysis and correlation between the scale and measures of
exposure to combat further reinforced the reality that the
PK-PTSD is not as strong a measure for interpreting whether
a person has a trauma history.

This study supported the

PK-PTSD scale as an empirically valid measure of PTSD, with
greater utility for assessing symptoms than trauma history.
Furthermore, the authors view it as an appropriate tool for
discriminating PTSD from other disorders, such as schizoid
personality, depression, antisocial personality, and
generalized anxiety.

The authors disputed Moody and Kish's

(1989) contention that the instrument fails to measure PTSD
simply because it correlates with a variety of different
measures of psychopathology.
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As noted above, Munley, Bains, Bloem, and Busby (1995)
utilized a

MANOVA procedure to study the performance on

the MMPI among two groups of 27 Vietnam combat veterans.
In addition to the analysis of the basic scales noted
previously, they also studied the 12 supplemental scales,
and 15 content scales for the same group of 27 veterans.
MANOVA results showed significant group differences on the
supplementary scales, and

follow-up univariate analysis

showed a significant difference between groups on the PKPTSD scale.

A raw score cut off of 28 correctly classified

76% of the entire sample.

The authors concluded that the

significant differences on the PK-PTSD scale adds further
support for the validity of this scale for measurement of
PTSD. The 76% hit rate was similar to other studies
findings

(Keane et al., 1984).

Scotti, Sturges, and Lyons (1996) studied the utility of
the PK-PTSD scale in an extracted version. Vietnam combat
and era veterans with and without PTSD were administered
the PK-PTSD scale as an instrument separate from the MMPI.
Three groups were compared including:
veterans with PTSD,

(a) Vietnam combat

(b) Vietnam combat veterans without

PTSD, and (c) Vietnam era veterans without PTSD.

The PTSD

group differed significantly on the Keane PTSD scale from
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the non-PTSD groups. The PK- PTSD scale mean was a raw
score of 39.0 for the PTSD group and was significantly
higher than group means of the other groups. The non-PTSD
combat group mean was 12.4 and the non-PTSD Vietnam era
group was 17.4. The PK-PTSD scale's discriminative power
was strong.

Ninety percent (90%) of the PTSD group was

correctly classified by the raw score of 30 cut off rule,
suggesting it had high sensitivity to actual cases of PTSD.
Eighty-one percent (81%) of the two non-PTSD groups were
correctly classified by the 30 raw score cut off.

For the

entire sample the correct classification rate was 84%.
The authors (Scotti, Sturges,

&

Lyons, 1996) argued that

because the goal of the PK-PTSD scale was to discriminate
PTSD from non-PTSD among combat veterans, use of the third
group, the Vietnam era group, unnecessarily diluted the
results of the study.

They further articulated that, if

only the two combat groups are compared, the specificity
rating (correct identification of positive cases) increased
to 86% and overall accuracy of the scale became 88%.

The

authors argued that these findings provide further support
that this scale is an effective and accurate device for
assessing PTSD, and likewise, it can be used outside of the
usual MMPI protocol with substantial utility.
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Blanchard, Wittrock, Kolb, and Gerardi (1988), as
reviewed above, cross-validated the basic scale decision
rules in a sample of veterans with PTSD.

They also cross-

validated the PK-PTSD supplementary scale on the same
groups of veterans:

(a) 80 male subjects with combat

history in Southeast Asia diagnosed as having PTSD, and (b)
another group of 19 veterans who were found to not have
PTSD but had comparable histories and level of combat
experience.

The original PK-PTSD supplementary scale cut

off raw score of 30 (suggested by Keane et al., 1984) for
classification as PTSD, in this study, was found to
classify only 66% of PTSD diagnosed subjects. This finding
raises questions about the adequacy of the hit rates of
this scale.

Keane et al. found hit rates substantially

higher, correctly classifying 82%.

The Blanchard et al.

study found the difference between the PTSD and comparison
group significant at the .0001 level, Hyer, 0' Leary,
Saucer, Blount, Harrison, and Boudewns (1986) also found
only 74% of PTSD subjects scoring above the 30 raw score
cut off level.
Likewise, Gayton, Burchstead, and Matthews (1986)
attempted to cross validate the PK-PTSD scale comparing 19
combat Vietnam veterans, 40 Vietnam era veterans, and a
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group of psychiatrically diagnosed patients without PTSD.
Gayton and colleagues also found a very low percentage of
PTSD subjects reaching a cut off level of 30. Even though
Vietnam veterans with PTSD scored significantly higher than
the non-PTSD groups, 30.4 and 24.5 respectively, hit rates
for the PK-PTSD were significantly lower than the original
Keane et al. study. A raw score cut off of 30 was used and
only 57% of the PTSD subjects were correctly classified,
while only 55% of the non-PTSD group was identified
correctly. Even more conservative cut offs of 35 and 40
caused hit rates to drop for the PTSD group, but improve
for the non-PTSD group.
Substantial variability in the PK-PTSD supplementary
scale performance across studies is a reality.
et al.

Blanchard

(1988) attribute this variability in the PK-PTSD

scale performance as arising from sample differences.

They

highlight geographical, ethnic, levels of co-morbidity/
morbidity, and treatment setting differences as being
possible sources of such observed variation in results.
Wilson and Walker (1990) also examined the research
and supplementary scales for the forensic sample of seven
civilian trauma and

nine Vietnam combat trauma victims

noted above. An ANOVA analysis compared group scores on the
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Anxiety (A), Repression (R), the Ego Strength (Es),
MacAndrew's Alcoholism (MAC) scale, Harris-Lingoes and
Serkownek sub-scales, and Goldberg Indices.

These analyses

found the Vietnam group to have significantly higher scores
than the civilian group on the Anxiety scale, the Goldberg
Deviant versus Normal Index, Harris-Lingoes Depression subscales

(Subjective Depression, Psychomotor Retardation,

Mental Dullness, and Brooding), Hysteria sub-scale
"Lassitude-Malaise," Schizophrenia sub-scales
Alienation, Lack of Ego

(Emotional

Mastery-Cognitive), the Serkownek

Paranoia sub-scale "Persecutory Ideas," and the Serkownek
Social Introversion sub-scales (Inferiority and
Hypersensitivity). These findings further suggest the MMPI
adequately assesses differences in PTSD symptomatology and
intensity between groups of PTSD sufferers.
A study (Silver & Salamone-Genovese, 1991) comprised of
117 Vietnam veterans with PTSD, and 117 Vietnam veterans
without PTSD all of whom were seeking inpatient treatment
in a PTSD treatment program, arrived at similar conclusions
as Vanderploeg et al.

(1987). This study correlated 84 MMPI

scales with status on PTSD diagnosis and found eight scales
(PTSD supplementary scale, the 7(Pt), D4(Mental Dullness),
DS(Brooding), Hyl(Denial of Social Anxiety), Pd4B(Self-
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alienation), Ma2(Psychomotor acceleration) and O-H(Overcontrolled hostility)) all significantly correlated. Only
one of the 13 basic MMPI scales scale,

the 7(Pt), was

significantly correlated. Some curiosities emerged from
this study:

(a) the high score elevations of the PTSD group

were consistent with previous studies (high scores on the
F, 8,7,4, and 2 all elevated above 70), though the 7 and 4
scales were also significantly elevated;

(b) the mean

profile was elevated for the PTSD group, but so was the
mean profile for the non-PTSD group; and (c) the profiles
of the two groups were nearly identical, with minimal
differences in scale elevations across all 13 basic scales
for the two groups. On those scales in which there were
significant differences, the degree of difference was
generally so small they probably did not reflect meaningful
clinical differences. The average scores for the PK-PTSD
scale were similar, with minimal, non-significant
differences

(PTSD=35, non-PTSD=32).

Overall hit rates for

all the scales significantly correlated with PTSD diagnoses
ranged 56% to 62%.

The overall hit rate of 56% for the PK-

PTSD was quite modest,

it was weakest of the eight scales

significantly correlated to a PTSD diagnosis, but this rate
of correct classification was consistent with some of the
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other studies reviewed.

The PTSD supplementary scale

demonstrated remarkably good sensitivity to true PTSD
cases, but poor specificity for recognizing true non-PTSD
cases.
Butler, Foy, Snodgrass, Hurwicz, and Goldfarb (1988) also
studied the PK-PTSD scale and found the two groups differed
significantly on the PK-PTSD scale.

The mean score for the

PTSD group was 25.3 and for the comparison group 9.2. A cut
off score of 18, significantly lower than the cut off score
of 30 recommended by Keane et al. 1984),

correctly

classified 94% of the PTSD group and 89% of the non-PTSD
group.

The authors surmise that the lower cut off score

was due to using a non-psychiatric sample.
Dissimulation of Combat PTSD and the MMPI/MMPI-2. Three
related studies, Fairbank, Mccaffrey, and Keane (1985),
Mccaffrey and Bellamy-Campbell (1989), and

Lees-Haley

(1989), used the MMPI and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale
to effectively detect when subjects were fabricating or
dissimulating Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

During the

mid 1980's, and now too, efforts were being given to
falsifying PTSD symptoms in order to gain financial
advantages from the federal government.

This issue focused

the need for having an effective means by which to
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differentiate dissimulated from true PTSD symptoms.
Fairbank et al. study (1985) assessed three groups:
Vietnam veterans with PTSD,

The
(a) 15

(b) 15 Vietnam veterans who

were well adjusted, and (c) 15 mental health professionals
(individuals in groups band c, respectively, were or were
Dot, made familiar with the diagnostic criteria for PTSD).
These last two groups were asked to respond to the MMPI as
they thought they should if they had PTSD.

Their mission

was to contrive scale scores on the MMPI that would
approximate those of the group of veterans with PTSD.

The

issue was whether the MMPI decision rules and the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale could detect differences between the
scores on the scales of the three groups. The two groups
who attempted to dissimulate PTSD scored significantly
higher on the Jv1MPI F scale and the PK-PTSD supplementary
scale. The PTSD group F scale averaged 76 T score points,
while the two fabrication groups averaged 104. On the PTSD
supplementary scale, the PTSD group averaged 36 raw score
points and the fabricating groups averaged 44. Linear
discriminant function analysis on the F and PTSD scale
found that these two scales together correctly classified
95% of all three samples. Also, the study reported the
results of developed decision rules designed to separate
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factitious PTSD from true PTSD with the F scale.
et al.

Fairbank

(1985) recommended that dissimulators may be

detected using the F scale by using a cut off of one
standard deviation above the mean of the F scale, T=87.7,
for the PTSD group [76.l(T) + 11.6(SD)=87.7] as indicative
of factitious PTSD.

The results of this 3tudy found that

this rule correctly classified 93% of the total sample
subjects.
The second dissimulation study by McCaffrey and BellamyCampbell

(1989) replicated the findings of Fairbank et al.

(1985).

Three groups were used, consisting of:

Vietnam veterans with PTSD,

(a) 11 male

(b) 12 male well-adjusted

Vietnam veterans, and (c) 12 male Vietnam veterans employed
as mental health professionals familiar with the diagnostic
criteria for PTSD.

On the F scale, the PTSD group had an

average T score of T=70.9 (SD=21.0), the Well-adjusted
group scored 125.0 (SD=23.0), and the Veteran mental health
professionals scored 107.2 (SD=19.4).

On the PTSD

supplementary scale, the PTSD group achieved 23.4 raw score
points (SD=l4.l), the well-adjusted group 40.2 raw score
points (SD=5.3), and the Veteran mental health professional
group 44.1 raw score points (SD=2.9).

Mccaffrey and

Bellamy-Campbell used the Fairbank et al. decision rule of
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one standard deviation above the mean of the PTSD group for
the cut off to predict factitious PTSD. Use of this rule
would result in factitious PTSD being assessed when F
scores are above a T score of 92.

This decision rule

resulted in 89% correct classification of the total sample.
Discriminant function analysis using the F scale and th~
PK-PTSD scale resulted in 91.4% correct classification of
the subjects in the three groups.
The existence of an MMPI "trauma profile" (F, 8, 2) found
additional support in a study by Lees-Haley (1989). The
MMPI responses of a sample of sixteen peopJf with trauma
history were compared for significant differences. Two
groups, a civilian group and Vietnam combat veterans
groups, were involved in litigation for financial
compensation, medical benefits, and criminal dispositions.
Both groups', civilian versus veterans, mean profiles
conformed to the F-8-2 pattern, however, the combat
veterans had higher average profiles than the civilian
trauma victims. With the exception of the 9(Ma) scale, the
Vietnam group's mean scores for all basic scales were above
70,

including the validity F scale,.
Lees-Haley (1989) also reported that the Keane PK-PTSD

scale cut off score resulted in poor discrimination
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accuracy among college students dissimulating PTSD symptoms
in the context of personal injury litigation. Fifty-two
percent (52%) would have been wrongly classified PTSD and
only 48% would have been correctly classified as not having
PTSD.
The MMPI/MMPI-2's F(Infrequency) Scale and PTSD.

Orr,

Claiborn, Altman, Forgue, de Jong, Pitman, and Herz (1990)
noted that F scores in the 70-80 T score range were
generally consistent with an over-reporting psychopathology
response set, but among PTSD diagnosed subjects it was not
consistent with dissimulation.

In fact,

it is highly

correlated with a typical pattern of physiological
hypersensitivity to combat imagery found in Vietnam
veterans with PTSD.

A content analysis done by these

researchers discovered that many of the items endorsed by
combat PTSD sufferers were consistent with the symptom
picture of PTSD.

(They endorsed such items as "I have

nightmares every few nights," or "I believe my sins are
unpardonable").

Dissimulators, on the other hand, had T

scores on Fin the 100 range.

The studies cited above

suggest that F scores above the critical level can be
viewed as a marker for PTSD,

though not a conclusive one,

and that Vietnam veterans in particular, and perhaps trauma
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victims more generally are not over-reporting
psychopathology in the traditional sense, though their high
F scores suggest this might be the case (See also Fairbank,
Keane, & Malloy 1983).

The authors commented that the

findings of this study are consistent with previous
information, suggesting the MMPI is an important compliment
to clinical interview that improves diagnosis significantly
in cases of PTSD.
Hyer,

Fallon, Harrison, and Boudewyns (1987) drew a

distinction between dissimulation and over-reporting of
symptoms. A pattern of dissimulation or faking bad is a
serious concern because of ulterior secondary gain
motivation for compensation. The focus of this research was
F scale elevations and the subtle-obvious qualities of the
PK-PTSD scale items among PTSD combat veterans, non-PTSD
combat veterans, and non-combat veterans. Hyer et al. noted
that Fairbanks, Mccaffrey, and Keane (1985) stipulated an F
scale T score of 88 or higher likely reflects symptom
exaggeration.

Hyer et al. suggested similarly that an F

scale over of over 90 T score points indicates a "content
dependent" response set (malingering), or a "content
independent" response style (random responding).

However,

as regards the F scale, their study found 50% of the PTSD
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group scored above a T score of 88, only 8% of the non-PTSD
group did so, and 16% of the non-combat group scored at or
above a T score of 88. If a cut off score of 88 were to be
used to exclude over-reporters, 50% of the PTSD group,
would have been eliminated.

It seems highly unlikely that

all of those PTSD diagnosed individuals scoring above 88 T
score points on the F scale would be doing so to gain
compensation.
Hyer et al.

(1987) further questioned the assertion that

the commonly observed response pattern of extreme validity
F scale scores by veterans represents attempts at
dissimulation for improper gain. The authors noted that the
PK-PTSD scale has 31 items rated obvious, 18 items rated
neutral, and zero items rated subtle. This study found that
on average the PTSD group endorsed both obvious and neutral
items at a rate greater than the other comparison groups,
however, the PTSD groups responded to all the items of the
PK-PTSD scale in the pathological direction and were not
selective about endorsing only obvious or neutral items
which implies that they were not intending to dissimulate.
Although the PTSD group endorsed a significant level of
subtle - obvious items in the MMPI-2 overall, this suggests
over-reporting, not necessarily dissimulation.
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Hyer and colleagues offered two perspectives on these
findings:

(a) The PK-PTSD scale, because it has no subtle

items is susceptible to distortion and, therefore, should
be used cautiously. Combat vets with PTSD endorse the F
scale items excessively and when this is done at or above a
T score of 88 their profiles should be considered invalid;
or (b) An alternative perspective is that PTSD combat
veterans are not simply over-reporting symptomatology for
ulterior and dubious motives, in the traditional sense,
because on the PK-PTSD scale they do not selectively
endorse the obvious items, but instead endorse a balance of
both obvious and neutral items. This result suggested they
are not dissimulating. Furthermore, over-reporting is
common in many pathological conditions and should not
necessarily and automatically reflect a dissimulation
approach or besmirch veterans as simply being compensation
seekers. Still further, this response pattern may simply be
how combat Vietnam veterans endorse or respond to the MMPI
regardless of the compensation issue.

Such a consistent

pattern of responding may be a function of attempts to get
others to validate their combat experiences and the effects
these experiences have had on them. This approach to
reporting distress may assist in helping veterans accept
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the reality of the disorder, having it legitimized, and
having a sense of identity reaffirmed in order to bond with
other vets around their shared experience.
Hyer, Woods, Harrison, Boudewyns, and O'Leary (1989;
see also Munley, Bains, & Bloem, 1993) investigated further
the issue of Vietnam veterans over-reporting on the MMPI.
In this study, the F-K index was examined and a high
percentage of veterans from the Vietnam era evidenced an
over-reporting response pattern. For readers unfamiliar
with this index, the F-K index refers to the difference
between the raw scores of the F and K scales of an MMPI
validity profile.

Differing opinions suggest F-K index

scores are indicative of a "Fake-bad" or over-reporting
profile; an F-K score of nine (Gough [1950] and Meehl
[1951] cited in Graham, 1990) or above 11 (Carson [1969]
cited in Graham, 1990) suggest the test-takers were overreporting psychopathology.

Hyer et al. found a consistent

and statistically significant relationship between the PKPTSD and F-K index. As PK-PTSD scores increased, so did the
F-K index score.

Hyer et al. conclude that symptom over-

reporting by Vietnam era combat veterans with PTSD is a
pathognomic response style that attempts to, consciously or
unconsciously, convince others of their serious distress.
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Hyer et al. assert that severe and prolonged traumatic
experiences create changes in the victim as to how they
assess their own experiences, how they understand their own
problems, and how individuals modulate and process their
symptoms. Hyer et al. conclude, regardless of underlying
~otive (validation of psychopathology, dissimulation, or
confusion), symptom over-reporting is a primary feature of
how Vietnam veterans with PTSD report their psychological
experiences.
Penk et al.

(1988) noted that studies of MMPI profiles

among veterans with PTSD have not examined the role that
profile validity plays. Munley, Bains, and Bloem (1993)
addressed the issue of profile validity directly by
examining the MMPI profiles of 87 veterans (these were not
specified as Vietnam veterans, even though one of the
instruments used was specifically for Vietnam era
veterans), while controlling for variability in F scale
elevation.

Five groups were formed based on F scale T

scores (F less than 70 (n=l3), F 70-79 (n=l7),
(n=l7),

F 80-89

F 90-99 (n=20), and F equal to or greater than 100

(n=20)). For some analyses, two groups, the "F equal to and
greater than 100" group and the F 90-99 groups, were
excluded because profiles with F score elevations in these
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ranges are prone to invalidity due to symptom exaggeration
(Graham (1987)

& Greene [1980], both cited in Munley et

al., 1993). The mean F scale score for lhe entire sample
was 85.9. The sample wide profile code type was 8-2, the
code type for the entire sample excluding the "F 100 and
above group" was 8-2, and similarly, the code type was 8-2
for the sample excluding profiles where F was greater than
or equal to 90 and above. The code types for the four
groups excluding validity F less than 70 were as follows:
(a) validity F scores 70 to 79, 8-2;
80-89, 8-2;

(b) validity F score

(c) validity F score 90-99, 8-2; and (d)

validity F score equal to and greater than 100, 8-2. A 7-2
code type emerged for profiles with validity F scores less
than 70. The 8(Sc) scale was not one of the average highest
two scales among the F less than 70 group. Scales 4 and 7
were actually higher than 8(Sc).
Munley et al.

(1993) noted that the findings of their

study were similar to Hyer et al.

(1987) in terms of F

Scale score. A substantial proportion of the sample had F
Scale scores above a T score of 88, the cut off score
suggested for invalidity by Fairbank et al.
et al.

(1985).

Penk

(1988) critiqued previous research on assessing PTSD

with the MMPI because validity factors had not been
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considered adequately in previous attempts to develop an
MMPI trauma profile. The significant finding of Munley et
al.

(1993) was that when extreme F Scale scores were

excluded, scores above 90 T score points, the mean profile
of the remaining sample still emerged as 2-8 with an
elevated validity F Scale. This finding suggested that
profile validity, at least as it pertains to extreme
validity F scale scores does not affect the mean code type
of combat Vietnam PTSD sufferers.
Munley et al.

(1993), along with Wilson and Walker (1993;

see also Litze, Penk, Walsh, Hyer, Blake, Marx, Keane, &
Bitman, 1991), suggested that the 2-8 configuration
reflects the core symptoms of PTSD.

The 2(D) Scale

reflects negative symptoms (dysphoria, constricted affect,
avoidance, numbing, and social withdrawal), while scale 8
taps more "positive" symptoms (intrusive memories,
flashbacks, and dissociation). They also noted that even
though 2-8/8-2 profile is the modal and average
configuration for the sample, even with both extreme high
and low F Scale scores excluded, 13 cases within this
middle range of F Scale scores did not evidence the 2-8/8-2
configuration.
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Review of the table of means for the 13 basic scales for
each group in Munley et al.

(1993) indicated a pattern of

increasing T scores on the 8(Sc), 2(D), 6(Pa), 7(Pt),
4(Pd), and 9(Ma) as the F scale increased. MANOVA of the
group means for all five F scale score groupings on the
clinical scales and the PK-PTSD scale was significant.
Follow-up univariate comparisons, using the Bonferroni
technique found significant scale differences on all scales
between the five F scale groups, except 2(D), 5(Mf), and
0(Si) scales. That the 2(D) scales were statistically
equivalent across these groups points out that regardless
of F scale score the 2(D) scale is elevated for this PTSD
sample.
In search of the Holy Grail PTSD MMPI profile. Penk et
al.

(1988), Wise (1996), and Munley et al.

(1993) all noted

a flaw in the tradition of finding and reporting only the
average MMPI profiles scores for PTSD groups.

This

procedure of reporting the average code-type obscures the
fact that, within a given sample or group, individuals
produce profiles with broad spectrum of code types.

This

fact is important because it reflects accurately that
traumatized individuals experience different clusters of
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symptoms, and the :MMPI is sensitive to this variability
within the population of trauma victims.
Munley, Bains, and Bloem (1993) reinforced this point by
noting the broad range of other code types produced from
their sample, in spite of the fact that the mean and modal
code type was 8-2. Based on F score elevation, a slightly
different picture emerges.

In the F less than 70 group,

the modal code types were 2-4/4-2 and 2-7/7-2. In the group
of cases in which F exceeded or was equal to 90, and where
F less than 70 profiles were excluded, the modal code type
was 2-8/8-2. Among cases where F was greater than 90, 28/8-2 was modal, but 7-8/8-7, 6-8/8-6, and 4-8/8-4 also
occurred frequently. Among cases where F was 90 or less, 27/7-2 and 2-4/4-2 were also frequent. These findings
reinforced both views that 8-2/2-8 is consistently the mean
profile for combat PTSD sufferers, but averaging of
profiles obscures the presence of other frequently
occurring code types.
Wise (1996) also noted that a spectrum of code types were
reflective of the combat PTSD across studies diagnosing
PTSD from an MMPI profile. The frequency of the average two
point code-types for the 21 studies reviewed by Wise were
as follows:

(a) 2-8/8-2, 13 (62%);

(b) 1-2/2-1, 4 (19%);
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(c)

4-8, 3 (14%);

( 14%);

( f)

(d)

2-4/4-2, 3 (14%);

4-7 /7-4, 2 ( 10%);

(g)

(e)

7-8/8-7, 3

2-7 /7-2, 1 ( 5%); 6-8/8-6,

1 (5%); 8-9/9-8, 1 (5%). Notably, 13 studies generated the
8-2 profile, but, in five of these studies the 8-2 codetype was generated by both the PTSD and the comparison
group. In these five studies, the PTSD group did have
higher elevations for the 8-2 codes.

Wise noted that two

other studies, from this set of 13, produced the 8-2
pattern; however, the differences in scores of the 8-2
profile for the PTSD and comparison group were not great
enough to differentiate the PTSD group from the comparison
group. In fact,

in these studies the 8-2 profiles for the

PTSD group were not elevated above the comparison groups,
as would be expected, instead the average scores for the 82 profile for the PTSD group were significantly lower than
the comparison groups. Thus, only 29% or six of the 21
studies demonstrated an 8-2 profile that significantly
differentiated the PTSD and non-PTSD groups.

The remaining

eight studies had other average clinical profiles.
Thirteen of the 21 studies failed to demonstrate a
significant difference between the PTSD and comparison
groups on code-type patterns other than the 8-2 pattern.
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The effects of prevalence rates on diagnostic accuracy:
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
power. Utility as a construct, an instrument's sensitivity
and specificity in classifying cases, provides criteria for
determining a given tool's efficacy in a diagnostic
process.

Sensitivity is defined as the percentage of true

cases correctly classified.

Specificity is defined as the

percentage of true non-cases correctly classified (Gerardi,
Keane, and Penk, 1989).

Obviously, the higher the

percentages in each of these criteria the more efficacious
the assessment instrument is in differentiating the groups
under study.

However, Gerardi, Keane, and Penk (1989) also

note that the utility of a diagnostic tool is influenced by
the prevalence rate of the disorder in the particular
population being sampled.

The positive predictive power of

a test is the sensitivity of said test when you consider
prevalence of the disorder.

Negative predictive power is

the specificity of a test when prevalence is considered.
Depending on the prevalence of the disorder in a sample, a
test's ability to predict true positive and negative cases
will vary.

Sensitivity and specificity are higher (better)

in conditions where prevalence is higher, and conversely,
lower when prevalence is lower because of the variation in
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the number of cases that can be found.

Positive and

negative predictive power make it possible to determine how
much a particular scale increases prediction ability above
the prevalence or base rate of a disorder.

Gerardi, Keane,

and Penk (1989) note the practical application of test
utility is that for many of the studies noted above the
prevalence in the sample is high.

The authors suggest that

the differential prevalence rates of a disorder in the
population under study may dictate a different combination
of items on a self-report instrument, such as the MMPI,
when used for diagnostic purpose.

That is, when prevalence

is high, one set of items may be more predictive of a
classification and a different set of items may be more
predictive when prevalence is low.

The prevalence rates of

the samples used when an instrument is piloted for
validation and norming versus applied settings may be quite
different, and thus, a scale that was sensitive and
specific in the development stage may be less so under
conditions of different, often lower, prevalence.
Gerardi, Keane, and Penk (1989) summarized two studies
that evaluated the utility of the Keane et al. PK-PTSD
supplementary scale for the MMPI. The Schlenger and Kulka
(1987) NWRS, a combat veteran study cited above, resulted
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in a true positive classification of 59%, false negative of
7%, true negative of 24%, and false positive of 11% (101%
[sic]).

The prevalence rate of the disorder in the sample

was .65, which resulted in sensitivity and specificity
ratings for the supplementary scale of 90%
respectively.

Cannon et al.

and 69%,

[1987] cited in Gerardi,

Keane, and Penk (1989), found a rate of true positive
classifications at 11%, false negative 3%, true negative
55%, and false positive 31% with a psychiatric population.
The prevalence rate in this study was .14, which results in
a sensitivity rating of 76% and a specificity of 69%.
Gerardi, Keane, and Penk (1989) tentatively affirmed the
use of the PK-PTSD supplementary scale along with the MMPI
validity and clinical scales with PTSD populations. They
also made the following recommendations for continuing the
process of refining assessment instruments and procedures
for PTSD:
1. Develop a "'gold standard'" measure of PTSD.
procedure should consist of:

This

(a) an evaluation by experts

in the diagnosis and treatment of PTSD,

(b) the use of

multiple methods of assessment, and (c) the use of well
developed interview schedules.
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2. Develop a uniform expression of the index diagnosis.
People interested in the issues of PTSD diagnosis need to
agree on standard procedures and measures for diagnosis or
a set of preferred tests that have been validated with some
rigor.
3. Develop measures for use in high and low prevalence
rate contexts. Even though PTSD prevalence rates are around
3.5% nationally, most of the studies done to date have
worked from populations where the prevalence rate is around
50-65%. The authors recommended that clinicians pay
attention to positive and negative predictive power when
choosing a diagnostic instrument because they project
clinical utility more accurately than simple sensitivity
and specificity.

Clinicians should know the prevalence

rates in both the applied setting and the research
development setting.
At this point, it is clear that the decision rules of
classifying PTSD, the performance of the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale, and the general pattern of responding
by PTSD sufferers on the MMPI is remarkably variable.

This

variability may in part be due to variations in prevalence
rates and other differences in the samples used in the
various studies cited.
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Co-morbidity, PTSD, and the MMPI. Consistent with the
observed variability in the performance of the clinical
scale decision rules and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale,
Schlenger and Kulka were the first to note that by
examining patterns of differential responding to all 400
items of Form R in their sample, 170 items effectively
discriminated the two samples, not just 49 items as the PKPTSD uses.

Schlenger and Kulka asserted that this odd

finding occurred because the groups in their study were
more heterogenous than those used in the original FairbankKeane norming study, where the comparison groups were
homogeneous (an exclusively psychiatric population).
The fact that 170 items discriminated PTSD/non-PTSD is
important and dovetails with research done by Penk,
Rabinowitz, Black, Dolan, and Bell (1989) on co-morbidity
and PTSD. They (Penk et al., 1989) found that different
Axis I disorders, co-morbid with PTSD, determined which
MMPI items discriminated PTSD and non-PTSD groups. Penk et
al.

(1989) suggested that the next step in developing

effective PTSD assessment procedures is to explain and
control for the co-morbidity of other psychiatric disorders
with PTSD.

Their findings suggested a family of PTSD

scales were needed for accurate MMPI assessment of the
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PTSD, because different items on the MMPI were effective in
classifying PTSD cases depending on the type of comorbid
disorder present.

As noted above, this tactic was

consistent with Schlenger and Kulka's finding that numerous
items beyond the 49 used by Fairbank, Keane, and Malloy
(1983) differentiated a PTSD group from non-PTSD group.
Penk et al.

(1989) also theorized that controlling for the

level of personality maturity may also increase the MMPI's
effectiveness for discriminating PTSD.)

The effective

result of this study was that the authors believed it is
unwarranted to rely on one MMPI PTSD supplementary scale
measure for diagnosing PTSD.
The results of Penk et al.

(1989) points to the reality

that different items on the MMPI discriminate the presence
or absence of PTSD depending on co-morbidity.

Penk et al.

found that MMPI scores of subjects with PTSD and a comorbid psychiatric disorder (e.g., schizophrenia), differ
from substance abusers with PTSD by being higher on all the
MMPI basic scales. Furthermore, item analysis demonstrated
that two different PTSD supplementary scales could be
identified that differentiated a PTSD psychiatric group
from a non-PTSD psychiatric group and a PTSD substance
abuse group from a non-PTSD substance abuse group. These
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two new "PTSD" scales contained items that overlapped on
only five items and yet correlated .65, suggesting both
tapped an underlying PTSD cons~ruct.

Further, item

analysis produced yet another PTSD supplementary scale that
correctly classified chronic alcoholics with an affective
disorder and chronic alcoholics with PTSD.

In this

analysis, the mean MMPI profile for the alcoholic PTSD
group was significantly higher than the alcoholic affective
disorder comparison group.

This finding in turn, was

consistent with previous findings suggesting that combat
PTSD sufferers have overall higher :MMPI profile averages
than other groups (Munley, Bains, Bloem, & Busby, 1995;
Schlenger & Kulka, 1987; Wilson & Walker, 1990).
Penk et al.

( 198 9) used i tern analysis to generate yet

another item set that differentiated PTSD psychotic
substance abusers from PTSD non-psychotic substance
abusers. This scale contained only four common items with a
scale that differentiated non-psychotic substance abusers
with and without PTSD. The scale had only six items in
common with the original PTSD scale that differentiated
psychotic substance abusers with and without PTSD.
Additionally, three other unique item analyses made the
following discriminations:

(a) substance abusers and other
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non-psychotic diagnoses were classified into PTSD/non-PTSD
groups,

(b) psychotic substance abusers were classified

PTSD/non-PTSD groups, and (c) substance abusers into PTSD
psychotics and PTSD non-psychotics.

The implication is

that rather than the :MMPI being insensitive to PTSD
constructs it has shown itself to be highly sensitive. The
MMPI picks up the true nature of the disorder, that it is a
complex and chameleon like, multifaceted and
"multisymptomatic"

syndrome that expresses itself variably

depending on the type of trauma, the personality
development of the individual, and other psychopathology
existing in the population being sampled.

The obvious

conclusion the authors made from such findings is that
there was need for a family of PTSD supplementary scales,
not simply one solitary instrument. Based on the above
noted findings,

it seems highly likely that women domestic

violence survivors will also generate unique decision rules
and item analyses with the result being a unique PTSD
supplementary scale or scales for this population.
Talbert, Albrecht, Albrecht, Boudewyns, Hyer, Touze, and
Lemmon (1994) also examined the issue of co-morbidity in
the diagnosis of PTSD with the MMPI. One hundred and thirty
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five combat Vietnam veterans with PTSD being treated for
substance abuse and dependence were categorized in three
groups based on comorbid depression (comprised of
individuals with dysthymia and major depression), psychosis
(comprised of individuals with schizophrenia, mood disorder
with psychotic features, or other psychotic disorders), or
"other"

(comprised of individuals with bipolar disorder and

anxiety disorders). Fifty-one pairwise comparisons were
made between the three groups on (using the Bonferroni
procedure for control for inflation of the type I error
rate) with the MMPI validity, clinical, Harris-Lingoes subscales, the Psychoticism Content Scale, and PK-PTSD scale.
All three PTSD groups with comorbid disorders had
significant F scale, and clinical scale score elevations.
The average profile high points for each of these groups
separately was the F-8-2 configuration observed in other
studies.

Clinically elevated average scores were found on

validity F,

l(Hs), 2(0), 3(Hy), 6(Pa), 7(Pt), 8(Sc), which

was also consistent with previous findings, as well as
elevations on the 4(Pd) and O(Si)

scale.

Even though there

were similarities in the profile patterns, significant
differences existed.
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The PTSD-psychosis group had substantially higher levels
of psychopathology as measured by the MMPI compared to the
other two groups.

The PTSD-comorbid psychosis group versus

the PTSD-comorbid depression group significantly differed
on the validity F, the 3(Hy), the 6(Pa), and the 8(Sc)
scales, with the PTSD-psychosis group being significantly
higher in scores on these scales. Differences between these
two groups on the 9 scale and the PK-PTSD scale neared
significance. The PTSD-psychosis and the PTSD-other groups
were significantly different on the 6(Pa) scale only,
however, the PTSD-psychosis group evidenced a broad pattern
of higher scale elevations the PTSD-other group. The PTSDdepression group and PTSD-other group were nearly identical
in pattern and level of elevations.
Talbert et al.
PTSD scale were:
6.9 (SD);

(b)

(1994) noted that the scores for the PK(a)

PTSD-depression, T score 77.4 (mean),

PTSD-psychosis, T score 81.1 (mean), 4.9

(SD), T score 78.4 (mean), 7.8

(SD). Overall, differences

among these scales approached but did not reach
significance.

The authors also performed a chi-squares

analysis to detect differences in item endorsement between
the three groups on the PK-PTSD scale. Nine items were
differentially endorsed (15,

97, 139, 156, 326, 350, 358,
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359, 389).

The psychosis group endorsed these items in the

pathological direction at a higher rate than the other two
groups.

The authors speculate that this may be a sign that

the bizarre internal experiences reported by individuals
with PTSD may be similar in form to schizophrenia and other
psychotic disorders, but indicative of PTSD. Talbert et al.
(!994) concluded by reemphasizing that co-morbidity of
other psychological disorders with PTSD generates notable
heterogeneity in symptom presentation, especially as it
applies to measuring PTSD symptoms with the MMPI.
Further inquiry as to the effects of co-morbidity on the
diagnosis of PTSD with the MMPI was accomplished by
Kenderdine,

Phillips, and Scurfield (1992). The authors

speculated that the PK-PTSD scale may classify patients on
the basis of their chemical dependency problems or other
unknown factors not pertaining to PTSD symptoms, because of
co-morbidity factors and similarities in presentation
between individuals with PTSD and those with chemical
dependency problems. The study set out to examine the role
of substance dependence/abuse as a comorbid factor in the
performance of the PK-PTSD scale. Four groups of combat
Vietnam veterans were compared:
only,

(a) veterans with PTSD

(b) veterans with PTSD and Alcohol and Other Drug
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Abuse (AODA) problems,

(c)

PTSD with AODA problems in

remission, and (c) veterans with AODA problems only. Scores
on the PK-PTSD scale were as follows:
had a raw score mean of 30.54,
raw score mean was 31.54,

(a) PTSD only group

(b) the PTSD and AODA group

(c) the PTSD with AODA in

remission group raw score man was 33.0, and the AODA only
group average raw score was 15.72. Comparisons of the
scores between groups revealed no significant differences
among the PTSD groups, however, each of the PTSD groups was
significantly different than the AODA group only. The
authors attribute strong discriminative power to the PKPTSD scale for the diagnosis of PTSD. This supplementary
scale discriminated between individuals with AODA problems
only, from those with PTSD only, and dually diagnosed
patients

(PTSD and AODA) both active and in remission. The

authors also conclude that these findings support a
conceptually unique PTSD symptom cluster, a symptom cluster
to which the PK-PTSD scale is very sensitive.
A literature review by Wise (1995), mentioned previously,
captured the flavor of comments presented by Penk et al.
(1989) in its summary of the literature.

The literature

seems to support the notion that a variety of personality
configurations are susceptible to developing PTSD. So, in
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all likelihood, a solitary code-type for MMPI profiles that
represents all cases of PTSD is unlikely. Personality
style, prior occurring psychological disorders, health
status, and other comorbid determinants will influence the
type of :MMPI trauma profile that emerges for each
individualw Wise suggests that about 50% of the time an 8-2
profile will discriminate PTSD cases from non-PTSD cases.
Thus, the other 50% of the time other factors interfere
with the predictive power of this code-type. As Penk et al.
suggested factors, such as coexisting disorders, variance
in the severity of trauma symptoms, and the individual's
psychological status prior to trauma, all may introduce
variability that minimizes the discriminability of a given
trauma code type.
Both Wise (1985) and Penk et al.

(1988) took the position

that :MMPI PTSD studies should not report just the mean
code-types for the groups.

Instead, all code-types should

be reported because these "outlying profiles"

(Wise, 1995,

p. 78) also represent individuals with PTSD, but such
profiles are lost because of a preoccupation with
identifying the mean average MMPI PTSD profile. Wise (1996)
cites Goldberg (1972) in reminding that the relationship of
personality measures and diagnostic categories is
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configural not linear. In such circumstances, the use of
averaged configurations results in the obscuring of unique
and representative configurations of the sample. Wise cites
multiple examples of this in his review.
Likewise, Munley et al.

{1993) examined the frequencies

of code-types for 87 veteran inpatients on a PTSD unit.
Approximately 80% of these profiles were not 8-2's, even
though 8-2 was the average code-type.

He notes that Penk

et al. 1988 found 17 of 20 code-types were represented. In
Penk's study, the 8-2 profile represented only 19% of the
subjects. A 2-7 profile comprised 15%, 8-9 profile was 12

%, Spike 4 was 10% and 1-3 was 7%. Wise's review found that
38% of the studies included averaged PTSD profiles of 8-2,
62% were other code-types. Finally, Wise points out that a
continuum of stressor and symptom severity exists between
inpatient and outpatient PTSD sufferers. The MMPI profiles
obtained in each of these settings will be influenced by
mediating variables, including, type and severity of
stressor, substance abuse, and other comorbid disorders.
Penk et al.

(1989) suggested that absolutistic appraisals

of the efficacy of attempts to assess PTSD with the MMPI
are out of order. Clearly, the decision rules for the basic
and supplementary PK-PTSD scales, as is born out in many
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ways in life, showed it is not a perfect world. The lack of
perfection in the current clinical scale decision rules and
the PK-PTSD supplementary scale should not be held up in
derision for modest and/or conflictual hit rates, rather
they should be applauded for holding a candle in the
darkness.

The attitude to be taken is "this approach is

not completely successful, so let's keep going to find out
why and improve our understanding."
Summary
The findings of research on combat trauma and the use of
the MMPI for predicting a diagnosis of PTSD is equivocal.
The Fairbank-Keane PTSD (PK-PTSD) supplementary scale,
originally normed on Vietnam Veterans, has not received
adequate attention and study as an assessment tool for
other types of trauma victims.

The non-combat trauma

studies to date that have looked at the Ml-1PI and the PKPTSD supplementary scale provided conflictual information
as to the efficacy of assessing PTSD with the MMPI.
Research on MMPI decision rules, the PK-PTSD supplementary
scale, and PTSD among women domestic violence survivors is
deplorable, given ~he minuscule amount of attention paid to
this population of sufferers.
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The knowledge base concerning assessing combat engendered
PTSD is more mature than it is for assessing PTSD in
civilian populations.

Research has demonstrated that

combat PTSD sufferers have higher than average MMPI scores
on nearly all clinical scale scores compared to individuals
with other types of disorders.

Overall, combat PTSD

studies consistently showed that the two and three point
MMPI configurations involved the F validity scale, the 2(D)
and 8(SC) clinical scales.

Consistently across studies,

the F scale has been elevated in the 70 to 90 T score
range.

Also noted has been that, while F scores at this

level and above have traditionally been viewed as
indicating an over-reporting of psychopathology or "Fakebad" response set, among PTSD cases this is not the case.
Rather, the scale is tapping actual PTSD symptomatology and
reflecting the severity of the subject's experience and the
high levels of emotional distress which are endured.
Studies that examined PTSD dissimulation showed that an F
scale above a T score 100 is more reflective of a PTSD
faking bad response set. Studies on dissimulation of PTSD
(Mccaffrey & Bellamy-Campbell, 1989; Fairbank, Mccaffrey,
and Keane,

1985) place the F scale of true PTSD cases

typically, at levels over 70.

So the F scale probably taps
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actual PTSD symptomatology and distress, reflecting the
realistic severity of the subjects experience, and the high
levels of emotional distress which they endure (Fairbank,
Mccaffrey, & Keane, 1985).
The MMPI PK-PTSD supplementary scale has been
demonstrated to have variable utility in classifying PTSD
cases.

Some studies showed that the decision rules

developed by Fairbank and Keane (1983) resulted in high
rates of accurate prediction. Other studies suggested the
rates are barely greater than chance and with little
improvement in classification accuracy over a clinical
interview.
The demonstrated variability of the MMPI and the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale is thought to be the result of
differences in sampling across studies. Variations in PTSD
prevalence rates may be responsible for variability in the
sensitivity and specificity ratings of these studies.
However,

it is the opinion of this author that the

complexity and chameleon-like quality of the disorder bears
some responsibility for what appears to be the MMPI's only
moderate utility in diagnosing PTSD.

Penk et al.

(1989)

point out that co-morbidity always complicates diagnosis
and that PTSD's high rate of co-morbidity with other
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disorders results in the symptom overlap observed with
other psychiatric disorders. Penk et al. believed it is comorbidity that plays a significant role in rendering the
MMPI only moderately effective in classifying PTSD cases.
Also significant was that Penk et al.

(1989)

found

numerous PTSD supplementary scales could be developed that
effectively classified PTSD sufferers from non-PTSD
sufferers based on co-morbidity of other disorders.

They

deemed the MMPI to be highly sensitive to PTSD's
symptomatology and constructs. In addition, they stipulated
accurate assessment of PTSD with the MMPI would probably
eventually require a family of scales.
The lack of clarity concerning the use of the MMPI
decision rules and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale as
assessment devices is thought to be the result of a variety
of factors.

Surely differences in sampling across studies

have resulted in variations in the hit rate, sensitivity,
specificity and overall accuracy.

It is also clear that

the prevalence rates of the PTSD disorder are responsible
for increases and decreases in the sensitivity and
specificity ratings from these studies.

It should be

stated overtly that at this point in the development of
clinical tools for screening and diagnosing PTSD that the
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MMPI configurations

shown to differentiate PTSD groups

from other groups are not clear cut indicators of PTSD
(Herman, 1992).

Such

configurations or cut off scores are

not for clinical application at this time.
Conclusion
The future of research on PTSD assessment with the MMPI
needs to be in the domain of civilian trauma, especially
those types of trauma that are crime related, such as
battering, sexual molestation of children, and acquaintance
or intimate rape. A possible direction for this new line of
research is to examine in a more systematic way how the
MMPI-2 standard validity and clinical scales and the PKPTSD supplementary scale perform with incest/sexual abuse,
rape, and physical abuse victims.

Effective decisions

rules for these scales need to be developed for the
diagnosis of PTSD in civilian and crime related PTSD.
Another worthwhile line of research would be to determine
the ability of the MMPI and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale
to make classifications regarding severity of trauma. Comorbidity, gradations of severity of PTSD symptoms, complex
PTSD, and acute versus chronic PTSD may be a function of
the severity of the trauma.

If discriminating between

severity levels of trauma with the MMPI is found to be
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possible, further refinement in the utilization of the MMPI
for assessment of PTSD would occur, and the door might
seing open to the possibility of making distinctions
between PTSD and complex PTSD.

If such discriminations of

severity are not possible, this too would be a significant
contribution to the literature around the assessment of
PTSD with the MMPI.
In contrast to and as an extension of Rosewater's

(1988)

work, the study outlined in this paper examines whether
women survivors of domestic violence with and without PTSD
respond differently to the MMPI and thus produce different
MMPI profiles.

Should such be the case, the field will

have taken a step toward refining our understanding of how
domestic violence and the MMPI interact, and a further step
will have been achieved in our understanding of women
domestic violence survivors with and without PTSD.
Purpose of Study
This paper will investigate the assessment of domestic
violence related PTSD using the MMPI-2.

The findings of

this study will contribute to the research literature on
t~e MMPI-2, specifically as it relates to the literature on
PTSD. This research will contribute to expanding the
literature in this area by studying the performance of the
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MMPI-2 validity and clinical scales and PK-PTSD scale in an
alternative population:

domestic violence survivors.

This

research is needed to help open up a wider window on issues
that have arisen in attempting to validate the use the
clinical, validity, and PK-PTSD scales in the combat
veteran population, and just as importantly to clarify
their utility and usefulness in alternative groups known to
have PTSD. The primary research question being posed by
this study is: Do the MMPI-2 validity and clinical scales,
and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale accurately discriminate
between:

(a) women domestic violence survivors who are

diagnosed with PTSD and (b) women domestic violence
survivors who do not have PTSD. Secondarily, this study
will examine whether MMPI-2 profiles overall differ between
these two groups, and whether the severity of PTSD
symptomatology, average number of lifetime battering
events, severity of physical assault, or severity of
physical harm are related to elevations in MMPI-2 scales.
Hypotheses and Statistics
Data obtained from two groups the Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder Group (PTSD) and the non-Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder group

(NPTSD) were computed for group, dependent,

and independent variable frequencies for the purpose of
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evaluating the integrity, and accuracy of the data file.
Means and standard deviations on demographic,

Post-

Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS), the Conflict
Tactics Scale (CTS), the Severity of Physical Harm
Assessment

(SPHA), mean number of lifetime battering

events, and the MMPI-2 validity, clinical, and PK-PTSD
supplementary scale were computed to provide a descriptive
profile of the sample.
Hypothesis One
Hypothesis One predicted that there would be significant
differences between the PTSD and NPTSD groups on the F,
l(Hs),

2(D), 6(Pa), 8(Sc), and the PK-PTSD scales.

PTSD/NPTSD group differences between scales K,
7(Pt) were expected to be non-significant.

4(Pd), and

The PTSD/NPTSD

grouping was the independent variable, the MMPI-2 scale
scores were the dependent variables. Hypothesis One
required an analysis procedure that allowed for the test of
means among multiple dependent variables in two groups. The
SPSS 6.1 MANOVA procedure was used to analyze the means of
the F, K,

l(Hs), 2(0), 4(Pd),

6(Pa), 7(Pt), 8(Sc), and the

PK-PTSD MMPI-2 scales for PTSD/NPTSD groups. An alpha error
rate of p < .01 was used as the criteria for rejecting the
null hypothesis. The use of MANOVA had the strength of
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reducing bias that can occur when a large number of
dependent variables are used to test for group differences.
Follow-up univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) were
conducted to ascertain which of the nine scales
demonstrated significant differences between the two
groups.
Hypothesis Two
Hypothesis Two predicted that scales l(Hs), 2(D),

6(Pa),

8(Sc), and PK-PTSD would discriminate between the PTSD and
NPTSD groups. MMPI-2 validity scales Kand l(Hs), 2(D),
4(Pd),

6(Pa),

8(Sc),

9(Ma), 0(Si), and the PK-PTSD scale

were submitted as independent variables to discriminant
function analysis to determine if these scales effectively
discriminated between the dependent variable of women
survivors of domestic violence with PTSD and women
survivors of domestic violence without PTSD. Statistical
analysis of the data was conducted with SPSS version 6.1.
The discriminant procedure implemented stepwise
discriminant function analysis (Hedderson & Fisher, 1993;
Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). An alpha error rate of p < .05
was used as the criteria for rejecting the null hypothesis.
The statistical output used for interpretation was the
discriminant function prediction equation, canonical
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correlation, eigenvalues, Wilks' Lambda value, and an F
ratio with denotation of significance (Huck, Cormier, &
Bounds, 1974). Stepwise discriminant function analysis
means that predictor variables were entered into the
discriminant equation based on their computer analyzed
ability to maximize the differences in means of the PTSD
and NPTSD groups, and thus, produce the most accurate rate
of group classification. Steps ceased to be processed if it
was determined that remaining variables contributed nothing
to further maximize the group mean differences. This
procedure was an overall test of the relationship between
predictor (independent) variables and group assignment
(dependent variables; Hedderson & Fisher, 1993; Tabachnick

& Fidell, 1989). The discriminant procedure was designed to
answer the following questions:

(a) to what extent can

group membership be predicted reliably from this set of
predictors?; and (b) which predictors most accurately and
reliably predict group membership? In the case of this
study, the question of whether membership in the PTSD/NPTSD
groups can be predicted by the validity, clinical, and PKPTSD supplementary scale of the MMPI-2 were answered.
Hypothesis Three
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Hypothesis Three predicted that MMPI-2 scales l(Hs),
2(D), 4(Pd), 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales would be
significantly and positively correlated with PTSD symptom
severity score (POSS), number of PTSD symptoms endorsed
(PDS#), and Post-Traumatic life impairment (PDLI) of the
PDS. The dependent variables were MMPI-2 scales l(Hs),
2(D}, 4(Pd}, 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales. The
independent variables were the PDSS, PDS#, and PDLI scale
scores of the PDS. Hypothesis three was tested using the
SPSS 6.1 canonical correlation procedure.

An alpha error

rate of p < .01 was used as the criteria for rejecting the
null hypothesis.
Hypothesis Four
Hypothesis Four predicted that the MMPI-2 scales K,
l(Hs), 2(D), 4(Pd), 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales would
be significantly and positively correlated with the mean
number of lifetime battering events, and SPHA scores. The
dependent variables for this hypothesis were the t--'.lMPI-2
scales K, l(Hs), 2(D), 4(Pd), 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD
scales. The independent variables were the mean number of
lifetime battering events, and SPHA scores. Hypothesis F0ur
was tested using SPSS 6.1 canonical correlation procedure.
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An alpha error rate of p < .01 was used as the criteria for
rejecting the null hypothesis.
Hypothesis Five
Hypothesis Five predicted MMPI-2 scales l(Hs) 2(D),
4(PD}, 6(PA}, 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales will be
significantly and positively correlated with the reasoning
events score (RSEV) verbal abuse events score (VBEV), and
physical violence events score (VLEV) from the CTS. The
dependent variables for this hypothesis were :t-1MPI-2 scales
K, 2(D), 4(PD), 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales. The
independent variables for this hypothesis were VBEV, VLEV,
and VVEV scores from the CTS. This hypothesis was tested
using SPSS 6.1 canonical correlation procedure.

An alpha

error rate of p < .01 was used as the criterion for
rejecting the null hypothesis.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Participants
Participants in this study were drawn from the population
of women being served by domestic violence shelters,
outreach centers, support groups, and social service
agencies in North Texas, Wisconsin, and Michigan.
Participants were included if they were of an age between
18 and 65 and had experienced, witnessed, or had been
confronted with a traumatic event.

The trauma also had to

have occurred at least one month prior to participation in
this study. Two groups of participants were identified for
this study. Group 1, the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) Domestic Violence Survivors group (PTSD) consisted
of women who met the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PTSD,
as measured by the Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale
(PDS; Foa, 1995), and were served by a domestic violence
shelter, outreach center, support group, or who selfidentified as having lived through any life threatening
assault by their husband or significant other. Life
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threatening assault was defined as any serious verbal or
physical threat, or attack on the individual's life or
body, either sexual or non-sexual. Group 2, the Non-PTSD
Domestic Violence Survivors group (NPTSD),

consisted of

women who did not meet the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for
PTSD, as measured by the Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic
Scale (Foa, 1995), and were served by a domestic violence
shelter, outreach center, or support group, or who selfidentified as having lived through any life threatening
assault by their husband or significant other. In both
groups, participants lived or had been in relationship with
the individual who battered them for at least one month. To
ensure the validity of both independent and dependent
variable measurements, agencies collecting the data,
screened out women who were evidencing active psychotic
symptoms, had reading ability levels less than 8th grade,
or could not read or write in English.
Recruitment of participants
Sixty-three agencies serving women with domestic violence
concerns were contacted about participating in this study.
These agencies were located in urban, suburban, rural, and
smaller cities in Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Texas, and
Wisconsin. Of the 23 agencies which agreed to participate,
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15 agencies from Michigan, Texas, and Wisconsin were
successful in enlisting participants to complete the
research protocol. Those agencies that did participate were
primarily from smaller population centers and rural
localities. Noticeably absent from this set of agencies
that agreed to participate were agencies from urban
communities. Some agencies from larger cities and urban
locales, though contacted, were reluctant to invest
personnel resources in the task for a variety of reasons.
Two notable reasons were:

(a) less than adequate staffing

patterns; and (b) the women they served were viewed as
being too consumed physically and psychologically in their
personal difficulties to adequately manage the demands of
completing the research materials. Some agencies cited
concerns that the women they served did not have adequate
educational backgrounds to complete the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-2)

and Post-

Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS). Thus, it should be
noted that none of shelters from urban centers agreed to
allow their clients to participate in the study.
Power Considerations, Sample Size, and
Dependent Variable Selection
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A minimum number of ten participants per variable
(Nunnally, 1978) was used as a rule for determining sample
size and the number of MMPI-2 variables to be used in the
discriminant equation, multiple analysis of variance
(MANOVA), and canonical correlational procedures. Four
basic opinions had been put forth in consideration of
sample size and power for discriminant function analysis,
MANOVA, and canonical correlation.

The most liberal

recommendation is for the number of cases to be at least
three times the number of dependent variables being used in
the discriminant function equation (Tatsuoka, 1970).

A

stringent recommendation for cases to variables ratio comes
from Lindeman, Merenda, and Gold (1980) who state that in
discriminant function analysis the number of participants
should be 20 times the number of dependent variables being
entered into the disciminant function equation. Middle
ground suggestions include Kim and Mueller (1978) who
recommend 51 cases more than the number of variables being
included in the discriminant function equation and Nunnally
(1978) who suggests the number of cases should be at least
ten times the number of dependent variables.
A comprehensive review of the MMPI and MMPI-2 literature
indicates that this type of study was never previously
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attempted. Thus, this study used an exploratory approach to
some extent to analyze the data, because data collection
and acquiring participants were exceedingly difficult and
painstaking. For this reason, the most conservative ratio
of cases to variables (20:1) was avoided. Accepting this
less than most conservative cases to variables ratio
created a risk of not being able to reject the null
hypothesis, because the number of cases might not provide
adequate power. The most liberal of cases to variables
approach (3:1), was eschewed because it presented too great
a risk of not obtaining adequate power to reject the null
hypothesis.

Thus, the statistical strategy used to balance

the issue of the difficulty of acquiring enough cases to
analyze data, with the possibility of finding no
significant results, was to use a middle ground ratio of a
10:1 cases to variables ratio, and selecting specific
dependent variables from the MMPI-2 that have been shown to
be most predictive of PTSD/NPTSD status.
Measures
Demographic Information
Participants were asked to complete a demographic
information sheet (see Appendix B) requesting the following
information: race, ethnicity, age, marital status,
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religious affiliation, length of time in relationship with
the batterer (years and/or months), type of living
arrangement with batter, number of children, age and gender
of each child, time since first battering incident in
months and/or years, lifetime number of times battered as
an adult, length of time battered in months, and the nature
of the battering they have experienced. Answers to these
questions were numerically coded for statistical analysis.
Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale
The Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS; Foa,
1995) is a brief self-report instrument developed to assist
in the diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress disorder within
the DSM-IV framework (see Appendix C). The PDS is a 49 item
self-report scale which may be completed in 10-15 minutes
and scored in about five minutes either by hand or
computer. This scale has been validated on individuals aged
18-65 and has an eighth-grade reading level. The PDS was
designed to assess the presence of PTSD symptoms and their
severity. In this study, the PDS was used to classify
participants into the PTSD and NPTSD groups.
The PDS was normed on participants recruited from a
variety of treatment and research centers that have
frequencies of PTSD diagnoses among their populations, such
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as Veterans Administration hospitals, women's shelters, and
emergency/trauma centers. Approximately 35.9% of the
original normative sample experienced a non-sexual assault
by a family member or acquaintance (domestic violence),
thus the instrument is a valid measure for the population
being considered in this study.
The PDS reports four types of information that are
relevant for this study:

(a) a PTSD diagnosis;

symptom severity score (PDSS);

(b) a PTSD

(c) the number of PTSD

symptoms endorsed (PDS#), and (d) the level of impairment
in functioning due to Post-Traumatic symptoms (PDLI}. The
PTSD diagnosis is established if all six DSM-IV criteria
are fulfilled.

If test-takers omit too many items and/or a

criterion is left incomplete, a conclusion about the PTSD
diagnosis cannot be made.

The symptom severity score

(PDSS) is obtained by summing the response weights for
items 22-38. Respondents are asked to identify the
frequency with which a PTSD symptom bothered them during
the last month: 0 = not at all or only one time, 1 = once a
week or less/once in a while, 3 = 2 - 4 times per week/half
the time, or 4 = 4 - 5 or more times a week/almost always.
Scores on the PDSS may range from O - 51. High scores on
the POSS are indicative of more severe PTSD symptomatology,
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while lower scores denote less severe PTSD symptomatology.
Number of symptoms endorsed (PDS#) is determined by the
number of symptoms the test-takers answered other than zero
for items 22 - 38.

The PDS# range is from 0 - 17, where

higher numbers denote more symptoms endorsed and lower
numbers indicated fewer endorsed symptoms. The PDS also
asks respondents to identify the areas of their lives which
have been affected by the symptoms they reported. The posttraumatic level of impairment in functioning

(PDLI) score

may be accomplished by finding the number of "Yes"
responses on items 41-49 (questions 41-49 ask the testtaker to answer "yes" or "no" to whether the post-trauma
symptoms they identified as bothersome interfered with a
spectrum of life areas e.g., "Work," "Household chores and
duties," "Relationship with your family"). High scores on
this scale suggested greater life impairment by PTSD
symptoms, and lower scores suggest less life domain
impairment. The PDS also provides a classification system
for scores on the PDLI:

(a}

zero yes responses indicates

"No impairment," ( b) "Mild impairment" is indicated if one
to two 1 i fe domains are endorsed as impaired,

( c) "Moderate

impairment" is suggested if three to six areas of life
functioning are impaired, and (d) "Severe impairment" is
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indicated if seven to eight areas are felt to be affected
or if they answer yes to the "Overall functioning" question
(Question 4~). For the analysis of the PDLI variable in
this present study, item 49 (i.e., "Overall level of
functioning in all areas of your life") was omitted,
because it was redundant with the other categories
previously listed from items 41 to 48.
The administration manual for the PDS includes a
discussion of the psychometric properties of the PDS.
Correlations of demographic variables with scores on the
PDS were non-significant for gender, race, income, and
education. Older individuals in the normative group were
more likely than younger individuals to be diagnosed with
PTSD using the PDS. Test-retest reliability, over an
average of 15.2 days, as measured by the kappa statistic
was .74, which suggests there is good agreement. In
addition, it was determined that 87.3% of test-retest
protocols were in agreement, suggesting a high level of
reliability. For the symptom severity scores, test-retest
Pearson correlation coefficients were .83. Internal
consistency, as measured by Cronbach's alpha, was .92 on
the 17 items in the symptom severity score, suggesting
these items, as a group, have good internal consistency.
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Validity considerations were also addressed in the
development of this test.

The PDS and Structured Clinical

Interview D~vice (SCID), which is considered the benchmark
instrument for assessing PTSD symptomatology, were compared
for diagnostic agreement.

A 79.4% agreement level was

achieved between the two measures, and a kappa of .59 was
also obtained.

This result indicates that approximately

79% of all the cases received the same PTSD classification
by the two devices. A kappa of .59 suggests modest
agreement.

The sensitivity of the PDS (the degree to which

it accurately identifies individuals known to have PTSD)
was 82%.

The specificity (the ability of the instrument to

correctly identify individuals who do not have PTSD) was
76.7%.

This level of sensitivity and specificity is

indicative of good overall diagnostic agreement with the
SCID.

Foa (1995) reports that convergent validity of the

PDS was assessed by comparing symptom severity scores with
scores on the Beck Depression Inventory, the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory, and the Impact of Event Scale.
Increases in symptom severity scale scores were found to be
associated with more depression, as measured by the Beck
Depression Inventory, greater state and trait anxiety of
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the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, and likewise higher
scores on the Impact of Event Scale.
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2
(MMPI-2; see Appendix D) was used to produce, for the women
in each of the groups, numerical T scores for the MMPI-2
validity and clinical scales, and raw scores for the MMPI-2
PK-PTSD supplementary scale. All scores on the MMPI-2 are
reported as T scores, with a mean of 50 and a standard
deviation 10, except for the PK-PTSD scale which is
reported in raw scores. The T scores for the validity and
clinical scales, and raw scores for the PK-PTSD scale, were
used for the MANOVA, discriminant function analysis, and
canonical correlation procedures performed.
Test-retest reliability coefficients (retest interval
averaged 8.58 days, median was seven days) for the MMPI-2
for women range from .58-.91, with an average of .77. The
standard error of measurement for the validity and clinical
scales of the MMPI-2 is generally in the range of two to
three raw score points and the average standard error of
measurement is 2.42 overall.

Chronbach's coefficient Alpha

estimates of internal consistency on the validity and
clinical scales range from .37 to .87 for women, with an
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average coefficient alpha of .65. For the PK-PTSD
supplementary scale the test reliability is .87 for women,
with a standard error of measurement at 2.40 raw score
points. The average coefficient alpha is .8729 for this
supplementary scale.
Participants in this study only completed questions 1-399
out of the 567 items on the :MMPI-2. Items 1-399 comprised
all the questions needed to score all the basic MMPI-2
scales and the PK-PTSD scale. This procedure was utilized
to minimize the length of time required of participants to
complete the MMPI-2.

The quality and value of the data

acquired by using only items of 1-399 was not compromised
for the purposes of this study.
Rather than using all of the validity and clinical
scales, specific scales were selected so as to maintain
adequate statistical power. A maximum of nine MMPI-2 scales
were used for any particular multivariate statistical
procedure, so as to maintain a moderately conservative
cases to variable ratio of 10 to 1. MMPI-2 scales were
included or excluded for statistical analysis based on the
level of multicollinearity. Multicollinearity was assessed
by examining the intercorrelations of the MMPI-2 scales in
the current study. Scale pairings with intercorrelations
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exceeding .70, resulted in dropping one of the scale pairs.
However, the level of intercorrelation was not used
arbitrarily, also important in scale s~lection was the
extent to which the literature review identified any
particular scale as important in the assessment of PTSD. In
cases were intercorrelations exceeded .70 [l(Hs) and
3(Hy)], and one scale had not been identified as important
in the assessment of PTSD [3(hy)] it was eliminated. In the
case of some MMPI-2 scales (8(Sc) and PK-PTSD), the
intercorrelation did exceed .70, however, because these two
scales were exceedingly well supported in the literature as
markers of PTSD, and because they were crucial to the basic
premise of this study, they were included. Also considered
in the inclusion or exclusion of any particular MMPI-2
scale for statistical analysis, was whether significant
differences occurred between the PTSD and NPTSD groups, and
if mean scores exceeded the clinical cutoff of T score 65.
Conflict Tactics Scale
The degree of physical violence perpetrated against each
woman was assessed with the most widely used instrument for
detecting marital violence, the Conflict Tactics Scale
(CTS; Aldarondo & Straus, 1994; Straus, 1979; see Appendix
E).

The CTS has been widely used in research on domestic
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and family violence, including three studies of U.S.
couples that used nationally representative samples. These
studies generated normative tables based on age and gender,
which provide the use of percentile data for determining
the seriousness of the violence.

The CTS has also been

used in as many as 100 other studies, such as longitudinal
studies on marital violence, studies of violent men, women
in battered women's shelters, and marital therapy studies
The CTS measures three modes of behavior used in dealing
with relationship conflict:

(a) the use of rational

discussion, argument, and reasoning (Reason Scale, RS);

(b)

the use of verbal or nonverbal acts which symbolically hurt
another person or the use of threats to hurt the person
(Verbal Aggression Scale, VB);

(c) the use of physical

force against another person to resolve the conflict
(Violence Scale, VL). Form N of the CTS (husband/wife form)
was used in this study.
Straus (1979) assessed the reliability of Form N by
computing the alpha coefficient of reliability. Coefficient
alpha reliabilities ranged from .50 to .83. Reliabilities
for the Verbal Aggression Scale when the wife rates her own
and her spouse or significant other's conflict behavior are
.80. For the Violence Scale the reliability coefficient is
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.83. Thus, the reliability for the Verbal Aggression
Violence Scales is good.

and

The Reasoning Scale reliabilities

was .51, which is in the low range. The author argues that
this poor reliability is due to there being only three
items in the reasoning scale on form N. The authors
recommend the inclusion of the Reasoning Scale items from
Form A if the reasoning scale will be of primary focus in
research.

For this reason, this study included one

additional item from the Form A Reasoning Scale (See
underlined item in Appendix E). This item was included
because there were planned correlations between the RS, VB,
VL scales and the MMPI-2 data and increased reliability was
desired. The CTS has high face validity, which means the
individuals completing the CTS understand the intent of the
questions, and can, thereby, manipulate the results of the
test. The CTS is, therefore, vulnerable to response sets of
minimization and exaggeration.
Straus

(1979)

reports four scoring methods for the CTS.

The method used for this study was to sum the coding scores
to obtain a raw score for each of the RS, VB, and VL
scales.

To obtain a raw score for the RS scale, items A,

B, C, D were summed.

The range of scores for the Reasoning

Scale is zero to 24. A raw score for the VB scale was found
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by summing items E, G, H, J, K,

L,

(F & I were not

scored). The range for the VB scale is zero to 36.

The raw

score for the VL scale, was found by summing items M
through U.

The range of scores for the VL scale will be

zero to 54. High scores on the CTS indicate higher
frequencies of a particular behavior. Low scores on the CTS
indicate lower frequencies of a behavior.
Form N of the CTS was administered by agency interviewers
by first, reading an introductory statement. Interviewers
then read each item from Form N and asked respondents to
state the frequency with which their significant
others/husbands did the behavior. Interviewers, then
circled the number (from one to six) on the form that
correlated with the number that the women stated:
one time,
times,

(b) two, two times,

(a) one,

(c) three, three to five

(d) four, six to 10 times,

(e) five, 11-20 times, or

(f) six, more than 20 times. Respondents were asked to rate
themselves on the same behaviors using the same procedure.
(The women were asked to rate their own behavior in order
to maintain reliability and validity of the CTS by
administering it in the same way by which it was
standardized. The women's rating of their own behavior was
not used in statistical analyses for this study.) If
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respondents reported "never" or "does not know" for the
significant others/husbands and themselves, then the
interviewer coded "Never," and asked, "Has it ever
happened?"

If respondents said "yes," then the interviewer

coded a one, if the respondents said "no," then the
interviewer coded a zero.
The following is an example of how the rating procedure
occurred. If the women reported a behavior ("threatened to
hit or throw something at the other one") occurred one
time, the interviewer would circle one on the form; if the
women said the significant others/husbands did the behavior
nine times, the interviewer would circle the number four,
representing the span of frequency six to 10 times;

if the

women determined their significant others/husbands did the
behavior 18 times the interviewer would circle five,
reflecting the frequency span from 11-20 times, and so on.
Severity of Physical harm Assessment
Aldarondo and Straus (1994) reviewed the currently
available measures of physical violence. None of the
reviewed measures, including the CTS, assessed the degree
of physical harm to the victim of domestic physical
assault. The only measure found that did consider the
extent of physical damage to the victim as a result of
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domestic violence, was the Injury Severity Rating Scale
(Frieze, Knoble, Zomir, & Washburn, 1980, March).

This

instrument provided a single score, from 1-7, for both the
degree of violence used, and the degree of injury
sustained.

In essence, this scale combined the degree of

violence and the degree of injury, reasoning that degree of
injury was commensurate with degree of violence.

This

scale was rejected as a measurement choice, because it was
rarely used and information about its procedural use was
scant and sketchy. Assessment of the degree of physical
damage incurred as a result of domestic violence was deemed
to be an important variable among the factors that generate
post-traumatic symptomatology. Thus, some measure of this
variable was desired. The severity of physical harm
participants endured was assessed by using a simple rating
scale adapted from Frieze et al.
Physical Harm Assessment

(1980), the Severity of

(SPHA; see Appendix

F). High

scores on the SPHA indicate the woman experienced higher
levels of physical harm. Lower scores on the SPHA indicate
the woman experienced no or lower levels of physical harm.
Each woman was asked to rate the worst episode of battering
on a scale from O - 5 (0

=

No hurt done; 1

=

No physical

injury, but did experience some pain or damage to personal
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belongings, such as torn clothes, broken glasses, etc.; 2 =
Simple minor injury, such as splinters, bruises, mild cuts,
mild burns, black eye, hair pulled out; 3 = Serious minor
injury, such as many severe bruises, severe cuts or burns,
mild concussion, black eyes needing medical attention; 4 =
Serious physical or emotional injury, such as serious
joint, spine, head or pelvic injury, broken bones, serious
injury to internal organs that needed surgery, miscarriage,
going in the hospital for a nervous breakdown; 5 = Extreme
and permanent injuries, such as surgical removal of womb,
permanent joint, head or spine injury, permanent damage to
bowels or other internal organs, colostomy).
Procedure
Women who presented at shelters, outreach, support
groups, and social service agencies which serve domestic
violence survivors in the North Texas, Michigan, and
Wisconsin were asked to participate in a research study
examining the effects that domestic violence has on its
victims. Women who were unable to read at the 8th grade or
higher level, or did not speak or read English adequately
enough to complete the research materials were identified
and screened out by administering agencies using the
Reading Ability Assessment

(RAA; see Appendix G). The RAA
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requires the agency staff member who administers the
protocol to ask the participant the highest educational
level they completed and to read three items from the MMPI2.

If they could easily read the items they were free to

complete the research protocol.

Each individual

participating in the study was given a Letter of
Introduction (see Appendix H) and then a "Consent to
Participate" form (see Appendix I) to read and initial if
they chose to participate. These handouts described the
study and its purpose, their participation, and any
possible harmful and beneficial effects. Participants were
informed that participation was voluntary and that they
were free to withdraw at any time. If a woman elected to
have a summary of the data or the actual raw data she
provided returned to her agency, she completed a special
consent for release of information (see Appendix J). Such
raw data was provided only to psychologists or mental
health professionals, with substantial training and
experience interpreting psychological tests.

A summary of

the data, previously reviewed and endorsed by a licensed
psychologist, was released back to a few agencies. Raw data
was released only to a licensed psychologist in the case of
one participant.

All participants were asked to provide
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the above noted demographic information (see Appendix B),
the PDS, the MMPI-2, the CTS structured interview, and the
Severity of Physical Harm Assessment (SPHA).
To ensure that the materials were completed accurately
and completely for a valid administration, each research
packet contained a list of steps (see Appendix K) for the
agency worker who monitored the completion of the packet.
After the study was introduced to participants and the
various consent forms were completed, the agency worker
administered the CTS through a short face to face
interview. In addition, a set of brief and accurate
instructions were provided to each participant for
completion of the PDS, MMPI-2, demographic information
(labeled as Participant Information Questionnaire), and
Severity of Physical Harm Assessment.
Participants were given a numerical code to be used in
place of personal names in order to assist in the
maintenance of anonymity. This code consisted of:

(a) a

number representing the site (shelter, outreach center,
support group, or social service agency) from which the
participant was enlisted to participate in the study;

(b) a

number reflecting which packet of those given to the
agency; and (c) a number that represented the packet in
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reference to all packets distributed. For instance, the
first two numbers (e.g., 01) represent the site number, the
second three numbers (e.g., 001) reflects that the
participant is the first from that agency to complete the
protocol packet, and the final three numbers (001) reflect
that the participant is the first in the entire sample to
complete a packet (01-001-001). A master list designating
the name of the participant and their packet code number
were maintained at each site.
A summary of results was provided to all agencies that
provided participants for the study.

Women participating

in the study who requested counseling as a result of taking
any of the measures included in this study, were referred
to an agency for counseling services.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Demographic Information Results
Ninety-three non-psychotic women, between the ages of 18
and 65, and able to read on an 8th grade reading level,
agreed to participate in this study, and completed the
research materials. The 93 participants met at least one of
the following criteria for inclusion in the study:

(a) they

were currently being served by a domestic violence shelter,
out-reach center, or support group;

(b) they had been

served in the past by a domestic violence shelter, outreach center, or support group; or (c) they had lived
through a life threatening assault by her husband or
partner.

These 93 women resided in smaller cities,

suburban, and rural localities.
Of the 93 women sampled in this study, the Post-Traumatic
Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS; Foa, 1995) identified 57
(62.4%) as meeting DSM-IV criteria for PTSD; 35 (37.6%)
were identified as not meeting DSM-IV criteria for PTSD.
One woman was included in the PTSD group who had a prior
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diagnosis of PTSD from a counseling agency. This individual
found dealing with the material contained in the PDS so
distressing she could not complete it; she was, however,
able to complete the MMPI-2.

As can be seen from Table 1,

the proportions of participants participating in different
types of domestic violence services were similar for the
Total Sample, PTSD, and NPTSD groups. For the total sample,
83 of 84 participants (99%) self-identified as having lived
through an assault. Forty-seven women (52%) were currently
being served by a shelter. Approximately 88% of the sample
identified themselves as having been served in the past by
a shelter, out-reach center, or support group for domestic
violence issues. Only one participant, out of the 84 who
answered this question, indicated she had not suffered
domestic violence; however, she did otherwise identify
herself as having been served by a domestic violence agency
in the past or present, and thus she was included in the
sample. Nine women declined to answer this question
concerning their domestic violence experience.
Table 2 presents the details of the age variable for the
sample. The mean age of the sample was 36.2 years

(SD

10.55), with a range of 41 years (18-59). The average years
(SD 2.3 years). The minimum number of years of education
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Table 1
Distribution of Participants According to Agency Type

Total Sample
Valid
Value Label

Freq.

%

PTSD

NPTSD
Valid
Freq.

9-0

Freq.

Valid
%

SHELTER

47

51.6

17

48.6

30

53.6

OUTREACH CNTR

14

15.4

5

14.3

9

16.1

SUPPORT GRP

24

26.4

8

22.9

16

28.6

OTHER SOC/LEGAL

6

6.6

5

14.3

1

1.8

Missing

2

2.2

0

0.0

2

3.4

Total

93

100.0%

35

58

100.0%

100.0%

Note. Total Sample= All participants in study (N = 93),
NPTSD = non-Post-Traumatic Stress Di3order group (N = 35),
PTSD = Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder group (N = 58). Freq.
= Frequency, Valid%= percentages adjusted for missing
cases, Shelter= Domestic Violence Shelter, Outreach Cntr =
Domestic Violence Outreach Center, Domestic Violence
Support Grp = Domestic Violence Support Group, Other
Soc/Legal= Other Types of Social Service and Legal Service
Agency, Missing= Number of Cases not reporting this
information.
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completed was eight years (6.4%) and the maximum completed
was 23 years (1.3%). About 14% of the sample completed
grades nine to 11, approximately 33% of the sample
completed high school, and nearly 35% completed one, two,
or three years of college. Those completing 16 years of
education, or the equivalent of a college degree, comprised
just over 10% of the sample.
As regards the marital status of the total sample, 23.1%
were never married, 16.7% were married, 1.3% were widowed,
38.5% were divorced, and 20.5% were separated.

From a

slightly different vantage point, participants were asked
to identify their current relationship with the batterer:
(a) 2.2% stated they were dating the batterer,
stated they were divorced from the batterer,
married to the abuser,
perpetrator, and (e)

(b) 22.6%

(c) 21.5% were

(d) 26.9% were cohabiting with the

9.7% selected the "other" category.

The racial and ethnic make up of the sample was
predominantly Caucasian (78%) and European-American
(32.5%). Approximately 7% of the participants were AfricanAmerican, 7.2% were Asian, 6.5% were Latina Hispanic, 13.3%
identified themselves as Native American, 25% of the sample
declined to identify or did not know their cultural
heritage, and 18% identified themselves as "other."
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Table 2
Frequencies and Percentages for Age of Participants, Total
Sample

Valid

Cumulative

Age
18-25

Freguency:
18

%

%

19.8

19.8

26-30

13

14.3

34.1

31-35

12

13.2

47.3

36-40

16

17.6

64.9

41-45

9

9.9

74.8

46-50

16

17.6

92.4

51-55

6

6.6

98. 9

56-59

1

1. 1

100.0

Missing

2

NA

NA

Total

93

100.0

100.0

Note. Mean= 36.165, SD= 10.550, Range=
18.0 and maximum age

minimum age

59.0. Valid cases 91, missing cases=

2. Valid%= percentages adjusted for missing cases;
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About 64% of the women polled in this sample were
employed at the time they completed the materials; 35% were
unemployed.

In numerous cases, in spite of being

unemployed, women were receiving income of some type.

The

average monthly income for the sample was $845 per month
(SD $702).

The range of monthly incomes spanned from $0 to

$3700. Roughly 6.5% of the sample elected not to report
their monthly income.
Religiously, the sample was predominantly Christian
(71.1%). One woman identified herself as Buddhist. Eleven
(11.7%) women identified themselves as non-religious, and
16 (17.2%) classified themselves as "Other."
A test for differences in means between the NPTSD and
PTSD groups on the above noted demographic variables,
completed via multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA),
found no significant differences for Age, Years of
Education, Marital Status, Race, Ethnicity, Current
Employment,

Income Level, or Religious Affiliation at a

significance level of p < .01. The following are the
Hotellings T 2 statistics:
exact F value 2.02;
10.00;

(a) Hotellings T2 value,

.44;

(b)

(c) hypothesis degrees of freedom (df),

(d) error df, 46.00;

(e) significance of F,

.05.
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Thirty-nine cases were rejected from this analysis because
of missing data.
Battering Experience Results
The women in this composite sample had an average length
of relationship with the batterer of 9.9 years (SD 9.121).
The shortest relationship acknowledged was three months and
the longest was 40 years.

More than 90% of the sample had

been in relationship with the perpetrator for more than 12
months. For 15% of the women (n=l4), the relationship was
20 years or longer.
The NPTSD group's mean length of relationship was 8.7
years

(SD 8.45). The range of years for length of

relationship was three months to 30 years.

Approximately

90% had been in relationship with the batterer for more
than one year. For the PTSD group, the mean length of
relationship was 10.54 years (SD 9.5). The shortest length
of relationship was six months, the longest was 40 years.
About 93% of the PTSD group had been in relationship with
the batterer for more than one year.
While the average length of time since the women had
lived with the abuser was 2.2 years

(SD 4.60), 5.6% were

still living with the batterer, and approximately 59% had,
as recently as 11 months prior, been living with their
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abuser. For the NPTSD group, the average length of time
since living with the abuser was 2.88 years {SD 5.57).

The

PTSD groups average length of time since living with the
perpetrator was 1.82 years {SD 3.90). The average age of
the first intimate battering was 22.7 years (SD 7.36). The
average age for the NPTSD groups first battering was 22.51
(SD 6.60) years. The average age of first battering for the
PTSD group was 22.84 years (SD 7.85). A larger portion of
women from the PTSD group than the NPTSD group experienced
their first episode of domestic viole~ce between the ages
of 15 and 18, 46.4% and 34.3%, respectively.
The women sampled were asked to specify the number of
adult battering episodes they had experienced. About 25%
(23 women) could not specify a number of batteries or
elected not to answer the question.

Among this group of

women, answers such as, "too many to count," "hundreds,"
and "lost count" were reported rather than a numerical
estimate. One woman indicated she had been battered
approximately 5,500 times during a 14 year relationship.
The average number of batterings for the whole sample was
146.1

(SD 658.129). This average, and those of the PTSD and

NPTSD groups, were believed to be unduly influenced by the
previously noted extreme score (5,500).

About 27% of the
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women had experienced 100 or more intimate assaults. Only
5.7%, 4 women, had experienced only one assault. About one
quarter (25%) had experienced nine or fewer assaults, and
47.1% experienced between 10 and 99 batterings by their
partner.

The mean number of batterings for the NPTSD group

was 235 (SD 1015). The range for the NPTSD group batterings
was between 1 and 5,500. The mean number of batterings for
the PTSD group was 83.17, with a range of 1 to 576.
Review of the output of the frequencies and
descriptive statistics for the battering experience
variables identified the outlier for the Cumulative Number
of Batterings (XSBTT) variable in the NPTSD group. As was
noted above, one woman reported 5,500 battering events
while in relationship with the batterer.

While the

veracity of this report is not questioned, the effect of
this outlier resulted in a substantial skewing of the means
and standard deviations of the PTSD and NPTSD groups on
this variable.

The mean number of lifetime of battering

events for the PTSD group was actually lower than the NPTSD
group, which theoretically does not stand to reason.

Means

and standard deviations were calculated with this datum
included and excluded. The effect this outlier had on NPTSD
group mean and standard deviation is obvious and can be
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seen Table 3. With this datum excluded, the means of the
two groups were reversed (PTSD group had a higher mean
number of lifetime battering events) in keeping with what
would theoretically be expected.
Severity of Physical Harm Assessment results. The average
Severity of Physical Harm Assessment {SPHA) for the overall
sample was 3.13 (SD 1.17), suggesting a serious minor
injury was typical of the group as a whole (many severe
bruises, severe cuts or burns, mild concussion, black eyes
needing medical attention).

The NPTSD group mean for the

SPHA was 2.83 {SD 1.20), and the PTSD group mean was 3.32
(SD 1.12).

The NPTSD group had a higher percentage of

women reporting simple minor injury (level 2 on the SPHA
rating scale) than did the PTSD group (34.3% vs. 19.3%,
respectively). The PTSD group reported higher percentages
for the more serious levels of injury than the NPTSD group.
The PTSD group reported 75.4% of their injuries were in the
serious minor (level 3), serious physical or emotional
injury (level 4), or extreme and permanent injuries (level
5) categories versus the NPTSD group reporting only 57.1%
in the same categories.

Ten percent (10.5%) of the PTSD

group reported extreme and permanent injuries versus 2.9%
among the NPTSD group. Similarly, the PTSD group accounted
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Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations (SD) for Lifetime Number of
Times Battered (XSBTT) With and Without Outlier

With Outlier

Mean
SD

Without Outlier
NPTSD

PTSD

NPTSD

PTSD

83.17

235.07

83.17

47.04

124.41

1015.51

124.41

78.34

Min. Score

1

1

1

1

Max. Score

576

5500

576

312

41

29

41

28

n

Note. Min. Score= Minimum Score, Max . Score= Maximum
Score,

PTSD = Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Group, NPTSD =

non-Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Group. With Outlier=
statistics when the XSBTT outlier is included in the
sample; Without Outlier= statistics when the XSBTT outlier
is excluded from
group.

the group, n = number of cases in the
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for 42.1% serious physical or emotional injury, while the
NPTSD group only reported 34.3% in the same category. Based
on this review, the PTSD group overall experienced a
greater level of physical harm than the NPTSD group.
Multivariate Analysis of Variance statistical (MANOVA)
procedures were run on the battering experience variables
with and without the outlier datum to determine if its
presence or absence resulted in significant differences
between the two groups on the XSBTT variable and for all
the battering experience variables. The battering
experience variables included in this procedure were:
length of relationship with the batterer (LNGRL),

(a)

(b) the

amount time since they were living with the batterer
(XSNLV),

(c) the age at which they were first battered

(BAT#l),

(d) the lifetime number of battering events

(XSBTT), and (d) the Severity of Physical Harm Assessment
(SPHA). No significant differences, with alpha set at p <
.01, resulted for these variables regardless of the
presence or absence of the outlier. The Hotellings T2
statistics for the data set without the XSBTT outlier are
as follows:
2. 74;

(a) Hotellings T2

(c) hypothesis df, 5.00;

value, .25;

(b) exact F,

(d) error df, 56.00;

(e)

significance of F, .03. The Hotellings T2 statistics for the
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data set with the XSBTT outlier are as follows:
Hotellings T 2 value,
df, 5.00;

.26;

(b) exact F, 2.99;

(d) error df, 57.00;

(a)

(c) hypothesis

(e) significance of F,

.018.

Based on this result, the data set not containing the
outlier was used for further statistical analyses that
included the lifetime number of times battered (XSBTT)
variable.
Conflict Tactics Scale results. The average number of
significant others/husbands Reasoning Events (RSEV)

in

response to a relationship conflict were as follows:
overall sample, 13.95 (SD 13.81);
(SD 14.50);

(a)

(b) NPTSD group, 16.29

(c) PTSD group, 12.53 (SD 13.30). The mean

number of Verbal Abuse Events (VBEV) were as follows:
overall sample, 71.02 (SD 39.38);
(SD 41. 76);

(b) NPTSD group,

(c) PTSD group, 76.52 (SD

(a)

61.92

37.17). The mean

number of Physical Violence Events (VLEV) were as
follows: (a)
group,

36.97

overall sample, 50.5 (SD 52.93).
(SD 49.17);

(c)

(b) NPTSD

PTSD group, 58.57 (SD 53.86).

Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale Results
As was noted above, the PDS found that of 93 women
sampled in the study, 58

(62.4%) meet DSM-IV criteria for

PTSD, while 35 (37.6%) were identified as not meeting DSMIV criteria for PTSD. The mean score for the 35 women in
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the NPTSD group on the PDSS was 15.86 (SD 11.63), the range
of their scores was from zero to 45.

The mean PDSS score

for the PTSD group was 30.98 (SD 9.86), with a range of 11
to 50.
The average PDS# for the NPTSD group was 9.17

(SD 4.63).

Their scores on the PDS# ranged from zero to 17. For the
PTSD group the average number of symptoms endorsed was
14.74 out of 17 possible (SD 2.24). The range of their
scores was between nine and 17.
The PDLI mean score for the NPTSD group was 3.14 (SD
2.43), suggesting they were impaired by PTSD symptoms in
the lower moderate range.

The mean number of areas of life

impairment for the PTSD group was 5.28 (SD 1.91),
indicating the PTSD group on average experienced moderate
levels of life impairment.
MMPI-2 Results
Table 4 provides an opportunity to review the average
scores of the MMPI-2 validity, clinical, and PK-PTSD scale
for the PTSD and NPTSD groups. In the case of the PTSD
group, nine out of 13 scales were significantly beyond the
clinical cut off of 65 T score points. The most
significantly elevated scale scores were the F, l(Hs),
2(D),

3(Hy), 4(Pd), 6(Pa), 7(Pt), and 8(Sc) scales, and the
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validity scale K which was significantly low (T score of 40
or less). The highest scale scores were the F, 6(Pa), and
8(Sc) scales, all of which exceeded a T score of 70 (80.47,
76.45, 76.21, respectively). Scales l(Hs), 2(D), and 4(Pd)
were likewise elevated above 70 T score points (71.50,
71.29, 70.38, respectively), and scales 3(Hy), and 7{Pt)
were above the clinical cut off point of 65 T score points
{68.10 and 68.79, respectively). The mean score for the PKPTSD scale was 25. For the NPTSD group comparatively few,
only three, :MMPI-2 scales exceeded the clinical cut-off
score of 65 T score points. The NPTSD group elevated, above
the clinical cut off, scales F, 4{Pd), and 6{Pa)

{68.51,

66.83, 65.54, respectively). The mean score for the NPTSD
groups PK-PTSD scale was 17.
This sample produced a notably diverse set of 2-point
codes. Whereas, the mean 2 point code for this group of
women was 6-8/8-6, only 14% of the sample actually
possessed this high point code. About 61% of the sample
included either the 6(Pa) or 8(Sc) scale, as

part of a

high point code, with another :MMPI-2 scale. About 21% of
the two point codes involved the l(Hs), 6(Pa), and 8(Sc)
scales. Approximately 40% of the profiles did not include
the 6(Pa) and 8(Sc) scales at all. So, in the case of this
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Table 4
MMPI-2 Mean T Scores and Standard Deviations (SD)

for

Domestic Violence Survivors

MMPI-2
Scale Score

L
F
K

1 HS

2

( D)

3 (Hy)
4 ( Pd}
5

(Mf)

6(Pa)
7(Pt)
8(Sc)
9 (Ma)
O(Si)
PK-PTSD

PTSD (n=58)
Mean
(SD)

NPTSD (n=35)
Mean
(SD)

52.93
(09.10)
80.47
(20.84)
40.48
(08.42)
71.50
(14.02)
71.29
(14.51)
68.10
(17.83)
70.38
(13.02)
51.76
(08.56)
7 6. 45
(15.86)
68.79
(13.07)
76.21
(16.39)
59.40
(11.82)
61. 7 9
(08.47)
25.12
(08.66)

52.34
(12.91)
68.51
(20.92)
46.06
(08.95)
59.31
(13.33)
61.06
(15.22)
58.17
(12.09)
66.83
(12.67)
50.77
(09.05)
65.54
(16.00)
63.29
(14.86)
63.51
(14.86)
53.40
(11. 77)
55.09
(11.86)
17.71
(09.31)

(Continued on Next Page)
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Note. SD= Standard Deviation, L = Lie Scale F =
Infrequency Scale, K = Defensiveness Scale, l(Hs) =
Hypochondriasis Scale, 2(D) = Depression Scale, 4(PD) =
Psychopathic Deviant Scale,

6(PA) = Paranoia Scale, 7(PT) =

Psychasthenia Scale, 9(SC) = Schizophrenia Scale,

= PK-PTSD supplementary Scale.

PK-PTSD
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sample, the specific 6-8\8-6 high point code accounts for
only a small percentage of the sample, but these two scales
were involved in the high point code of nearly two thirds
of the entire sample. About 6% of the sample had no scales
elevated over the clinical level of T score 65, and

about

33% of the profiles also had the validity F scale as the
highest elevated scale.

The most common two point high

code profiles from the present sample were as follows:
6-8, 14%;

(b) 4-6, 7%;

(c) 4-8, 7%;

(a)

(d) 1-8, 5% (e) 1-3,

5 ~0 •

Hypothesis One Results Differences in the :MMPI-2 for
PTSD/NPTSD Groups
Hypothesis one predicted that there would be significant
differences between the PTSD and NPTSD groups on the F,
l(Hs), 2(D), 6(Pa), 8(Sc), and the PK-PTSD scales.
PTSD/NPTSD group differences between scales K,

4(Pd), and

7(Pt) were expected to be non-significant. A multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to ascertain
whether the observed differences among means were
significant at p < .01. Table 5 presents the results of
this analysis. The following MMPI-2 scales were submitted
to the MANOVA procedure:
(e)

4(PD),

(f)

6(PA),

(a)

F,

(g) 7(PT);

(b) K,

(c) 1 (Hs),

(d) 2 (D),

(h) 8( SC), and (i) PK-
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Table 5
Multivariate Analysis of Variance Tests of Significance
with Follow-Up One-way Univariate F Tests of Significance
for PTSD/NPTSD Groups on the MMPI-2 Scales

Test Name
Hotel lings

Hypoth

df

9.00

Error df
83.00

Note. F statistics are exact.

Value
.57

F

5.26**

**p < .001

Univariate follow-up F-tests with (1,91) df
Source

df

F
PDX
Between Groups

F

Within group error
K

Within group
l(HS)
Within group
2 ( D)
Within group
4(PD)
Within group
6(PA)
Within group
7(PT)
Within group
8(SC)
Within group
PK-PTSD
Within group

error
error
error
error
error
error
error
error

1
91
1
91
1
91
1
91
1
91
1
91
1
91
1
91
1
91

7.16*
(435.53)
9.12*
(74.40)
17.11**
(189.45)
10.48*
(218.35)
1.66
(166.21)
10.25*
(253.24)
3.49
(189.50)
14.02**
(250.77)
15.09**
(79.38)

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent mean square
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(Continued on Next Page)
errors. df = degrees of freedom, F = Infrequency Scale,
K = Defensiveness Scale, l(Hs) = Hypochondriasis
Scale, 2(D) = Depression Scale, 4(PD) = Psychopathic
Deviant Scale, 6(PA) = Paranoia Scale, 7(PT) =
Psychasthenia Scale, 9(SC) = Schizophrenia Scale,

= PK-PTSD supplementary Scale. *E < .01

**E <.001.

PK-PTSD
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PTSD supplementary Scale (PK-PTSD). Submitting these scales
to the MANOVA procedure resulted in rejecting the null
hypothesis. The MANOVA procedure indicated there were
overall significant group differences between the PTSD and
NPTSD groups on these scales. Hotellings T2 statistics
indicated group differences at a significance level of

p <

.001. Follow-up univariate analyses attributed the
significant differences to the validity F and K scales, the
l(Hs), 2(D), 6(Pa), 8(Sc) clinical scales, and the PK-PTSD
supplementary scales. Each of these scales was
significantly higher for the PTSD group versus the NPTSD
groups at a significance level of p < .009 or less, except
for the K scale which was significantly lower for the PTSD
group than the NPTSD group.
Hypothesis Two Results Discriminant Function Analysis of the MMPI-2
Hypothesis two predicted that scales l(Hs), 2(D), 6(Pa),
8(Sc), and the PK-PTSD scale would discriminate between the
PTSD and NPTSD groups.

A stepwise discriminant function

analysis using nine MMPI-2 scales was submitted for
analysis. Based on the rationale presented in Chapter 3,
the following scales were submitted to stepwise
discriminant function analysis:

(a) K validity scale;

(b)
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1 (HS);

(C)

2 (D);

(d) 4 (Pd);

9 (Ma);

(h) 0 (Si); and ( i) PK-PTSD.

(e)

6 (Pa);

(f)

8 (Sc);

(g)

Submitting this set of predictors to discriminant
function analysis generated a two step analysis. The
discriminant function that resulted included only, l(Hs)
clinical and K validity scales.
equation was .37.

The eigenvalue for this

Hedderson and Fisher (1993) indicate

eigenvalues of .40 or greater indicate excellent
discriminative power. Thus, the eigenvalue for this
equation is in the good range. Wilk's Lambda for this
equation was .73 (p<.0001) for the single function. Another
measure of a discriminant equation's predictive power is
2

the canonical correlation squared (RC ) .
equation produced an R

C

2

This discriminant

of .27. The standardized

discriminant function coefficients for the Kand l(Hs)
scales were

-.72 and .88, respectively. These coefficients

suggest the these two predictors are about equally
correlated with the discriminant equation and contribute
equally to its predictive power. Low scores on Kand high
scores on l(Hs) predict membership in PTSD or NPTSD groups;
survivors with PTSD will score lower on the K scale and
higher on the l(Hs). Interpretively, survivors with PTSD
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will be more likely to identify significant psychological
problems, compromised psychological defenses, and higher
levels of

physical problems and health concerns.

Approximately 78%

(72 out of 93 cases) of the cases were

accurately discriminated using the l(Hs) and K scale
scores. Sensitivity of this discriminant equation was .88
and specificity was .60. This predictive equation
misdiagnosed 22% of the sample.

Fourteen cases were

diagnosed PTSD, when in fact they were NPTSD cases, and
seven cases were diagnosed NPTSD and were, in fact,

actual

PTSD cases.
The discriminative power of the PK-PTSD was also
evaluated. The PK-PTSD was submitted alone to discriminant
function analysis. The eigenvalue for the PK-PTSD scale was
.17, substantially lower than the eigenvalue for the
discriminant function of l(Hs) and K scales.
for the PK-PTSD scale,
The R

2

C

67.34%.

Wilks' Lambda

.86, was significant at p < .001.

was .14. The overall correct classification rate was
Sensitivity of the new equation was 81.0% and

specificity dropped to 45.7%.
The l(Hs)

scale and the K scale together are superior to

the PK-PTSD scale as predictors of PTSD. However,

review of
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Table 6 shows that when l(Hs) and K scales are submitted to
discriminant function analysis alone, all three predictors
(l(Hs), K, and PK-PTSD) are similar in their predictive
power.
Hypothesis Three Results Canonical Correlation of the MMPI-2 and PDS
Hypothesis three predicted that MMPI-2 scales l(Hs),
2(D), 4(Pd), 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales would be
significantly and positively correlated with PTSD symptom
severity (PDSS) scores, the number of PTSD symptoms
endorsed (PDS#), and Post-Traumatic life impairment (PDLI)
of the PDS. A canonical correlation was submitted for
analysis. Table 7 presents the results of this statistical
procedure. The result of this analysis was the occurrence
of one significant multivariate canonical correlation (R).
C
Wilks' Lambda statistics are as follows:
value,

.36;

df, 18.00;

(a) Wilks' Lambda

(b) approximate F value, 5.67;

(c) hypothesis

(d) error df, 235.24; and (e) significance of F,

p < .001. Further review of the results revealed that the
one significant canonical correlation involved all the
variables in a pairing of co-variates and predictor
variables. Based on this result, the statistically
significant R may be broadly interpreted as trauma sequelae
C
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Table 6
Discriminant Function Analysis Statististics for the l(Hs),
K, PK-PTSD Scales, and the l(Hs)and K Function

l(Hs)

K

PK

l(Hs)& K

Correct
Class. Rate

66.67%

63.44%

67.74%

77.42

Sensitivity

81.0%

87.9%

81.0%

87.9%

Specificity

42.9%

22.9%

45.7%

60.0%

Eigenvalue

0.19

0.10

0.17

0.37

Canonical Corr.

0.40

0.30

0.38

0.52

Wilks' Lambda

0.84

0.91

0.86

0.73

Approximate F

17.10

9.12

15.09

7.11 l(Hs)
16.67 K

p value

0.0001

0.0033

0.0002

0.0001

Note. Correct Class. Rate= Overall Correct Classification
Rate, Canonical Corr. = Canonical Correlation, l(Hs) =
Hypochondriasis Scale, K = Defensiveness Scale, PK-PTSD =
PK-PTSD supplementary scale.
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(PDS sub-scales) positively and significantly correlated
with psychological distress (MMPI-2 scales). A strong
positive relationship occurred between the PDS posttraumatic sequelae sub-scales of PDSS (severity of
symptoms), PDS#

(symptom number), and PDLI (life

impairment), and the MMPI-2 scales of l(Hs), 2(D), 4(Pd),
6(Pd), 8(Sc), PK-PTSD.

A more specific interpretation of

this canonical correlation is that severity level of DSMIV post-traumatic symptoms, the number of DSM-IV posttraumatic stress symptoms reported, and life impairment
secondary to traumatic life experiences are strongly, and
positively related to high levels of physical problems
and health worries, depressed mood, discouragement,
pessimism and hopelessness, family and marital problems,
fighting against being controlled, suspiciousness,
guardedness, sadness, withdrawal, anxiousness, moodiness,
confusion, acute psychological turmoil, unusual thoughts,
isolation and alienation from self and others, being
psychologically disorganized and disoriented, and the
psychological aftermath of trauma.
Hypothesis Four Results Canonical Correlation of MMPI-2 Scales
and Battering Experience Variables
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Hypothesis Four predicted that the MMPI-2 scales K,
l(Hs), 2(D), 4(Pd), 6(PA), 8(SC), and PK-PTSD scales would
be significantly and positively correlated with the mean
number of lifetime battering events (XSBTT), and Severity
of Physical Harm Assessment (SPHA) scores. Canonical
correlation produced the following Wilks' Lambda
statistics:

(a) Wilks' Lambda value, .70;

(b) approximate F

v a 1 u e , 1 . 6 6 ; ( c ) hypothesis d f, 14 . 0 0 ; (d ) error d f,
118.00;

(e) significance of F value, .074. Results of this

canonical correlation were not significant at p < .01
level. The null hypothesis was not rejected. Based on these
results, any observed relationships among these variables
may be a result of sampling error, although other reasons
are possible and presented in the discussion section.
Hypothesis Five Results Canonical Correlation of MMPI-2 Scales
and Battering Experience Variables
Hypothesis five predicted that the MMPI-2 scales l(Hs),
2(0), 4(PD), 6(PA), B(SC), and PK-PTSD scales will be
significantly and positively correlated with the
CTS Reasoning Events (RSEV), Verbal Abuse Events (VBEV),
and Physical Violence Events (VLEV). Canonical correlation
produced the following Wilks' Lambda statistics:

(a) Wilks'
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Table 7
Canonical Correlation of PDS Post-Trauma Variables with
MMPI-2 Scale Variables
Factor 1
Variable
PDSS
PDS#
PDLI
Redundancy

.88
-.23
.42

u
.93
-.19
-.24
.16
.36
.65

l(Hs)
4(Pd)
6(Pa)
8(Sc)
PK-PTSD
Redundancy
RC = .76,

.94*
.77*
.83*
40.84

2 ( D)

Note.

s

V

s

.66*
.64*
.51*
.75*
.90*
.90*
31.12

F(18.00, 235.24) = 5.67, p < .001.

s =

factor loadings, v, u = standardized weights; l(Hs) =
Hypochondriasis Scale, 2(0) = Depression Scale, 4(PD) =
Psychopathic Deviant Scale,
Schizophrenia Scale,

6(PA) = Paranoia Scale, 8(Sc) =

PK-PTSD = PK-PTSD supplementary

scale; PDSS = PTSD symptom severity, PDS# = number of PTSD
symptoms, POLI= Post-Traumatic life impairment score.
*variables used in making interpretations
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Lambda value,
hypothesis d f,

.78;

(b) approximate F value, 1.23;

18 . 0 0 ;

( d ) error d f, 2 3 8 . 0 7 ;

significance of F value,

(c)

(e )

.24. Results of this canonical

correlation were non-significant at p < .01 level. The null
hypothesis was not rejected. Based on these results, any
observed relationships among the CTS scores and the above
noted MMPI-2 scales may be due to sampling error, although
other explanations are possible and explored in the
discussion section.
Summary
Significant differences were not found between the PTSD
and NPTSD groups on demographic and battering experience
variables. Hypothesis one concerned itself with whether the
PTSD and NPTSD groups were significantly different on the
MMPI-2 scales. Multivariate analysis of variance tests of
significance revealed group differences on the F, K,

l(Hs),

2(D), 6(Pa), 8(Sc), and PK-PTSD. Scales 4(Pd), 7(Pt), were
not significantly different between the two groups.
Hypothesis two focused on the ability of the MMPI-2 scales
to discriminate between the two groups.

Scales Kand l(Hs)

were significantly powerful discriminators between the
PTSD/NPTSD groups.

The l(Hs) and K scales together

achieved a correct classification rate of 77.42% for
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PTSD/NPTSD cases. The PK-PTSD scale achieved a PTSD/NPTSD
correct classification rate of 66.67%.

Hypothesis three

~stablished a significant and positive relationship between
severity of PTSD symptoms,

number of trauma symptoms, and

Post-Traumatic life impairment of functioning with
elevations of the l(Hs), 2(D), 4(Pd) 6(Pa), 8(Sc), and PKPTSD.

Hypotheses four and five had non-significant

results.

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Some say by design, others say unwittingly, psychology
has under-emphasized studying women's concerns and
problems. As has been highlighted in more than one place in
this paper, battering victims have received only modest
research focus. The realm of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) and battered women research has likewise been
attended to lightly. Even more scant, is research that
examines the manner in which women domestic violence
survivors respond to the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory and Minnesota Multiphasic Personality -2
(:MMPI/MMPI-2). This study attempted to redress the lack of
focus on women's psychological concerns by focusing
squarely on a critical issue facing women in the United
States and the world over, domestic violence. A clear cut
focus on the intersection of three issues, domestic
violence survivors, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, and its
assessment with the MMPI-2 has been maintained.
The sample used in this present study approximated a
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general community sample (see Davidson et al.,

1991) on

demographic variables, such as, age, employment status,
income, civil status, and education. Significant
differences between the PTSD and the non-Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (NPTSD) groups on the demographic variables
did not occur.

Thus, the differences in scores on the

MMPI-2 between the two groups could not be attributed to
any of the fundamentals of the sample (i.e., age,
education, civil status, etc.). The sample was drawn
broadly from three states, suggesting that it may be best
generalized to a broad population comprised of Caucasian
and Christian women from non-urban population centers.
Battering experience variables (i.e., length of
relationship, age of first battering, Conflict Tactics
Scale, lifetime number of battering episodes, severity of
physical harm, etc.) were not significantly different
between the PTSD and NPTSD groups. Therefore, differences
on the MMPI-2, could not be attributed to differences in
battering experience for the two groups.
Overall, the MMPI-2 scores and profiles generated by this
current sample of domestic violence survivors is reflective
of prior research on PTSD. The MMPI-2 scale scores and
average two and three high point profile codes for the PTSD
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and NPTSD components of this current sample were consistent
with scores generated by domestic violence survivors in the
Rosewater (1988) study. These scores and code types were
similar, but not identical, to other, prior MMPI/MMPI-2
research with domestic violence survivors with and without
PTSD (Khan, et al., 1993; Koretzky & Peck, 1990; Sinnett,
Holen, & Albott, 1995). Post-Trauma symptoms are quite
likely the reason that similarities in scoring have been
observed among domestic violence survivors with PTSD in
various studies and across samples. Likewise, post-trauma
symptoms are probably the reason survivors without PTSD
score similarly also.
Domestic violence survivors with and without PTSD, from
this sample, produced elevated scale scores that were
similar to Vietnam veterans. However, domestic violence
survivors scale scores were not as highly elevated, on
average, as Vietnam veterans. Average two and three point
high point profile codes for this sample of survivors were
notably different from Vietnam veterans (Burke & Mayer,
1985; Fairbank et al., 1983; Hyer et al., 1986; Keane et
al., 1984; Mccaffrey et al., 1989; Munley et al., 1993;
Munley et al., 1995; Orr et al., 1990; Talbert et al. 1994;
Vanderploeg et al., 1987; Wilson & Walker, 1989).
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The high rate of PTSD found in this sizable and
relatively broad sample of domestic violence survivors,
marks PTSD as a very prevalent and serious health issue.
The level of prevalence found in this sample, populated
with women from a variety of domestic violence service
agencies type, is consistent with other research reporting
rates of PTSD among domestic violence survivors; this
prevalence rate is in the middle of a range of reported
rates from other research done with domestic violence
survivors (Astin, Lawrence, & Foy, 1993; Davidson & Smith,
1990; Davidson, Hughes, Blazer,

&

George, 1991; Gleason,

1993; Housekamp & Foy, 1991; Kemp, Rawlings, & Green, 1991;
Saunders, 1994).
Some variability does exist in the reported rates of PTSD
prevalence across samples and studies with domestic
violence survivors. These differences are associated with
sample differences, which in turn, may be associated with
differences in frequency and severity of trauma.
Nevertheless, the rate of PTSD among domestic violence
survivors is shoskingly high compared to the lifetime
community rate of PTSD, reported by Davidson et al.

(1991).

In addition, it appears that the rate of PTSD among
domestic violence survivors is at least as high as Vietnam
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veterans, and in some cases higher (see Schlenger et al.,
1992; Weiss et al., 1992).
Domestic Violence, PTSD, and the MMPI-2
Significant differences between the PTSD and NPTSD groups
on the MMPI-2 validity, clinical, and PK-PTSD scales did
occur, as was anticipated. The significant differences
between survivors with and without PTSD, found on the F, K,
l(Hs), 2(D), 6(Pa), 8(Sc), and PK-PTSD, provide further
evidence and added research data supporting the MMPI-2 as a
sensitive measurement device for differences in the
psychological functioning of domestic violence survivors.
This finding also indicates that domestic violence
survivors, with and without PTSD, have very different
psychological experiences, and that the MMPI-2 is sensitive
to differences in these psychological presentations.

The

PK-PTSD supplementary scale also showed significant
sensitivity to PTSD symptoms, and significant differences
between the two groups. The results of this current study
provide additional empirical evidence that the PK-PTSD
scale is a measure of PTSD.
The data from the present domestic violence sample
suggests the typical profile configuration for the PTSD
group is,

F-6-8. Vietnam veterans, with PTSD, have a
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typical profile of, F-2-8

(Burke & Mayer, 1985; Fairbank et

al., 1983; Hyer et al., 1986; Keane et al., 1984; Mccaffrey
et al., 1989; Munley et al., 1993; Munley et al., 1995; Orr
et al., 1990; Albrecht et al., 1994; Vanderploeg et al.,
1987; Wilson & Walker, 1989). Comparatively, Vietnam
veterans, on average, experience more prominent
difficulties with depression, where domestic survivors with
PTSD have, on average, more difficulties with trusting
others, suspiciousness, and paranoia. In the view of this
writer, this stands to reason, and makes logical sense. For
the veteran, the enemy is no longer available - the war
ended long ago. But, for many domestic violence survivors,
the war still rages. Domestic violence survivors, either
live with the enemy, or the enemy is still in the vicinity.
Thus, fearfulness, distrust, and paranoia are realistic
reactions to their circumstances, and probably adaptive
ones. It is the contention of this writer that the
"paranoia" observed in domestic violence survivors is not
unlike the "paranoia" attributed to minorities. There are
legitimate reasons to maintain fear. Further abuse and
exploitation are constant companions for domestic violence
survivors. In the case of survivors and minorities,
legitimate, realistic, and adaptive distrust and
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suspiciousness, have developed because of their life
experiences of abuse.
The average difference on the MMPI-2 scales between PTSD
and NPTSD groups provides further insight into how women
survivors with and without PTSD have different
psychological presentations. The statistical differences
between the two groups on the scales, submitted to multiple
analysis of variance (MANOVA), were also clinically
significant. When these statistically based differences on
the above noted scales, found with MANOVA, are viewed in
the light of the standard error of measurement for the
MMPI-2 (two to three points; Hathaway & McKinley, 1989),
one realizes that the magnitude of differences found in
this study, between the PTSD an NPTSD group, are very rare.
The differences between these groups, are not just
statistical differences, they are clinically meaningful
also. Interpretively, the PTSD group experiences and
reports significantly more unusual experiences and beliefs,
confusion, and disorientation, feelings of distrust, being
persecuted, mistreated, and picked on, as well as anger and
bitterness, physical preoccupations and health concerns
that are a result of overwhelming stress, depression,
discouragement, and pessimism, than does the NPTSD group.
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The profile of the NPTSD group sample (F-4-6) suggests a
symptom profile that is quite different than the domestic
violence PTSD group (F-6-8). The NPTSD group profile
indicates that, survivors without PTSD feel they must fight
against some form of control by authorities, the presence
of serious family problems, and serious family conflict.
They tend to feel they have gotten a raw deal in life, that
others are to blame for their life problems, and they tend
toward being more guarded and suspicious, than the average
person.

What is diminished in the NPTSD group's

psychological presentation is psychological confusion and
distress,

so prevalent in the PTSD group. What seems to be

occurring is that after the violence has ended, or perhaps,
before the violence reaches extreme levels, domestic
violence survivors are psychologically on guard against
being hurt, and they feel angry about the hurt and pain
already caused to them, but, they are not psychologically
overwhelmed and massively distressed. As a result they are
less apt to report the unusual thought processes associated
with PTSD that the 8(Sc) scale appears to tap. This lower
8(Sc) scale in the NPTSD profile, compared to survivors
with PTSD, may also be a sign that flashbacks,

nightmares,

and intrusive recollections, common markers of PTSD, are
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either not present, have not developed, or are
significantly diminished in the NPTSD group.
One possibile explanation for the psychological
presentation of survivors without PTSD, described above, is
that they may have either developed or maintained an
attributional style opposite to that which accompanies
learned helplessness (see Chapter 2). Such an attributional
style enables them to place responsibility outside of
themselves for the violence used against them. This type of
attribution helps reduce depression and psychological
distress, and in domestic violence survivors actually may
provide a buffer or protective mechanism that inhibits the
overwhelming distress that arises in PTSD.
Assessing Domestic Violence-PTSD with the tvlMPI-2
The MMPI-2 is not only sensitive to the psychological
experience of domestic violence survivors; this study
demonstrated it can be used to diagnose PTSD. The validity,
clinical scales, and PK-PTSD scale were found to have good
discriminating powers for the assessment of PTSD.
Surprisingly, the K scale and the l(Hs) scales together
were found to be the best predictors of PTSD and NPTSD
group membership. Discriminant function analysis of the
MMPI-2 scales submitted to stepwise discriminant analysis
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(K, l[Hs], 2[D], 4[Pd], 6[Pa], 8[Sc], and PK-PTSD} found a
single discriminant function comprised of the l(Hs) and K
scales. Although this study is exploratory, such a finding
is quite remarkable and indicates that something unique may
occur in the MMPI-2 responding of domestic violence
survivors.
The only study using discriminant function analysis that
generated a l(Hs) scale as a predictor was the Vietnam
veteran study by Penk, et al.

(1981). These researchers

found the following scales to be best discriminators of
PTSD, l(Hs), 4(Pd), and 9(Ma).

None of the other studies,

reviewed for this present study, seeking to use the MMPI-2
to discriminate PTSD cases from non-PTSD cases, identified
the Kor l(Hs} scales as useful predictors of PTSD (Berk et
al., 1989; Blanchard et al., 1988; Hyer et al., 1986; Keane
et al., 1984; Koretsky and Peck, 1990;

Litze, Penk, Walsh,

Hyer, Blake, Marx, Keane, and Bitman, 1991;

Mccaffrey,

Hickling, and Marrazo, 1989; Vanderploeg et al., 1987). In
fact, relatively few studies, with either domestic violence
or Vietnam veterans as research focus,

actually used

discriminant function analysis to generate a predictor
function. Most studies used the discriminant procedure to
confirm the predictive ability of a pre-selected set of
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scales

(usually scales F, 2[D], and 8[Sc]) and to generate

classification, sensitivity, and specificity rates for
those pre-selected scales.
In this study, the Kand the l(Hs) were selected via
discriminant function analysis.

This is a unique

contribution to the research literature on the use of MMPI2 for assessing PTSD in general, but, especially among
domestic violence survivors.

The result of the

discriminant function analysis in this present study seemed
so unusual that additional submissions of alternative sets
of predictors, from the MMPI-2 validity and clinical
scales, were attempted to confirm the original result.
Invariably, if the l(Hs) and K scales were included, as
predictor variables among the MMPI-2 scales, discriminant
function analysis generated a single discriminant function
of those two scales. The l(Hs) and K scales were,
repeatedly identified as the best set of combined scales
for predicting membership in the PTSD and NPTSD groups,
regardless of the other scales submitted.
Discriminant function analysis also showed that the PKPTSD scale was the next most discriminating scale of those
submitted to discriminant function analysis, after the
l(Hs) scale.

When the l(Hs)

scale was dropped out of the
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set of scales submitted to discriminant function analysis,
the PK-PTSD became the strongest, most significant
predictor. In addition, when the K,

(lHs), and PK-PTSD were

submitted separately as predictors for discriminant
function analysis, these scales produced remarkably similar
discriminant statistics, and were very similar in their
predictive powers for assigning diagnoses of PTSD.
The correct classification rates, sensitivity, and
specificity of the l(Hs) and K scale discriminant function
is comparable to prior research studies.

Previous

researchers (Blanchard et al., 1988; Keane et al., 1984;
Koretsky & Peck, 1990; & Vanderploeg et al., 1987), using
scales F, 2(D), and 8(Sc), demonstrated a range of correct
classification rates for clinical scales to be from 71% to
88%.

Sensitivities and specificites for these prior

research studies ranged from 39% to 93%. Results from this
current study, places the overall classification rates,
sensitivities, and specificities for the l(Hs) and K scale
function squarely in the middle of prior research reporting
correct classification rates.

Likewise, classification

rates for the PK-PTSD scale, from this current study, are
consistent and comparable with prior research (Blanchard et
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al., 1988; Gayton, et al. 1986; Hyer et al.,

1986; Munley

et al., 1995; Scotti et al., 1996).
The MMPI-2 Measures Traumatic
Psychological Reactivity
The positive and significant correlation between scores
on Foa's (1995) Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale
(PDS) sub-scales (PTSD symptoms severity (PDSS), number of
PTSD symptoms endorsed (PDS#), and Post-Traumatic life
impairment (PDLI)) with elevations of the MMPI-2 clinical
and PK-PTSD scales suggest two key ideas. As it relates to
the psychological dynamics of domestic violence survivors,
the MMPI-2 clearly measures the sequelae of living amidst
violence. The MMPI-2 is not simply measuring long standing,
ingrained, and disturbed personality functioning, or mental
illness, so often attributed to domestic violence survivors
(Rosewater, 1988). In addition, the MMPI-2 clinical scales
and the PK-PTSD scales are also not simply measuring first
factor variance (i.e., psychological distress), rather than
PTSD, as has been suggested by Miller, Goldberg, and
Streiner (1995) and Moody and Kish (1989). The PDS is a
valid and reliable measure for the diagnosis and evaluation
of post-trauma sequelae. Thus, the strong connection
between the PDS and MMPI-2 indicates the MMPI-2 is
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measuring psychological reactivity to violence in survivors
of trauma, not mental illness, intractable character traits
and/or disturbed personalities.
The strong and positive correlation between the PDS and
MMPI-2 adds new and unique support to the contention that
PTSD can be assessed with the MMPI-2.

The significant

canonical correlation of these instruments does not assert
a cause and effect relationship, however, the significant,
high, and positive correlation between these co-variates
does suggest that the MMPI-2 is a sensitive measure, not
just to the PTSD diagnostic entity; it is also sensitive to
the number of post-traumatic symptoms present, to the
intensities of these symptoms, and the levels of impairment
due to these symptoms.

Furthermore, the fact that the PK-

PTSD scale correlated highly with the levels of PDSS, PDS#,
and PDLI also suggests that the PK-PTSD scale is measuring
similar symptom dynamics as these PDS sub-scales.

These

findings provide new evidence of the relationship of PTSD
symptomatology with the MMPI-2, and ability to identify a
PTSD presentation with the MMPI-2.

Clearly, the MMPI-2 is

quite sensitive to PTSD symptoms among domestic violence
survivors.
PTSD and the Severity of Battering
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Since the MMPI-2 has been shown to be sensitive to PTSD
symptoms and diagnosis, it was expected that additive
levels of battering, abuse, and harm would also necessarily
be correlated with MMPI-2 scale elevations, and by
extrapolation, the occurrence of PTSD, and/or the severity
of PTSD symptoms. Khan et al.

(1993) and Rosewater (1988)

did find a significant correlation between abuse type and
severity variables and elevations of the MMPI-2. This
present study failed to find a significant relationship
between MMPI-2 scale elevations and how many times women
had been battered, the type of abuse they have experienced,
and the degree to which they were physically harmed. The
MMPI-2 scales, those that were most elevated by women
survivors with PTSD (including the PK-PTSD scale), were
uncorrelated with measures of frequency of abuse and
severity of harm. This rather puzzling finding seems to
suggest that,

(a) the number of times women are battered,

(b) whether women experience verbal and/or physical abuse,
(c) how much of that verbal or physical abuse women
experience, and (d) how severely harmed women were by the
abuse,

is unrelated to elevations on the MMPI-2 scales and

the diagnosis of PTSD. Based on these findings, a
connection between MMPI-2 scale elevations, abuse type and
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severity, and PTSD cannot be assumed. "Dosings" of violence
appear to be unrelated to MMPI-2 scale elevations, PTSD,
and PTSD symptom severity as measured by the MMPI-2.
Apparently, other unidentified factors are more important
to the development of PTSD and its sequelae.
Probably what has been uncovered here is that it only
takes one or perhaps a few instances of severe assault and
physical or psychological harm, by a husband or significant
other, to provoke serious psycholgoical distress and a
traumatic reaction. Furthermore, the type of abuse,
physical or verbal, doesn't seem to matter. Verbal threats
of death or violence seem to have the same, or similar,
psychological consequences as physical violence, and
equally lead to elevations on MMPI-2 scales associated with
PTSD, and the occurrence of PTSD itself.
Implications for Theory
Battering Experience and the Onset of PTSD
The non-significant relationship between the Conflict
Tactic Scale scores, Severity of Physical Harm Assessment,
and the lifetime number of battering events with MMPI-2
clinical scales and the PK-PTSD supplementary scale suggest
that frequencies of abuse are not a meaningful variable for
determining if PTSD will occur, at least for domestic
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violence survivors. The women in this study reported
relatively infrequent reasoning attempts, on the part of
batterers, during interpersonal conflict. On the other
hand, severities of physical harm were moderate for this
sample, but rates of verbal and physical abuse were very
high during the prior 12 months, as were, cumulative
lifetime frequencies of abuse. In addition, the nonsignificant differences between the PTSD and non-PTSD
groups on these battering experience variables adds further
weight to the possibility that the level and severity of
verbal or physical abuse does not significantly impact the
presence or absence of PTSD symptoms.
Theoretically, no relationship between elevations of the
MMPI-2 scales and the battering experience variables seems
implausible. The frequency with which women were assaulted,
verbally and physically, "should" be positively related to
increasing elevations on MMPI-2 scales, especially those
that tap PTSD symptoms. Prior research by Khan et al.
(1993) noted such a connection, but this study found no
such relationship.
One explanation for the absence of this relationship is
that the methodology used to measure severity and frequency
of battering were not sensitive enough to detect a
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relationship that, in fact, exists. The non-significant
relationship may be an artifact of the measurement process
or devices used in this study {the CTS, cumulative lifetime
battering events, and severity of physical harm
measurements). One possibility is that missing data on the
cumulative lifetime battering events variables diminished
the potential statistical power and thus the null
hypothesis was not rejected. A more complete discussion of
how measurement instrumentation may be connected to the
non-significant relationship between MMPI-2 variables and
battering experience variables is provided under the
Implications for Research section.
Other explanations also exist, however. Frequency and
type of battering and level of harm experienced may, in
fact,

not be strongly related to the development of PTSD

symptoms and elevations of the MMPI-2, as once thought.
Being battered a few times or even once (Browne, 1993), may
be adequate to start a post-traumatic reaction. The
difference between one physical abusive event in a year
compared to 8 or 9 or 10 per year seems substantial.
However, in reality, a serious threat and/or follow through
of physically violence once or just a few times in an
intimate relationship, may be adequate to produce a trauma
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reaction.

Whether battering happened once per year, 10

times per year, or once in a lifetime may not make a
difference in the development of PTSD because being hit,
battered, or assaulted by an intimate is traumatizing,
frightening,

and psychologically damaging (Browne, 1993;

Koss et al., 1994). A single serious assault experience, or
just a few such experiences, may move victims from feeling
psychologically normal/non-distressed, to being very
destabilized. In the language of statistics, the
possibility exists that it takes only one, or perhaps just
a few assaultive episodes, by one's husband or significant
other, to move a victim from the mean of psychological
composure to 1.5 or 2 standard deviations toward extreme
psychological distress. Further dosings of violence move
the person further away from the mean of psychological
composure, yes, but further assaults may diminish in their
impact. The human psyche can only experience so much
emotional distress (or so it seems). That someone
experiences 10 versus 100 battering events may not make a
difference in elevations of MMPI-2 scale, and by extensiJn,
whether a person develops PTSD. Ten events may destroy the
psychological fabric of the person to such an extent that
50, 60, 70, or 80 more times has little or diminishing
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effects as it relates to the onset of PTSD and the increase
in psychological distress and symptoms. The point is this,
as it relates to MMPI-2 elevations and PTSD, high
frequencies of intimate assaults may not have a bearing on
the occurrence of trauma symptoms, the presence of full
blown PTSD, or the severity of those symptoms.
PTSD: The Model for Domestic Violence Seguelae
Battered Woman's Syndrome and Learned Helplessness
(Walker, 1989), Gondolf and Fisher's (1988) survivor model,
Stockholm Syndrome (Graham et al., 1988), and PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (Barnett & Laviolette, 1993;
Crowell & Burgess, 1996; Harway, 1993; Janoff-Bulman &
Frieze, 1983; Koss et al., 1994; Woods & Campbell, 1993)
offer theoretical models of the psychological consequences
of domestic violence. The high pre~alence rate for domestic
violence - PTSD, found in this study, and the consistency
of PTSD prevalence rates from previous research with this
current study, suggest that a traumatic reaction
conceptualization is a strong explanatory model for
domestic violence sequelae.
conceptualization are that:

The advantages of such a
(a)

PTSD is a treatable

disorder. Psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy are sometimes
helpful in abating the symptoms of PTSD (In no way,
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however, are these treatments invariably therapeutic and
useful for all trauma victims.);

(b) PTSD is a reactive

disorder. By definition it occurs as a consequence of a
traumatic insult to the psyche. Thus, domestic violence
survivors are victims, their distress and disturbed
behavior is reactive, and not a function of premorbid
psychological and personality functioning; and (c)
to point ''b,"

related

because PTSD is a reaction to human trauma,

survivors may no longer be legitimately blamed for
precipitating violence inflicted against them. Early
explanations for domestic violence attributed its
occurrence to the provocation of disturbed personality
functioning in the women themselves (Barnett & Laviolette,
1993; Graham, Rawlings,
Hooks,

& Rimini, 1988; Harway, 1993;

1997; Walker, 1979).

They provoked the perpetrator

to act violently. If PTSD is an accurate model, its
reactive etiology nullifies a historically pejorative view
of battered women.
In spite of the substantial empirical evidence that PTSD
is a common malady among domestic violence survivors, there
are drawbacks to a PTSD conceptualization:

(a) Survivors

become victims of a psychological disorder, which is
stigmatizing. Being labeled with a psychological disorder
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may lead to pejorative self-labeling by the women
themselves, as well as others. Such self-labeling could
lead to reified self-perceptions of being a victim, damaged
goods, or permanently disabled. Furthermore, being given a
psychological disorder label can be used against women
survivors in employment, and legally in divorce and custody
litigation;

(b) A PTSD conceptualization perpetuates the

"psychologizing" of domestic violence. Gondolf and Fischer
(1988) note that domestic violence agencies have been
distracted from the primary mission regarding domestic
violence; that is, providing sanctuary, and mobilizing
agencies and resources to interdict and prevent the abuse
of women. A PTSD conceptualization may further distract
agencies from their primary mission, that of helping women
become safe from violence, to providing counseling and
psychotherapy services for the sequelae. Shelters need to
continue to make their primary mission to prevent, protect,
and stop violence against women. Both mental health and
domestic violence services are valuable, but Gondolf and
Fischer (1988) have correctly assessed the current state of
affairs, women continue to be battered because advocacy on
behalf of battering victims has not successfully mobilized
community and government agencies, and resources, to
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adequately protect women. Greater energy and effort needs
to be given to making sure that women who are victimized by
a partner or husband are made safe from further and future
violence. Mental health services are adjunct to this
endeavor for domestic violence agencies. A PTSD model may
confuse what is necessary and what is good and helpful;

(c)

A PTSD focus may promote a victim mentality that may
diminish motivation and energy for survivorship and inhibit
women from being active, and proactive, in ensuring their
own safety and health.
Whether a PTSD conceptualization is a profitable
conceptualization for the sequelae of domestic violence is
debatable. However, this current research and prior
research (Barnett & Laviolette, 1993; Crowell & Burgess,
1996; Harway, 1993; Janoff-Bulman & Frieze, 1983; Koss et
al., 1994; Woods & Campbell, 1993) suggest that it is an
accurate model for many surviving women. One must speculate
as to whether the rise of a PTSD conceptualization is the
next in a line of somewhat faddish theoretical models that
will ultimately be supplanted by a new conceptualization.
There certainly has been a progression of theoretical
conceptualizations for the effects of domestic violence,
beginning with Battered Woman's Syndrome, Stockholm
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Syndrome, and now PTSD; one must wonder if this is the best
conceptualization, or just the best we can do right now.
PTSD does capture the psychological distress, confusion,
and immobilization experienced by survivors, but does it
adequately capture their resourcefulness, strength, and
tenacity? Gondolf and Fischer (1988) and Walker (1994) have
aptly described this aspect of the survivor. At the present
time, it seems that Battered Woman Syndrome and PTSD do
well conceptualizing the debilitating effects of domestic
violence trauma; however, psychologists are still searching
for a model that integrates both the traumatic sequelae and
the survivorship and pluck demonstrated by so many who have
endured domestic violence.
Implications for Practice
The MMPI-2 and Domestic Violence - PTSD
Utilization of the l(Hs), K, and PK-PTSD scales in
applied situations is largely premature. A substantial body
of empirical evidence, confirming or disconfirming the
utility of these scales, should be amassed before they are
used in practice situations for actual diagnosis domestic
violence-PTSD.

However, clinicians who routinely use the

MMPI-2 with women, need to be aware that high scores on
l(Hs), low scores on the K scale, and high scores on the
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PK-PTSD scale may be suggestive of PTSD symptomatology due
to domestic violence. Realistically, the l(Hs) and K scales
demonstrated a good correct classification rate, overall.
The level of sensitivity to the presence of PTSD by these
two scales is quite high, and thus, the prospect for their
use as a screening device may be significant. Since the
specificity of the l(Hs) and K scale discriminant function
was mediocre, when these two scales are used for screening,
a follow-up assessment would be needed to identify false
cases of PTSD.
The real utility of the PK-PTSD scale for the assessment
of PTSD among domestic violence survivors is debatable. The
scale's modest overall correct classification rate renders
it suspect as an overall diagnostic tool for PTSD.

Even

its sensitivity leaves it vulnerable to about 19% of cases
being misclassified as false positives. This degree of
error in sensitivity is probably too steep a risk for most
clinicians to accept. Similar to the l(Hs) and K scale
discriminant function, most clinicians would require
follow-up testing to rule-out false positive cases.

But,

because the MMPI-2 is so commonly used, and because the PKPTSD information is available with "relative ease" on the
part of the clinician, using the PK-PTSD scale as a
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screening device seems a reasonable strategy, with the
caveat that a follow-up measure be used to rule out false
positive cases of PTSD. In fact, using high scores on the
l(Hs) scale, low scores on the K scale, and high scores on
the PK-PTSD supplementary scale, may provide a useful model
for screening for PTSD with the MMPI-2. A follow-up
measure, such as the PDS, may then be used to confirm a
diagnosis of PTSD, or rule-out false positive cases of
PTSD. In the view of this writer, this may be an efficient
and cost effective strategy for agencies that routinely use
the MMPI-2 in their psychological service delivery.
Domestic Violence Services and PTSD
Based on prevalence rate, shelters and non-shelters alike
are serving a population with severe psychological concerns
and problems that are directly related to their domestic
violence experiences. Shelters, out-reach centers, and
support groups are providing an exceedingly important
service and safety net for domestic violence survivors with
PTSD.

Thus, shelter and outreach center workers, and

support group leaders, in particular, need to recognize
that a substantial proportion of women they serve carry
full blown cases of PTSD, and many other women may be
symptomatic, but not meet full PTSD diagnostic criteria.
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Especially important for these service providers is an
awareness that women who appear highly stressed may be, and
probably are, experiencing the serious sequelae of domestic
violence, PTSD.

In addition to the aid survivors receive

from domestic violence agency workers, these highly
distressed women should be referred for specialized
services to address traumatic sequelae, while continuing
their affiliation with the agency or support group. Agency
workers and support group leaders need to be alert to the
reality that PTSD symptoms may be activated when survivors
deal with their domestic violence issues, interact with
agency staff, other survivors, and/or participate in
support group discussions. Domestic violence shelters will
do well provide guidance to survivors with PTSD, as to
where they may receive therapy for this disorder, and how
to manage their symptoms.
Anecdotal experiences of this author, meeting with and
discussing these issues with shelter personnel, suggest
that agency workers are enthusiastic about learning more
about PTSD and its implications; they are aware of PTSD ~o
some extent, they are interested in helping women with
these issues, but they may lack sufficient training, and
experience for understanding and assessing PTSD and its
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relevance to domestic violence issues. Domestic violence
agencies need to be vigilant in maintaining their primary
mission to domestic violence survivors; thus,

it is

imperative that agencies identify clinicians who are
sensitive to domestic violence concerns, to help them deal
with the post-traumatic sequelae of domestic violence.
PTSD's high prevalence and atrocious, malignant comorbidity (Davidson, Hughes, Blazer, & George,

1991)

necessitates that psychology, medicine, and government give
focused attention to the plight of PTSD sufferers,

in

general, and especially to the under-served population of
domestic violence survivors. More and better research needs
to address improved PTSD assessment and treatment, and
continued effort toward reducing preventable types of
trauma (e.g.,

sexual assault, sexual molestation, and

physical assault by intimates).
Implications for Research
MMPI-2 Research and Domestic Violence - PTSD
The findings of this study generated numerous issues for
future researcr. with domestic violence survivors. The
exploratory nature of this study,

in which many comparisons

were made, necessitates (because of possible inflation of
the type I error rate)

the revalidation of findings with an
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alternative, but similar, domestic violence sample.
Ideally,

such a revalidation would use a larger sample, so

that more MMPI-2 scales could be submitted to MANOVA,
discriminant function, and canonical correlational
analyses, while maintaining adequate statistical power.
Significant differences found for PTSD and NPTSD groups
on the MMPI-2 scales need to be replicated with additional
samples. Likewise, the discriminant function of the l(Hs)
and K scales needs replication and revalidation. Decision
rules and cut off scores need to be developed for the l(Hs)
and K scales, and tested with the present sample and
additional samples to validate and revalidate their utility
for identifying domestic violence survivors with PTSD.
Direct discriminant function analysis should be run with
scales l(Hs), K, and PK-PTSD together, to ascertain the
utility of these three scales used in combination for
diagnosing PTSD cases.

Though this procedure may produce

only modest improvements, at best, in correct
classification rates, sensitivity, and specificity, there
would be value in knowing how these three scales work
together. Shelter and non-shelter residents, both with and
without PTSD, need to be studied to examine differences in
responding to the MMPI-2.

Important differences in
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demographic, battering experience, psychological and/or
behavioral functioning may exist between women who have
entered a shelter and those who continue to live in the
community, and these difference may significantly impact
MMPI-2 profiles.
In this study, about 14% of the PTSD sub-sample showed
the average 6-8 two point high code. The remainder of the
sample generated a diverse collection of other two-point
codes. Future research needs to continue to re-validate the
average two-point code found in this study, as well as the
diversity of other codes domestic violence survivors
produce. Better understanding is needed of what factors
intervene to cause individuals with PTSD to generate the
different two point codes observed in this and other
research

(Khan et al., 1993; Munley et al., 1993; Penk et

al., 1988; & Wise, 1996). Possible variables that could
cause the broad array of two point code elevations are:
personality differences;

(b)

severity, frequency, and

cumulative lifetime abuse episodes;
experienced;

(a)

(c) the type of abuse

(d) the amount of time since the battering

ended; and (e) the age at which the first battering
occurred.

These factors should be examined to assess their

impact on the types of MMPI-2 profiles generated by
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individuals with PTSD, in general, as well as domestic
violence survivors.
Domestic Violence and the Occurrence of PTSD
The absence of a statistically significant relationships
between battering experience variables (i.e., CTS scores
for Verbal Abuse and Physical Abuse Events [VBEV & VLEV],
severity of physical harm,

life time battering events) and

the MMPI-2 needs replication and validation.

Clearly,

further study and research is needed to better understand
the relationship of the amount and type of violence with
the occurrence and development of trauma symptoms and PTSD.
More sophisticated tools are needed that reliably and
accurately measure the severity of battering events, how
seriously harmed was the individual by an event, and how
traumatizing are particular types of events. Since
correlational analysis assumes a linear relationship among
variables, one of the reasons no relationship was found
between the above noted battering experience variables and
the MMPI-2 is that they are not related in simple linear
manner. Future research should pursue trend analysis to
explore this possibility. Further, it is quite possible
that measuring violence dosing on the basis of reported
number of battering events

(as was done in two ways in thi3
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study) and how severely individuals were harmed by an
assault may not capture how violence affects the human
psyche.

In fact,

it probably does not. Understanding the

impact of an intimate assault on human functioning by
counting the number of assaultive events may be like
weighing an elephant with a scale designed for humans, you
know the elephant is heavy, but you do not know how heavy
it is. Future samples need to be studied, to clarify the
relationship of battering experience variables with
elevations of the MMPI-2, and the occurrence of PTSD.
Use of the MMPI-2 in Domestic Violence Settings
To assist with increasing sample size, a more simple
research protocol, with less required time commitment, will
need to be devised. This strategy may encourage more
shelters, outreach service agencies, support groups, and
actual women to consider participating.

The time and

effort involved in completing the protocol appeared to
create a significant impetus for agencies not electing to
participate. Two to three hours is a substantial time
investment when the psychological, physical, and financial
resources of survivors are at low ebb.

Some agencies

believed this to be too much to ask of their clients. The
demands of this protocol were compounded by time
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constraints and real child care concerns. Time constraints
and child care are issues that have to be accommodated by
the women or agencies during their participation.
The one agency that was most productive in generating
protocols, a shelter, had a well organized procedure for
enlisting women into the study. This shelter integrated the
protocol into their intake procedure in a direct and
deliberate way, they preserved volunteerism, and the staff
gave it high priority. Priority was also given to making
sure women were free from undue pressure or responsibility
for the period of time they worked on the protocol.
Adjusting the protocol to require less time and effort
would increase involvement, broaden the sample
characteristics, and ultimately increase the amount of
knowledge we have about the effects of violence on the
psychological functioning of women.
Future Research in Domestic Violence Settings
Practically and ethically, participants in domestic
violence research need meaningful remuneration. Invariably,
survivors experience depleted financial resources and, at
best, modest prospects for gaining future earning power.
Financial remuneration, for time and trouble,
for:

(a)

the women's sake,

(b)

is needed

to increase participation by
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agencies and women, and (c) to increase the amount of data
collected and the speed with which data is acquired.
The lack of a representative sample for race, religion,
and locality (women from urban settings) makes it
imperative that future research consider these factors.
Women from these backgrounds would generate different MMPI2 profiles, PTSD prevalence rates, and sample differences
around education, income, etc. Having access to such
information will be important for:

(a) understanding

battering and its impact on psychological functioning of
all women, not just women of domestic violence;
practice of helping battered women;

(b)

the

(c) development of

improved and more comprehensive methods of assessing PTSD;
and (d} advancement of the science of psychology, as it
relates to the treatment of victims of violence, especially
women.
Methodologies that accommodate the concerns of more
urban, minority, and non-Christian individuals, and enlist
their involvement in the research process include:

(a)

-psychologists exhibiting greater commitment to domestic
violence research;

(b) psychologists intentionally and

deliberately establishing on-going relationships with
shelters in urban and minority settings. In the view of
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this author, coming in as an outside researcher and
anticipating cooperation, when staff resources and personal
resources are highly restricted, is unrealistic.
Psychologists must establish relationships with inner city
and urban entities to gain access to such settings. To do
so, they would need to offer a spectrum of relevant
psychological services that are facilitative of the overall
mission of these agencies;

(c) greater consideration given

to the unique financial and psychological pressures women
from these settings face. The development of funding
sources for research is imperative, so that participants
can be given meaningful remuneration for their efforts in
the research process;

(d) developing less intrusive data

collection procedures that minimize the drain on both
personnel and survivors;

(e) research using the MMPI-2,

should be attempted with a computer administration. This
methodology may be less onerous for both domestic violence
agency staff, and survivors;

(f)

if research focus is given

to the PK-PTSD supplementary scale, then consideration
should be given to administering it as a stand alone mod~le
rather than requiring the entire MMPI-2 administration.
Research by Scotti, Sturges, and Lyons (1996)

suggests this

procedure does produce valid and similar results to the
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version imbedded in the standard MMPI-2 administration.
Unfortunately, with this type of procedure, validity
indicators are lost. Given the fact that over or underreporting of symptoms is a concern in the domain of PTSD
assessment because of liability, insurance, and other
litigation issues, dropping the validity indicators in the
long run may not be advisable.

The possibility of using

the stand alone PK-PTSD supplementary scale along with the
questions used to score the validity indicators would be a
another way to decrease the test taking time while
protecting the use of the validity indicators.
particular strategy would

This

need to be validated

empirically, so that the reliability and validity of this
strategy is found to be comparable with the full MMPI-2.
Limitations
Since the research domain of domestic violence survivors
and the assessment of PTSD with the MMPI/MMPI-2 have
received only scant attention, this study took an
exploratory approach to the data, and thus should be viewed
from that vantage point.

This approach was used because it

was considered the most meaningful and advantageous way of
maximizing the value of a data set which was exceedingly
difficult to acquire. This means, practically, that certain
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allowances were made so as to be able to examine the data
from as many perspectives as was possible within the
confines of the study. The primary threat to the
interpretability and validity of the results of this study
resides in the multiple comparisons made between the PTSD
and NPTSD groups. Multiple comparisons were made so as to
explore as many similarities and differences of this sample
of domestic violence survivors as fully as possible. With
multiple comparisons comes increased probability of
accepting statistically significant differences as real
differences, when they are actually due to sampling error.
In an effort to minimize this risk to some extent,
multivariate statistical procedures were used. An
additional strategy on many comparisons was the use of a
significance requirement of p < .01. The need for adequate
statistical power was balanced with the difficulty of
acquiring participants; this was done by reducing the
number of variables submitted to statistical analysis, and
accepting only a moderately conservative variables to cases
ratio (1:10).
An obvious,

limitation of this study is that not all of

the MMPI-2 scales were included in the analysis. The
reasons for this have been presented in Chapter 3.
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Replication of these results should be pursued with a
larger sample so that power considerations can be met,
while including all of the important MMPI-2 scales.
This study is limited in terms of its generalizability
because the sample was predominantly Caucasian and
Christian, and drawn from smaller communities and suburban
settings. This sample obviously limits the extent to which
findings are reflective of non-Caucasian and urban domestic
violence survivors and points to a continuing need within
psychology to find mechanisms for doing relevant and
sensitive research among minority group peoples. Clearly,
the findings of this study have limited applicability to
minority women survivors.
Conclusion
Further evidence emerged from this current study
suggesting that PTSD is a commonly occurring and serious
disorder among domestic violence survivors. Thus, PostTraumatic Stress Disorder remains a strong model for
conceptualizing the psychological and behavioral sequelae
experienced by women survivors of domestic violence; it
accurately describes, explains, and offers a non-pejorative
framework for understanding the psychological morbidity
endured by these women. Agencies and staff who help women
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domestic violence survivors need to understand PTSD and be
able to identify its symptoms. Workers also need to make
appropriate referrals for treatment, and provide help and
support to the survivor that considers the effect these
symptoms have on women. The type of help and support given
to survivors with PTSD must take seriously the morbidity
and comorbidity of the disorder as it impacts women's
abilities to address the violence in their lives.
The MMPI-2 can be tentatively viewed as sensitive to the
symptoms of post-traumatic stress symptoms in domestic
violence survivors. The composite profile of this sample
was similar to the findings of other MMPI-2 research with
domestic violence survivors (Khan et al., 1993; Rosewater,
1988), and somewhat different than for Vietnam veterans
(Keane et al., 1984). Patterns of responding, by domestic
violence survivors, to the MMPI-2 indicate their
psychological presentation is a reaction to the violence in
their lives, not a result of mental illness, ingrained
patterns of behavior, or personality functioning.
Significant differences were not found on battering
experience variables between the PTSD and NPTSD groups, nor
were the MMPI-2 scales significantly correlated with any of
the battering experience variables. This finding suggests
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the amount, severity, and intensity of abuse

(violence

dosing) are not directly related to the occurrence of PTSD.
On average, domestic violence survivors with and without
PTSD show significantly different MMPI-2 profiles. When the
scope of the MMPI/MMPI-2 PTSD assessment literature is
considered, this study generated a unique result from
discriminant function analysis. Higher scores on the l(Hs)
scales and lower scores on the validity K scale
discriminate PTSD among domestic violence survivors. The
PK-PTSD scale provided modest overall classification
efficiency, but very good sensitivity to the occurrence of
PTSD. The excellent sensitivity of the l(Hs) and K scale
discriminant function to the presence of PTSD,

suggests

that it, along with the PK-PTSD scale, may make an
effective screening tool to detect PTSD among domestic
violence survivors. The MMPI-2 is at least as an effective
tool for assessing and diagnosing PTSD in domestic violence
survivors as it has been shown to be among Vietnam
veterans. Likewise, the PK-PTSD supplementary scale is
comparable to the findings of PTSD research with Vietnam
veterans. The findings of this study should be held
tentatively until additional research provides further
validation.
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APPENDIX A
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
PK-PTSD Scale (Form R) PK-PTSD Scale and the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2
PK-PTSD Scale
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The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
PK-PTSD Scale (Form R) and the Minnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory - 2 PK-PTSD scales
Copyright Protection does not allow the
verbatim printing of these items
taken from the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Form R)
Copyright 1943
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2
Copyright 1989, 1993
The Regents of the University of Minnesota
Distributed exclusively by the
National Computer Systems, Inc.,
PO Box 1416, Minneapolis, MN 55440
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Form R)
PK-PTSD Scale
Items on the PK-PTSD scale, based on research by Keane,
Malloy, & Fairbank (1984), include: false answers on items
2, 3, 8, 57, 88, 107, 137, 152; true answers on items: 15,
16

f

22 I 24

f

31

f

32

f

33 I 39

f

40, 43, 61, 67, 72, 76, 94, 97,
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104, 106, 114, 139, 147, 156, 182, 217, 241, 286, 303, 314,
323, 326, 338, 338, 339, 349, 350, 358, 359, 366, 372, 376,
389.
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2
PK-PTSD Scale
False it ems : 2 , 3 , 9, 4 9 , 7 5 , 9 5 , 12 5 , 14 0 .

True it ems 1 6 ,

17, 22, 23, 30, 31, 32, 37, 39, 48, 52, 56, 59, 65, 82, 85,
92, 94, 101, 135, 150, 168, 170, 196, 221, 274, 277, 302,
303, 305, 316, 319, 327, 328, 339, 347, 349, 367.
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Participant Information Questionnaire
Participant# 1. Age
Please Circle the number the that best represents you on
the following categories.
2. Race
1 - African-American
4 - Native American
3. Ethnicity
0-Ethnicity Unknown
2-South African
5-Black Hispanic
8-Melanesian
11-East Asian
14-South European
17-West European

2 - Hispanic 3 - Asian
5 - Caucasian 6 - Other'

or No response
3-East African
6-Latin Hispanic
9-North Asian
12 - Jewish
15-East European
18-Other

4. Education completed
0-No education
2-Junior high/Middle School
4-Some College
6-Graduate School
5. Employment Status

1-West African
4-North African
7-Native American
10-South Asian
13 - Arabic
16-North European

1-Grade School
3-High School
5-College Graduate
7-Other

1-Currently Employed
2-Currently Unemployed

6. Religious Affiliation
0-Not Religious
1-Roman Catholic
3-Baptist
4-Presbyterian
6-Muslim
7-Hindu
9-Shinto
11-Christ, Scientist
12-Jehovah's Witness
14-Church of Latter Day Saints
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2-Christian
5-Jewish
8-Buddhist
13 -Protestant
15-Other
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7. Relationship with Batterer
1-Dating Relationship
2-Divorced
3-Separated
4-Married
5-remarried
6-Living Together Unmarried
7-widowed
8-Other
8 . Age and Gender of Children
Age:
1-Male 2-Female
Age:
1-Male 2-Female
Age:
1-Male 2-Female

9. What is your monthly income

Age:
Age:
Age:

1-Male
1-Male
1-Male

2-Female
2-Female
2-Female

?

10. How long have you been in relationship, married, or
living with the batterer? _days
weeks
months
_years.
11. How long has it been since you were living with the
individual who battered you? __days
weeks
months
_years
(If you still live with this person write O (zero).
12. When were you first battered (as an adult, age 18 or
older)? Age _ _ How long ago was that? Number of
_days
weeks
months
__ years ago.
13. How many times (during your adult life, since age 18
years old) have you been battered?
14. How long has it been since your most recent domestic
assault? How many
Days
Weeks
Months
Years.
15. Pick the number that best describes the site, agency,
or location where you are giving this information:
1- Shelter: You are currently staying in a Shelter for
domestic violence issues.
2- Outreach Center: You are currently being served by
an outreach center for domestic violence issues.
3- Support Group: I currently attend a support group
for domestic violence issues.
4- Other Social or Legal Service Agency'
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Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS)
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Post-Traumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (PDS)
Copyrighted material, not p~blishable.
Copyright 1995 National Computer Systems, Inc.
Distributed exclusively by the
National Computer Systems, Inc.,
PO Box 1416, Minneapolis, MN 55440
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APPENDIX D
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2 (MMPI-2)
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Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2 (MMPI-2)
Copyrighted material, not publishable.
Copyright 1989, 1993
The Regents of the University of Minnesota
Distributed exclusively by the
National Computer Systems, Inc.,
PO Box 1416, Minneapolis, MN 55440
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Conflict Tactics Scale
(M. St~aus, 1979)
No matter how well couples get along, there are times when
they disagree, get annoyed with the other person, have
spats or fights because they're in a bad mood or tired, or
for some other reason. They also use many different ways
of trying to settle their differences. I'm going to read a
list of some things that you and your husband or partner
might have done when you had an argument. I would like you
to tell me how many times, once, twice, 3-5 times, 6-10
times, 11-20 times, or more than 20 times, in the past 12
months. Read items:

A. Tried to discuss the issue relatively calmly
B. Did discuss an issue relatively calmly
C. Got information to back up your/his
side of things
D. Brought or tried to bring in someone to
help settle things
E. Insulted or swore at the other one
F. Argued heatedly but short of yelling
G. Sulked or refused to talk about an issue
H. Stomped out of the room, house, or yard
I. Cried
J. Did or said something to spite the other one
K. Threatened to hit or throw something to
the other one
L. Threw or smashed or hit or kicked
something
M. Threw something at the other one
N. Pushed, grabbed, or shoved the other one
o. Slapped the other one
P. Kicked, bit, or hit the other one with
a fist
Q. Hit, or tired to hi the other one with
something
R. Beat up the other one
S. Choked the other one
T. Threatened the other one with a knife or
gun
U. Used a knife or fired a gun
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Respondent
1 = Once
2
Twice
3
3-5 times
4
6-10 times
5
11-20 times
6 = More than 20
0 = Don't know

Husband/Partner
1 = Once
2
Twice
3 = 3-5 times
4
6-10 times
5
11-20 times
6 == More than 20
0 = Don't Know

( Don ' t Read)

( Don '

t Read)

If

"Never"
for
both:
Has it

ever
happened?
l•yes / O~no

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0
1 0
1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0

1
1
1
1
1

4 5 6 0

1234560

4
4
4
4

1 0
1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1
1
1
1
1
1

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0
1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0
1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0
1 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

1 0

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

0
0
0
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 0

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0

1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

1 0
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Severity of Physical Harm Assessment
Think about the most serious occasion of physical violence
that has happened to you. Now, rate how badly you were
injured from this time by circling the number that best
describes your injuries from this episode. That is all you
have to do with this page, circle the number that best
describes how seriously you were injured from this event.
0. No hurt done
1. No physical injury, but experienced some pain or damage
to personal belongings (torn clothes, broken glasses,
etc.)
2. Simple minor injury (splinters, bruises, mild cuts, mild
burns, black eye, hair pulled out)
3. Serious minor injury (many severe bruises, severe cuts or
burns, mild concussion, black eyes needing medical
attention)
4. Serious physical or emotional injury (serious joint
injury, serious spine, head or pelvic injury, broken
bones, serious injury to internal organs that need
surgery, miscarriage, going in the hospital for a nervous
breakdown.
5. Extreme and permanent injuries (surgical removal of womb,
permanent joint damage, permanent head or spine injury,
permanent damage to bowels or other internal organs,
colostomy,

Adapted from Frieze et al.

(1980).
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R.A.A.
Date:
Client Initials:
Name of Agency:
Please ask your client to answer the following question.
I completed the 8

th

grade

Yes
No

Please ask your client to read out loud the following
Questions:
1. I find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job.
Yes
No
2. I frequently find myself worrying about something.
Yes
No
3. I liked playing "house" when I was a child.
Yes
No
This individual was able to read these questions:
Yes
No
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Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas 76204
1/26/98
Dear Shelter Resident or Outreach Center Client,
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. I hope
you will consider helping in a research project. The
research is about domestic violence. People will help by
answering questions about being battered. This will help us
measure how battering has hurt them. The information you
give will help us better understand women's pain from
abuse. If you help out you will probably help other women
who are being battered. Discoveries from this work will be
used to help people get better help for their abuse
problems.
If you have questions my name is John Morrell, and my phone
number is 414-223-0939. You can also contact me through the
Psychology Department at Texas Woman's University, Denton,
Texas. The phone number is 817-898-2303. You may also
contact my advisor, Linda Rubin, Ph.D., at 817-898-2314.·
This project is completely voluntary, you do not have to
help out if you do not want. There is no penalty if you
decline. Individuals who do complete a research packet
will receive $10.00.
Thank you for reading this letter.
in this study.

Please consider helping

Sincerely,
John S. Morrell
Doctoral Psychology Candidate
Department of Psychology and Philosophy
Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas 76204
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Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas 76204
Participant Consent to Participate in Research
Title of Study: The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI-2) and Women Survivors of Domestic Violence
with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Name of Investigator: John S. Morrell
Phone Number of Investigator: 414-937-5999
Advisor: Linda Rubin, Ph.D. 817-898-2314
I understand that I am helping to study how battering
affects women. This research will help us understand how to
measure how much emotional pain a woman has from being
battered. This knowledge will help survivors receive prompt
and good care from helpers. Anything of importance from
this will given to counselors so survivors can be better
helped for their battering problems.
1. I understand my part in this project will take around 3
hours. During this time I may take a break. But, I will
complete the questions within one day after I receive
them.
2. I understand I will give information pertaining to my
age, how many children I have, my race and cultural
background, and my relationship to the batterer and other
similar questions.
3. I understand a staff ·member wil'l ask me to answer 21
questions that will help measure how bad the violence
was.
4. I understand I will answer one question about how badly I
was physically hurt by the battering.
5. I understand I will answer 399 true and false questions
form the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory -2
(MMPI-2) .
6. I understand I will answer 49 questions from the PDS
inventory to measure how the battering has affected me
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personally.
The information I give is confidential. Who I am will
remain unknown and unnamed. There is a little chance that
the information I provide could be seen by someone who was
not supposed to be looking at it. To reduce this chance my
name will not be used on any written information I give. I
understand that the researcher will have a coding system to
keep the information I give and who I am separate. Any
written information or articles from this work will keep
names and personal information unknown. The information I
provide for this study will be kept until December 31,
2001. This information will be stored at the primary
researcher's home in a locked filing cabinet. This
information may also be kept in a locked filing cabinet at
the psychology department of Texas Woman' University. It
will be destroyed by shredding at the end of this time
period.
I agree to help even though there is a possibility
that I may have some emotional uneasiness or anxiety from
talking or writing about my being battered. Staff members
of my agency will talk with me about these feelings should
I be troubled by them. If I become tired or fatigued I may
take a break.
My taking part in this project may be helpful to me.
I may find comfort in talking about my battering
experiences and other problems. Filling out these questions
may be interesting and an escape from my normal routine. I
may also find a lot of satisfaction knowing that helping
with this may help other battered women. When the study is
done a summary of the important results will be given to
this agency. I can contact the agency to receive this
information for myself.
We will try to prevent any problem that could happen
because of this research. Please let us know at once if
there is a problem and we will help you. You should
understand, however, that TWU does not provide medical
services or financial assistance for injuries that might
happen because you are taking part in this research.
If you have any questions about the research or about
your rights as a participant, we want you to ask us. Our
phone number is at the top of this form.
If you have
questions later, or if you wish to report a problem please
call us or the Office of Research & Grants Administration
at 817-898-3375.
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Finally, my helping in this research is completely
voluntary. I may decide to not take part or stop at any
time.
I will not be penalized for not helping with this
research.
Someone offered to answer all of my questions and concerns
about this study and my part in it.
I hereby release the Texas Woman' University and the
undersigned party acting under the authority of Texas
Woman' University from any and all claims arising out of
such taking, recording, reproducing, publishing,
transmitting, or exhibiting as is authorized by the Texas
Woman's University.
Initials Only

Date

The above consent form was read, discussed, and initialed
in my presence. In my opinion, the person signing said
consent form did so freely and with full knowledge and
understanding of its contents.
Witness

Date

APPENDIX J
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Texas Woman's University
Denton, Texas 73204
Consent for Release of Information:
Agency Receipt of My PDS
and MMPI-2 Information
I, _______________ (Initials), want to have
the results of my PDS and MMPI-2 testing data returned to
my agency __________________ (agency name).
I understand that this information is to be returned to my
3gency for the purpose of evaluation, treatment planning,
and counseling services. I fully understand that releasing
this information to my helping agency is a breach of the
confidentiality I was afforded previously in the original
consent form, and I am willing to accept this loss of
confidentiality because of the possible benefits I may have
through my agency having the PDS and MMPI-2 data for
helping me in my recovery process. I understand that this
information may not be released directly to me, and may
only be given to a licensed psychologist, or other mental
health processional with specific training and skills in
interpreting data from these test instruments.
Date

Initials (Only) of Participant
Participant Code Number
Witness
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Steps to Completing the Morrell PTSD protocol
If you suspect or know that an individual is actively
psychotic, i.e. hallucinations, delusions, etc., do not
continue with the protocol.
Ask the woman: Have you been served, for domestic
violence issues, by a shelter, outreach center, or support
group, or have you lived through a life threatening assault
by your husband or partner? This assault may include any
serious verbal or physical threat or attack on your body
or life, either non-sexual or sexual.
Yes or No.
Interviewer Please Circle all that apply
a. Served in the past by a shelter, outreach
center, support group Yes or No
b. Served currently by a shelter or outreach
center, support group Yes or No
c. Lived through an assault by Husband/Partner Yes or No
If the answer to this question is yes continue on. If she
answers no to this question discontinue the procedures and
thank her for her time. Explain simply that to be included
in this study the person must have had at least one of the
above experiences.
Ask the Woman: "Was at least one assault by your
husband/partner more than 30 days ago?" Circle: Yes
No.

Or

If the individual answers Yes to this question continue
on.
If she answers No to this question discontinue the
procedures and thank the individual for their time.
Explain simply that to be included in this study an assault
must have occurred at least 30 days prior.
1. Complete the R.A.A. Reading Ability Assessment form. A
substantial portion of these materials requires the
th
person to be able to read at an 8 grade level.
a. If the person answers yes to completing the 8th
grade or they are able to read the questions proceed
with the remainder of the protocol.
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b. If they have not completed the 8th grade but can
read the questions proceed.
c. If they have not completed the 8th grade and cannot
read the questions please explain to the person that
there will be reading material that will be too
difficult for them to complete and that they
therefore will not be able to participate.
d. If they are not participating return the materials
back to John Morrell for Reuse.
4. Give the cover letter and consent form to the client and
ask them to read both and decide whether they wish to
help with the research.
5. If they choose to participate have the client initial
the consent form, and the staff member witness it.
6. Ask them to read the PDS-MMPI-2 release of information
form, then decide if they want the information returned
to the agency for their assistance. If they want this
information released back to the agency ask them to sign
the form, and staff member witness.
7. Do the Conflict Tactics Scale
. Read the introductory statement. Remember this
refers to the previous 12 months .
. Then ask the individual to rate the extent to
which their partner used the behaviors in their
relationship, and how they would rate themselves
on the behaviors.
8. Ask the client to complete the packet of material that
includes:
a. Participant Information Questionnaire
b. Severity of Physical Harm Assessment
c. MMPI-2
d. PDS
There is an instruction sheet included in this packet
that gives brief, but accurate, information for each
of the items they need to complete.
9. Collect the completed materials from the client and
thank them for their help. Before letting them go review
all the forms for completeness, especially the PDS.
Without complete information on the PDS the rest of the
materials are wasted.
10. Place the materials back in the envelope.
11. If questions arise please call me immediately and I
will attempt to clarify or resolve.
12. Return to John Morrell. My phone numbers are 414-376-
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9471, 414-937-5300 or 414-937-5999, , Pager Number 414-2220039.
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Instructions for Completing Research Questions
1. Instructions for completing the R.A.A. (If your packet
does not have this page go on to the next item.)- 1) Fill
in the date; 2) Fill in your three initials; 3) Fill in
the name of the agency that is helping you; 4) Place a
check mark in either the "Yes" blank if you have
th
completed 8 grade, or "No" blank if you have not
completed the 8th grade; 5) Read the questions, 1,2, and
3. 6) Place a check mark in the "yes" or "no" blank that
represents whether you were able to read the three
questions. If you are unable to read these questions
please return the materials to a staff member or the
researcher.
2. Instructions for completing the Participant Information
Questions - Question 1) Fill in your age; Questions 2 7) Circle the number that best represents you on the
categories listed; 8) Fill in the Age and Gender of your
Children; 9) Write in your usual or average monthly
income; 10) Write in the number of years, months and/or
days you have been in relationship with the batterer; 11)
Write the number of years, months, or days since you
lived with the batterer. If you still live with him or
her, write O (zero); 12) Write the age when you were
first battered (as an adult, age 18 years or older). Then
state the number of days, months, or years ago this
happened; 13) Write in the number of times you have been
battered (as an adult). 14) Write in numbers how long it
has been since the most recent assault in days, or weeks,
or months, or years. 15) Circle 1 number that best
describes the agency where you are participating in this
study.
3. Instruction for completing the Severity of Injury
Assessment: - Read the instructions at the top of the
page. Circle one number that best describes how
seriously hurt or injured you were in the most severe
occasion of battering that happened to you.
4. Instructions for completing the MMPI-2 - This inventory
will take you approximately 90 minutes to complete. You
may take a short break while completing it. However,
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please complete the questions during the same day that you
started it.
· When you are not working on the inventory please
leave it with a staff member, your counselor, a
secretary, or receptionist. Complete only questions
1-399, then stop. Do not continue past item number
399.
· When answering the questions please be candid,
frank, and honest.
If a statement is true or mostly true for you fill
in the T circle, if the statement is false or mostly
false, fill in the F circle.
· Use a number 2 pencil. Fill in the circles on the
answer sheet darkly. Answer all the questions to the
best of your ability. Do not leave answers blank
unless you absolutely cannot decide how to answer.
Do not take these materials with you if you have to
leave the shelter or center unexpectedly. Leave
them with a staff member. While the answer sheets
and booklets have no material or financial value to
you, they will cost the agency or the researcher $20
to replace.
5. Instructions for completing the PDS - The PDS has four
sections and 49 items. Read the instructions carefully
for each section and answer each question completely.
This survey will take about 10-20 minutes to complete.
Please answer all the questions. Not answering all the
questions renders the information useless for research
purposes.
The information you provide in your answers to these
questions will be used to help women who have been battered
and abused. Your honest, answers will help other women
receive social, physical, and psychological help to recover
more fully from their frightening, emotionally painful, and
physically hurtful experiences. Thank you for your help
with this project.
Sincerely,
John S. Morrell

